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ABSTRACT
Reframing the Family Portrait: The Surrogate Mother in U.S. Theatre and Film, 1939–1963
by Alison Walls
Advisor: David Savran
Reframing the Family Portrait: The Surrogate Mother in U.S. Theatre and Film, 1939–
1963 investigates the U.S. plays, films, and musicals of this period that abound with heroines
who mother children to whom they are not genetically tied. This dissertation asks why such a
figure was so resonant in this era between the beginning of World War II and the emergence of
more radical 1960s politics. Newly in the spotlight as a romantic protagonist, the “surrogate
mother,” as I have chosen to call her, re-envisions the archetypal mother through a
contemporizing lens, distinctive in her mother/not-mother status. Critical analysis of Penny
Serenade (1941), Blossoms in the Dust (1941), The Sound of Music (1959), South Pacific (1949),
Auntie Mame (1955/1956/1958), Mame (1966), Tomorrow, the World (1943/44), Anna and the
King of Siam (1946), and The King and I (1951) reveals a deeply intertwined relationship
between this character and larger historic forces. Her appearance coincides with a dramatic rise
and reimagining of adoption, an intense cultural and political valorization of domesticity and
conventional gender roles, and the mobilization of adoption metaphors by charitable
organizations and in international relations. This metaphor is literalized in the adoption of
foreign and/or mixed-race children by white U.S. Americans, facilitated through foundations
such as Pearl Buck’s Welcome House. The same metaphor is put to use too to frame U.S.
international intervention during the Cold War as maternal rescue and protection. Amidst
international and national tensions, the surrogate mother embodies and ambivalently resolves
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three central anxieties of her era: modernity (as colloquially intended), domesticity, and U.S.
imperialism.
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Introduction: “Getting to Know” the Surrogate Mother
“The love of children, in man is a virtue: in woman, an element of nature. It is a feature of her
constitution, a proof of His wisdom, who having entrusted to her the burden of the early nurture
of a whole race, gives that sustaining power which produces harmony, between her dispositions,
and her allotted tasks.”
Letters to Mothers, Mrs. Lydia H. Sigourney, (1838)1
“The mother is not only the heart of the home, she must be the heart of the world… Let mothers
have the opportunity and privilege to perform their God-given work as they should, and the
whole body politic will feel new life, new aspirations, new conceptions of the relative value of
things.”
Child-Welfare Magazine, (formerly, National Congress of Mothers Magazine), (1919)2
“Mom is an American creation. Her elaboration was necessary because she was launched as
Cinderella. Past generations of men have accorded to their mothers, as a rule, only such honors
as they earned by meritorious action in their individual daily lives […] But I cannot think,
offhand, of any civilization except ours in which an entire division of living men has been used,
during wartime, or at any time, to spell out the word ‘mom’ on a drill field, or to perform any
equivalent act.”
Generation of Vipers, Philip Wylie, (1942, 1955, 1964)3
“But Darling, I’m Your Auntie Mame!”
Mame Dennis4

Picture Anna Leonowens encircled by Siamese children in The King and I (1951). Picture
Maria Von Trapp encircled by Austrian children in The Sound of Music (1959). Or picture Greer
Garson as adoption activist Edna Gladney “up to her chin in babies,” yet “just as alluring as was
the old-time siren” in the film Blossoms as the Dust (1941).5 The number of characters such as
these—women who find and offer redemption through a maternal role towards children not

1

Lydia Sigourney, Letters to Mothers (Hartford: Hudson and Skinner, 1838), 45,
http://utc.iath.virginia.edu/sentimnt/mothers.html.
2
Qtd. in Theda Skocpol, Protecting Soldiers and Mothers: The Political Origins of Social Policy in the United
States, Brinkley Collection (c.2) (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1992), 312.
3
Philip Wylie, Generation of Vipers, Newly Annotated by the Author (New York: Pocket Books, 1964), 184.
4
Patrick Dennis, Auntie Mame (New York: Popular Library, 1955), 14,
http://archive.org/details/auntiemame00denn.
5
Director Mervyn LeRoy, quoted in Gladys Hall, “Gay Divorcée - Greer Garson,” Modern Screen, September 8,
1941, 51.

biologically their own—in popular U.S. plays, films, and musicals of the World War II and early
Cold War period are too many to list (an informal survey of major Hollywood film in the single
decade from 1940 turns up eighty-seven examples). This dissertation argues that this flourishing
of adoptive mothers, stepmothers, nannies, or teachers (and often some combination of these) in
U.S. theatre and film from 1939-1963 is no mere entertainment industry fad, but evidence of an
identifiable character type that is both cultural product and cultural agent in a rich intersection of
sentimental mythology and social, cultural, and political change.6 Her relationship to historical
change is complex and synergetic. As such, the “surrogate mother” (as I shall call her) offers a
key to understanding the prevailing anxieties of the period.7 Why was such a figure so resonant
in this era between the beginning of World War II and the emergence of more radical 1960s
politics? From what needs, fears, and desires did she emerge? How did this simultaneous
transformation of the typical romantic heroine and the archetypal mother shape the sentimental
forces governing historic change on a grander scale?
Close analysis of popular film and theatre in this era reveals a vital and recurrent
character who modernizes the archetypal mother. The surrogate mother mobilizes the
archetype’s reassuring familiarity and traditional femininity to negotiate contemporary anxieties
surrounding gender, race, and international politics during World War II and the immediate
postwar period: a time caught between the myth of the traditional U.S. family and the
progressive drive that would spill forth in the following decades, and a time when the U.S. was

I borrow the concept of “cultural agents and cultural products” from Jean Graham-Jones’s work on iconicity. It fits
the surrogate mother figure well also. Evita Inevitably: Performing Argentina’s Female Icons Before and After Eva
Perón (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2014), 5.
7
I am aware of the technical flaws of this label, but in the interests of expediency, it works to cover the range of
fictional manifestations of this theatrical and cinematic phenomenon. I intend no overlap with the biological or legal
definitions of surrogate mother, but merely to identify the fictional construct of heroines, whose maternal role is
achieved through means other than biological birth, and who find or construct a family through adoption, marriage,
and/or vocation.
6
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impelled to revise the image of itself in relation to the rest of the world. I suggest that the
surrogate mother character in so many theatrical and cinematic cultural texts marks an important
reframing of the U.S. family and, by extension, the nation. Drawing together the old and the new,
constructing a family “of choice,” at once a mother and not, the emotional center of a family that
includes many identities—though not yet all—the surrogate mother precariously mediates the
tensions of her era. The surrogate mother’s embodiment of core U.S. values provided an
essential sentimental basis for more concrete social and political change, while inevitably
revealing the limits of such ideals.
In 1939-1963 an atmosphere of fear and unease was stimulated first by world war, and
then by the continued international conflict of the Cold War. The beginning of WWII is an
obvious starting point for this study. Kennedy’s assassination and the publication of Betty
Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique in 1963 are events that effectively signal a new era in which
civil rights and feminism occupy a more centrally combative position in the cultural landscape
and thus bring to an end the surrogate mother’s primacy as a fictional channel for such conflicts.8
In forties and fifties, however, faced with such instability, the nation moved into a climate of
social conservatism, reversing the liberal spirit of the previous decades. As Elaine Tyler May
observes, instead of continuing the revolutionary momentum activated in the thirties and the
expansion of women in the workplace stimulated by the war, young Americans scrambled
towards the promised security of domestic bliss—a move explicitly validated by powerful
political figures such as Vice President Nixon.9 Yet it is also clear that despite the cultural and
political tide, for many women the renewed embrace of domesticity may well have felt

8

I am stretching my timeline a little to include Mame (1966); the stage musical was already in development prior to
my end date of 1963 and is an important final development of the narrative’s several lives.
9
Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era. (United States: Basic Books,
1988).
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confining; a too drastic reversal of the participatory vigor and female capability iconized by
Rosie the Riveter.
At the same time, the very notion of motherhood underwent a multilayered
transformation key to the emergence of the surrogate mother as an ideal U.S. heroine. The 1940s
and 50s saw a deemphasizing of genetics, turning from 19th century biological determinism to a
focus on environment that aligned with the increasing prevalence of Freudian and Kleinian
psychology and distanced the U.S. from Nazi eugenicism. To contextualize this shift, it is worth
noting the strength of the U.S. eugenicist movement only years before. Indeed, U.S. psychologist
Henry Herbert Howard popularized the idea with his 1912 book—republished in 1935—The
Kallikak Family: A Study in the Heredity of Feeble-Mindedness.10 This influential, and largely
fraudulent, work not only justified sterilization programs in the U.S., but was also directly
referenced by German National Socialists.11
Popular parenting guides, reinforced by these changes in psychology, further
disassociated “good mothering” (and psychologically sound children) from an innate quality to
one that could—and should—be learned. Concurrently, as historians of adoption in the U.S. such
as Wayne E. Carp and Barbara Melosh explain, increasingly destigmatized, adoption rates soared
in this era, propelled by this potent combination of the domestic drive, new attitudes to parenting,
and (of particular relevance) the favoring of emotional over genetic ties in creating a healthy
family.12 Adoption became, moreover, the central metaphor of an increasing number of

10

The Kalikak Family: A Study in the Heredity of Feeble Mindedness (New York: Macmillan, 1935).
Stefan Kuhl, Nazi Connection: Eugenics, American Racism, and German National Socialism (Cary, United
States: Oxford University Press, 2002), 40–42,
http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/cunygc/detail.action?docID=431024.
12
E. Wayne Carp, Adoption in America: Historical Perspectives. (Ann Arbor; Ipswich: University of Michigan
Press, 2009), http://public.eblib.com/choice/publicfullrecord.aspx?p=3414574; Barbara Melosh, Strangers and Kin:
The American Way of Adoption (Cambridge, Massachusetts; London: Harvard University Press, 2006). Melosh,
Strangers and Kin.
11
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international charitable organizations, such as China’s Children Fund founded in 1938, and
underpinned other invocations to global outreach. The adoption theme was strong enough for
there to be a clear logic in the “Penny Serenade for China” drive opened by Irene Dunne around
the New York première, despite the film having no explicit connection to China.13 Nor did
adoption as international intervention stop at metaphor. The literal adoption of non-white
children was facilitated by organization’s such as Nobel Prize winning novelist Pearl Buck’s
Welcome House, established in 1949 to find homes for U.S. born Asian and mixed-race children
rejected by other agencies still concerned with finding a visual “fit” (Buck would later extend
this domestic focus to rescue “Amerasian” children born in Asia who were likewise ostracized
for placement in U.S. homes).14 Buck’s connection to my case studies is especially intimate. She
was a close friend to Auntie Mame author Patrick Dennis, James Michener, Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein II. The politically like-minded artists were all ardent supporters of the
House, and Hammerstein was a Welcome House grandfather (his daughter Alice was one of the
first to adopt a child from the House).
During the Cold War, the trope of maternal influence worked in lockstep with antiCommunist ideology. Portrayals of the Communist breakdown of the nuclear family encouraged

The initiative “poured a huge quantity of pennies into a Chinese rice bowl.” Films and Film Folk, inc, “Opens
China Aid Drive,” The Film Daily, May 19, 1941, Internet Archive.
14
Buck already had a strong commitment to social justice; she was outspoken about her dissatisfaction with the state
of U.S. American politics, racism, the wrongful discrimination in the labeling of children as “illegitimate” (she is
Gladney's successor in this respect) and was herself the mother of five adopted children. She was reportedly
motivated, however, to establish the Welcome House when she was confronted with the “unadoptability” of first the
baby of a white woman and Indian man, and soon after the child of a Chinese man, a surgeon who had returned to
China, and a white U.S. nurse. The fate of mixed-race children in Asia was even more alarming. The large number
of “Amerasian” children (Buck coined the term) born in Japan, Okinawa, and Korea, typically to U.S. servicemen
and Asian women (the predictable result of WWII) faced rejection on all sides. Patriarchal traditions in Asia dictated
an abusive treatment of so-called fatherless, mixed race children, who were insulted, beaten, and systematically
denied opportunities. In Korea, the children abandoned by their U.S. fathers could not be registered and so were left
with no legal existence. Many were killed and “an unknown number” of boys were castrated. Peter Conn, Pearl S.
Buck: A Cultural Biography (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 312–13; Melosh, Strangers and
Kin, 51–104.
13
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U.S. citizens to step in as literal and metaphoric parents and safeguard their own domestic unit.
But adulation of the nuclear family and the good mother had also stimulated a reactionary antimaternalism, provoking fears of the psychological damage done by self-indulgent and/or clingy
mothers, and this too resonated with Cold War fears. The destructive mother (given popular
currency by Philip Wylie as “Mom”) produced psychologically unhealthy, possibly homosexual
children—an echo of political discourse explicitly connecting homosexuality and Communism.15
The good mother’s influence, on the other hand, could foster the health of the Nation and extend
beyond U.S. borders. U.S. military intervention in Southeast Asia following the “loss” of China
to Communism was framed as a sort of maternal rescue, belying its violence. The dual nature of
the surrogate mother thus neatly evades anti-maternalism, while exhibiting the transformative
potential of good motherhood, and emblematizing the inclusivity of the constructed family—
literal and metaphoric.
This is the heady cultural pool in which my case studies emerge. The thematically
illustrative texts are examined in a mode of analysis grounded in historical context and informed
by the theoretical lenses of affect, gender studies, and cultural studies. South Pacific (1949),
Auntie Mame (1955/1956/1958), and Mame (1966) engage a discussion of modernity and
nostalgia; Penny Serenade (1941), Blossoms in the Dust (1941), and The Sound of Music (1959),
the question of the domestic ideal and female autonomy; and Tomorrow, the World (1943/44)
and The King and I (1951) the surrogate mother’s effect in formulating 20th century U.S.
imperialism.
Selection of Case Studies

15

Generation of Vipers, Newly Annotated by the Author (New York: Pocket Books, 1964). Wylie's wildly popular
invective was first published in 1942, with subsequent editions in 1955 and 1964.
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The surrogate mother runs across the entire entertainment industry, appearing in several
different media, a prevalence across generic forms that demonstrates the strength of her cultural
resonance. My chosen texts therefore cross generic boundaries. A number of my case studies
were adapted into different forms, which indicates popularity, if not canonicity, and speaks to the
intimate relationship sought by fans.16 When an audience experiences a new artistic
interpretation of an already beloved text, they also experience a heightened personal
identification and investment through recognition and assessment (that delight or
disappointment, for instance, when a librettist and composer extend a key moment or emotion
into a musical number that either fits, or does not, the audience member’s own internal sense of
its meaning).17 For the adapted works, film offers the advantage of an (admittedly mediated)
performance record that can only be partially gleaned from theatrical scripts, reviews, publicity
photos, and other archival material related to its ephemeral theatrical form. The film versions
also allow full contemplation of their artistic evolution. Combining material from theatre, film,
and other archival material builds a fuller picture of how the surrogate mother operated in the
collective cultural psyche. Outside of adaptation, the recurrence of certain stars in the role of the
surrogate mother—Irene Dunne, Greer Garson, Rosalind Russell, Mary Martin, and Julie
Andrews to name a few—contributes to the sense of intimacy and recognition.18 This
phenomenon is, I suspect, intensified with the surrogate mother character because her initial
appeal is itself born of a potent conjuncture between the familiar and the new.
Along with plays adapted for the screen, I have included two Hollywood films with no

Note too, the derided but revelatory stereotype of the housewife addicted to “her” shows.
Adaptations exploit the fan’s desire to luxuriate in the beloved familiar, while also experiencing appealing
novelty, but pay the price if the adapted work fails to achieve the right balance.
18
Marvin A. Carlson is the essential reference on this phenomenon of “ghosting.” The Haunted Stage: The Theatre
as Memory Machine (University of Michigan Press, 2003).
16
17
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theatrical precedent. I stray from pure theatre studies in these two cases in service of a more
complete understanding of the surrogate mother as cultural agent and product. This approach
also illuminates which traits and affective modes are distinctive to the surrogate mother and are
consistently reproduced across different media. Penny Serenade and Blossoms in the Dust are
furthermore only a selective illustration of the remarkable number of films in this decade that
include some form of adoptive parenting; evidence of a significant cultural preoccupation, as
opposed to a more medium-specific trend, confined to only a smattering of cases.
The inclusion of films like Penny and Blossoms is also necessary simply because movies
dominated the cultural scene of the 1940s, where my timeline begins.19 This dominance reflects
the absorption of Broadway talent by Hollywood following the Depression; many creators and
performers, including those attached to my case studies, crossed over from theatre to film. Anita
Loos, for example, who wrote the screenplay for Blossoms in the Dust (1941), was one of many
writers whose work included Broadway and Hollywood (her best known work, Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes, is just one example of the Broadway/Hollywood relationship). Even theatre
icons Rodgers and Hammerstein were compelled to undertake brief, unhappy stints in
Hollywood, not counting the film versions of their stage musicals. Rosalind Russell, Mary
Martin, and Julie Andrews are among the many actors who worked both stage and screen.
Although scholars and practitioners of theatre and film closely guard the distinctiveness
of their respective fields—and there are undeniable social, formal, and practical differences
between the two—a too rigid demarcation of film and theatre in this period is a missed

Mary Ann Doane also notes that in the first half of the 1940s, “due to the war and the enlistment of large numbers
of young men in the armed forces, film producers assumed that cinema audiences would be predominantly female.
Despite the fact that statistical analyses of audiences during the 1940s suggest that this was not ultimately the case,
the anticipation of a female audience resulted in a situation wherein female stars and films addressed to women
became more central to the industry.” The films of this era are therefore particularly rich with surrogate mothers.
The Desire to Desire: The Woman’s Film of the 1940s (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1987), 4.
19
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opportunity. Martin Esslin essentially makes this point (using different examples) when arguing
that the boundaries delineating the “field of drama” need to remain fluid to avoid a “cramping
and deadening impact.”20 The very urge to assert generic distinctiveness indeed betrays an
equally important relationship. The influence of theatre on early film is indisputable (though not
a foregone conclusion—the first experiments with film bore a greater relation to photography—
hence “moving pictures,” and not “flat theatre”). In a monograph contemporaneous with my case
studies, Nicholas Vardac argues that the desire for greater realism in the theatre provided “the
impetus to the invention of cinema” and that “the arrival of the motion picture” cannot be
considered an “isolated and haphazard expression of scientific progress,” but a “logical phase in
the evolutionary pattern of world theatre.”21 Garrick’s aesthetic realism may have spurred the
motion picture, but melodrama retained the strongest influence. As Laura Mulvey remarks,
melodrama created a cinematic style that has survived, “along with musical accompaniment,
expression through colour and lighting and mise en scène so that the popular cinema is suffused
with the traditions of melodrama far beyond the particular genre that has inherited its name.”22
The films included among my case studies bear an especially close relationship to theatre, since
they fall into the category of the maternal melodrama (a genre that is also essentially
synonymous with the tellingly named “woman’s film” or “weepie” in the 1940s).
Remembering, moreover, that the “melo” of melodrama refers to “melody,” these films
share an important ancestor with the four musicals included in my case studies. Mary Ann
Doane, in reference to the female desire—the yearning—that is key to the maternal melodrama,

20

The Field of Drama: How the Signs of Drama Create Meaning on Stage and Screen (London: Methuen, 1987),
54, 23.
21
Stage to Screen: Theatrical Method from Garrick to Griffith (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1949),
xxii, xxiv.
22
Visual and Other Pleasures (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 73.
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asserts that “the register of the sign which bears the greatest burden” is indeed “that which
authorizes the label ‘melodrama’—music.”23 Importantly, Doane is discussing films in which
music has thematic importance (as, for instance, it does in Penny), not musicals. And yet, her
point illuminates an essential common mechanism in the “weepies” of my case studies and the
musicals, which are certainly quite different in tone, although they operate under the same
sentimental logic: “Because emotion is the realm in which the visible is insufficient as a
guarantee, the supplementary meaning proffered by music is absolutely necessary.”24 Essentially,
music gives emotion presence; sensibility is rendered sense-able and thus reinforces the core
signification of the surrogate mother that internally felt realities override externally observed
realities.25
Gender, Genre, and Sentimentality
Embedded in this melodramatic lineage therefore is a closely knotted intersection of
music, maternity, and emotion that identifies all my case studies as feminine. In Thomas
Schatz’s classification of Hollywood cinema along either masculine or feminine poles, he places
“musicals, melodramas, and screwball comedies” as “female dominant.”26 Auntie Mame is
something of a tonal outlier in my case studies, being a comedy that is not—initially—a musical.
And yet, as well as fitting reasonably well on Schatz’s gender scale alongside screwball

23

The Desire to Desire, 85.
85.
25
There is a looping logic of internal/external realities in these texts. Feeling rules all, but also the enactment of
feeling—performance and external behavior—actualizes identity.
26
The “musicals” Schatz refers to are film musicals, but the majority of these began life on stage, and either on stage
or screen can be considered “feminine” and Schatz is hardly alone in identifying the musical as feminine. The
female-centricity of the musical and the relationship it bears to gay male fans is especially beautifully explored by
D. A. Miller. The musicals Schatz refers to are film musicals, but the majority of these began life on stage, and
either on stage or screen can be considered “feminine” and Schatz is hardly alone in identifying the musical as
feminine. The female-centricity of the musical and the relationship it bears to gay male fans is especially beautifully
explored by D. A. Miller. Thomas Schatz, Hollywood Film Genres: Formulas, Filmmaking, and the Studio System
(New York: Random House, 1981), 35; D. A Miller, Place for Us: Essay on the Broadway Musical (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998).
24
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comedies, Auntie Mame seems always to have possessed the essence of a musical, even before it
was one.27 Femininized sentiment remains, moreover, its guiding force. This gendering of genre
risks (as Lucy Fischer remarks) calcifying forms, but is nonetheless important in establishing a
cohesion between my case studies that is less dependent on form than on their shared feminine
identification that is (as established by Schatz and summarized by Fischer) “marked by a couplehero and by a ‘maternal-familial code’ valorizing emotion, domestication, civilization, and
community,” and is central to the predominance of the surrogate mother and the cultural work
she performs.28
As Gledhill notes, moreover, while “melodrama” in its purest definition could be applied
to any number of topics or Hollywood film genres, including Westerns and gangster films, it is
reserved for those films dealing in sentiment and domesticity.29 The association owes itself to the
linking of women to emotion, and the role of “feeling” as a signifier of morality in 19th century
drama. Additionally, “melodrama’s invariable deployment of familiar values across sub-genres
attests to a psychic overdetermination in the conjunction of social and personal, charging the idea
of home and family with a symbolic potency.”30 The films, plays, and musicals discussed here
(along with many other potential case studies) all mine this same symbolic potency through the
surrogate mother of 1939-1963.
As I do, Doane marks a shift in the 1940s from the maternal melodrama of the 1930s, in
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which motherhood had been conceived as an “uneasy conjunction of an absolute closeness and a
forced distance,” as Christian Viviani observes in his study of the maternal melodrama from
1930-1939. Doane writes, “Coincident with a wartime reorganization of sexual roles and the
corresponding ambivalence about mothering, the maternal becomes a fractured concept in the
‘40s, necessitating its dispersal in different genres.”31 But the film types Doane lists as part of
this “sustained effort to conceptualize the maternal” are: overt propaganda, those informed by the
iconography of film noir, and biographies of the “great woman”; this last being where she places
Blossoms. Doane thus overlooks the especially vital new branch of the surrogate mother genre
altogether.
And yet, Doane’s discussion also incidentally highlights the exceptionality of the
surrogate mother. Citing Viviani, for instance, she notes that in the maternal melodrama of the
1930s, the child stands for a sort of social “progress,” “in contradistinction to the mother.”32 As
part of the genre’s dialectic of closeness/distance, “The price to be paid for the child’s social
success is the mother’s descent into anonymity, the negation of her identity […].”33 The
surrogate mother heroine of the 1940s and 50s, however, is herself representative of progress—a
progress that is achieved through closeness and an assertion of identity. Doane’s comments on
maternity in general likewise illuminate the surrogate mother’s distinctiveness. Riffing on
Veda’s line in Mildred Pierce (1945), “Everyone has a mother,” Doane writes, “Everyone has a
mother, and furthermore, all mothers are essentially the same, each possessing the undeniable
quality of motherliness. In Western culture, there is something obvious about the maternal which
has no counterpart in the paternal.” Doane goes on to say that the division of labor in raising
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children, “derives its force, more than any other aspect of sexual difference, from a purported
fidelity to the dictates of the biological. Although the connotations of the maternal as social
position far surpass its biological aspects, the biological nevertheless infuses it with meaning and
is activated as an anchor to prevent any slippage of the concept.”34 Yet it is precisely this
slippage that gives the surrogate mother her potency. Her maternity is at once “obvious,”
qualified, and exceptional. If the mother typically embodies emotion and the father society, in
the surrogate mother, the two are combined.
The connection to social progress, however, does not prevent the emotional quality and
the femininity it signals from further uniting surrogate mother texts in their lack of cultural
capital. All might be classed as “middlebrow”; a category, which, as Janice Radway has
demonstrated, was anxiously gendered as female—and often specifically maternal—by mid-20th
century U.S. cultural critics.35 Radway notes the reference to “literary wet nurses”; a degraded
image of surrogate motherhood.36 Dwight Macdonald, author of the 1960 essay “Masscult and
Midcult,” similarly formulated his virulent critiques of best-selling author James Gould Cozzens
by imagining his readers as a bevy of “matrons” innocent of “literary matters” (thus also
implicating Cozzens’s own masculinity).37 My case studies occupy the same cultural strata, do
the same cultural work, and doubtless served the same, or very similar, audiences who would be
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receptive to and literate in reading such texts. Those audience members who may not be middleclass, middlebrow, white U.S. women are invited by these texts to, at least for the duration of the
drama, identify as such. Formal differences pale then in comparison to the similarities of theme,
narrative, audience, and—of course—character.
Sentimentality therefore renders surrogate mother works at once feminine and—to highminded social critics—contemptible, but it is key to their cultural pull. As Lauren Berlant argues,
sentimentality in U.S. cultural texts has been conventionally deployed to bind people to the
nation through “a universalist rhetoric not of citizenship per se but of the capacity for suffering
and trauma at the citizen’s core.”38 Berlant notes the paradoxes of this culturally privileged
liberal sentiment that often reduces to cliché the very subjects it seeks to humanize. For Berlant,
the commodities of “women’s culture,”—“the first subaltern-marked mass-cultural discourse,”—
most represent these paradoxes, “since they not only locate the desire to build pain alliances from
all imaginable positions within U.S. hierarchies of value, but render scenes and stories of
structural injustice in the terms of a putatively preideological nexus of overwhelming feeling
whose threat to the survival of individual lives is said also to exemplify conflicts in national
life.”39
Berlant’s comments underscore the power of “juxtapolitical” sentiment and the troubling
assumptions that underpin it, as well as the distinct femininity of narratives that promise—as my
case studies do—that feeling is the remedy to national and international wrongs.40 Berlant’s
remarks on the instigating desire behind sentimental texts—the search that, like “opening a
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refrigerator” when hungry “for something other than food,” turns to emotions and intimacies as
the essence of an unconflicted world, in which structural inequities are “epiphenomenal”—
capture the anxiety of the era that propels the surrogate mother to center stage, as well as the
fundamental contradictions of her “politico-sentimental” agency.41 Berlant’s example of “the
critique of patriarchal familialism constantly put forth by sentimental forms” that simultaneously
reinscribes “the sacred discourse of family values” and “preserve[s] the fantasy of the family as
the smallest space of sociability in which flow, intimacy, and identification across difference can
bridge life across generations” is especially pertinent to surrogate mother texts.42
Defining the Surrogate Mother: The Recurrent Type
Axiomatic to the study of the surrogate mother is the definition of character itself, and in
this a semiotic approach is useful. As Esslin explains, the decoding of signs in other art forms is
relatively straightforward: a painting of a horse is clearly a representation of a horse. Yet in
drama, the sign is complicated by the fact that “as far as the human characters are concerned,
there is no abstraction: there a lady appears and she is a completely concrete lady who is being
shown to us as the icon—the iconic sign—for a fictional lady.”43 The characters of early and
religious Western drama are more explicit signs and often abstractions (take “Everyman” and his
“Good Deeds”). These are closer to the archetypal characters of myth, from which the surrogate
mother draws the signifying potential of “motherhood.” Very broadly speaking, even as
character becomes increasingly specific and individualized in Western drama, it retains the
meaning-making capacity of the sign to represent a single fictional or historic being, as well as a
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general category of beings, and—in some cases—an associated abstract concept.44 The essential
point is that the theatrical frame elevates any object or event (including human objects, as well as
any “real world” element) to the level of a sign.45
And thus, to modify and extend Umberto Eco’s take on Peirce’s drunken man, the actors
who embody the characters discussed in what follows, stand for the specific character (fictional
or fictionalized), but also a surrogate mother (as in “the category [she] belongs to,” identified by
ostension that marks her as “typical”), and also—and this is the complicating element of this
particular character—what motherhood generally and what motherhood that is not biologically
determined stands for.46 Since within the theatrical frame all aspects of the character signify, the
signifiers of caretaking, emotional bonds, and domestic structure generate the sign “mother,”
while equally important signifiers, such as infertility, genetic and/or ethnic difference, delayed or
mediated meeting of mother and child/ren, generate the sign “not-mother.” She thus conveys
“mother,” but redefines the word, prioritizing verb over noun. Ironically, the act of mothering is
heightened because the character is not, technically—or initially—a mother (at least not to the
children concerned); enactment makes her so. Other “typical” attributes are: vivacity, beauty,
tomboyishness, determination, an affinity for popular culture, and a modern outlook paired with
loving feeling. The surrogate mother as I intend her here is also the heroine, not the secondary
role to which stepmothers and governesses have been previously relegated.
Borrowing from Eleanor Fuchs’s introduction to her examination of character in
postmodern theatre, the value of this analysis of the surrogate mother rests on a perspective that
I am generalizing for simplicity here, hence my preference for the term “drama” in this context to distinguish from
less purely representational theatre and performance.
45
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views theatre as a legible “marker of consciousness” and character “as a term of dramatic art can
never be independent of contemporary construction of subjectivity.”47 Fuchs summarizes:
Character is the theatrical “element” (as Aristotle says) that best represents the “standing
in” invitation that endows theater with this double fullness of meaning. By standing in I
mean what Bruce Wilshire describes: that in a theatrical event “an actor must stand in for
a character . . . and through this standing in the audience member stands in for this
character . . . ,” to which continuum of involvements I would add playwright and director
on the theatrical side of the interface between theater event and world, and the
community at large on the other, for which in a sense the spectator “stands in.” Thus,
reading “symptomatically” and beyond the individual stage event, each epoch of
character representation—that is, each substantial change in the way character is
represented on the stage and major shift in the relationship of character to other elements
of dramatic construction or theatrical presentation—constitutes at the same time the
manifestation of a change in the larger culture concerning the perception of self and the
relations of self and world. “Character” is a word that stands in for the entire human
chain of representation and reception that theater links together.48
The surrogate mother illustrates—as this dissertation will show—exactly such reciprocal
change in character representation and the larger culture. She also demonstrates how character,
through repetition with variation, accumulates meaning(s), building on both the legibility and
adaptability of type. My particular interest in this character is indeed partly inspired by a
phenomenon that I think of as “recurrent types”: those characters that take on a life of their own,
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beyond the originating text, and that in their familiarity gain the quality of signifiers in and of
themselves. They manifest recurrently, though not always consistently, and their longevity is due
to their adaptability to the cultural climate—usually the cultural anxieties—in which they
reemerge. Recurrent types have the signifying potential of what is recognizable and familiar (and
in this they mimic archetypes) yet answer quite specifically to contemporary needs. This
combination is what Nina Auerbach explores in Our Vampires, Ourselves, in which she
famously asserts, “every age embraces the vampire it needs.”49 Other examples would include
the suffering Black man and endangered white woman, which, as Linda Williams has
demonstrated recur repeatedly in U.S. popular entertainment—from “Uncle Tom’s Cabin to O.J.
Simpson”—the mere evocation of “racial melodrama” adaptively lending meaning in ways that
are responsive to and illustrative of the anxieties of each moment in history; visual allusions to
Uncle Tom endowing white characters with the authenticity of suffering, for instance.50
Since the recurrent type is so responsive to social tensions, it provides a remarkable
barometer of cultural change, as well as an illustration of the performative arts’ capacity to
intervene in the cultural moment with almost imperceptible subtlety that the genealogy behind
the recurrent type makes possible. Biological metaphors, commonly applied to adaptations (the
comparison is embedded in the term), are equally apt with regards to character. The recurrent
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type inherits certain traits from past characters in her gene/generic pool, to which she adds new
traits and modifications that then form a part of the potential genetic/generic inheritance of all
following characters of that type. Although typical or tropological, they resist the deadening
effect of stereotype; their connection to audiences depends equally on adaptability and
individuation. Through the surrogate mother, this dissertation will thus further illuminate how
such characters by virtue of their persistent (though often episodic) recurrence draw meaning
from previous iterations while flexibly modifying more specific traits to the needs of the
moment, rendering them lightning rods for cultural concerns.
A Brief Genealogy
Family might be the rare concept that can broadly claim a degree of universality, though
how it is structured and understood is culturally and historically constructed.51 The mother too
might claim archetypal universality—“the Great Mother,” in psychologist Erich Neumann’s
influential, Jungian-inspired formulation.52 The Great Mother also has her evil counterpart, and
although this version is relevant to mid-century anti-maternalism, the surrogate mother of this era
is unusual in that she deflects the malevolence that characterizes similar roles in fairytale. As
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touched on above, she bears no trace of the wicked stepmother, yet she also marks a significant
departure from the good mother. All motherhood is culturally constructed to a degree, but in this
period, motherhood is radically reformulated as independent of biology.53
The impression of universality and inherent goodness in the surrogate mother draws from
the archetypes of the holy or earth mother, but the political potency of the surrogate mother can
be traced to the more defined notion of “Republican Motherhood.” The term was coined by
historian Linda Kerber, who writes, “Western political theory, even during the Enlightenment
had only occasionally contemplated the role of women in the civic culture.” Considering women
only in domestic relationships, it had not “devised any mode by which women might have a
political impact on government or fulfill their obligations to it. The Republican Mother was a
device which attempted to integrate domesticity and politics.”54 Kerber notes a few attempts in
social discourse and popular culture to assert a woman’s right to participate politically, amidst
the overarching omission of a place for her in civic life, and many avowals that either intellectual
or political involvement unflatteringly desexualizes women. “It was left to post-revolutionary
ideology in America to justify and popularize a political role for women,” accomplishing what
the European Enlightenment had not.55 And yet, despite Montesquieu’s view that, given the
choice, women “ought to choose to live in republics” and Condorcet’s explicit contention “that
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republics were imperfect until they took account of the political claims of half of their people,”
the U.S. “did not move directly to the definition of women as citizens and voters.”56
Kerber suggests that women’s direct political involvement through voting and officeholding was “a conceptual and political leap” too great even for those 18th century U.S.
intellectuals “who sought to create a vehicle by which women might demonstrate their political
competence,” and so, “an alternate model was proposed in the 1790s” that “contained many
traditional elements of the woman's role, but it also had a measure of critical bite.”57 Deploring
the “dependence for which women are uniformly educated,” the theorists of this model, Judith
Sargent Murray, Susannah Rowson, and Benjamin Rush, formulated a model republican woman
who would echo the political independence of the nation. She was to be “self-reliant (within
limits); literate, untempted by the frivolities of fashion. She had a responsibility to the political
scene, though not to act on it.”58 The model conveyed the interconnected well-being of the nation
in emotive terms; a fictional woman asks, “If the community flourish and enjoy health and
freedom, shall we not share in the happy effect? If it be oppressed and disturbed, shall we not
endure our proportion of evil? Why then should the love of our country be a masculine passion
only?”59 And yet her political impact was not to be achieved through state-level decisionmaking, but within the confines of her family. As Kerber concludes, “The model republican
woman was a mother.”60
The Republican Mother performed her national duties within the domestic sphere; her life
was “dedicated to the service of civic virtue: she educated her sons for it, she condemned and
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corrected her husband’s lapses from it.”61 Republican Motherhood “grafted the language of
liberal individualism onto the inherited discourse of civic humanism.”62 It was an “important,
even revolutionary,” U.S. “invention” that reformulated the female domestic sphere to preserve
traditional gender roles while carving out a new, political role for women in a problematic
reconciliation that reverberates through to the surrogate mother’s similar merging of domestic
and civic influence.63 Kerber points to the Republican Mother’s wide-reaching and long-lasting
effect:
The idea could be pulled in both conservative and reform directions. It would be
vulnerable to absorption in the domestic feminism of the Victorian period, to
romanticization, even, in the “cult of true womanhood.” It would be revived as a rallying
point for twentieth-century Progressive women reformers, who saw their commitment to
honest politics, efficient urban sanitation, and pure food and drug laws as an extension of
their responsibilities as mothers. Yet despite its contradictory elements, this ideology was
strong enough to rout Philanthropes and Morpheus [the pseudonyms of two anti-feminist
commentators] by redefining female political behavior as valuable rather than abnormal,
as a source of strength to the Republic rather than an embarrassment.64
Kerber concludes: “The ambivalent relationship between motherhood and citizenship would be
one of the most lasting, and most paradoxical, legacies of the Revolutionary generation.”65
Certainly, this element of contradiction and ambivalent reconciliation lives on in the surrogate
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mother; not least of all in her distinguishing feature of maternal care for children who are not her
biological relations.
The positioning of women’s civic duties within the home reinforced the gendered divide,
which encouraged unbridled pursuit of capitalist expansion in men, with women as moral
safeguard in an unofficial, gendered system of checks and balances. The delineation of separate
spheres thus simultaneously limited and made room for women’s engagement in social and civil
concerns. This can be seen, for instance, in the nineteenth century progressive reform movements
which followed. At a time of political disenfranchisement for women, “gender consciousness”
encouraged a collective agency with maternalism as means and motivation, which, despite being
founded on ideas antipathetic to later feminist movements, forged a large and active “women’s
movement” that placed U.S. women at the center of the social welfare initiatives of the
Progressive Era.66 As Elizabeth J. Clapp puts it, “women moved into America’s corrupt and
unjust cities at the end of the nineteenth century, not as self-conscious feminists but as the
inheritors of ‘True Womanhood.’ Wrapped in this ideology, women claimed to be the conscience
and the housekeepers of America and this justified their entry into areas which might previously
have been considered outside their sphere.”67 Maternalism—woman’s exclusive area of
expertise—was frequently the guiding ideology behind progressive welfare, although (as Clapp
stresses) there were different versions of maternalism with different social priorities.68
Exchanging Places with the Angel Child
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Republican Motherhood and Reformist Maternalism provide one vital branch of the
surrogate mother’s lineage, but another important branch is the redemptive child, particularly as
she appears in early 20th century films, in which the infantile heroine unites disparate characters
in a makeshift family. This character is typified by Shirley Temple’s roles, though, as Kirsten
Hatch points out, Temple represents the final surge of this character’s popularity rather than its
apex (Hatch locates the era of child stars from 1880 to 1930). Childhood—like motherhood—is
culturally constructed. Hatch explains how childhood underwent a significant change in the
twentieth century from inviolable to vulnerable innocence; from an innocence with salvationary
powers to innocence in need of protection. The white child of films like Temple’s and the
popular theatre that inspired them possessed an innocence so inviolate that she endowed grown
men with its allure—identifying them as “child loving,” not skirt chasing, and safely displaying
benevolent interactions with Black men.69
The antithesis of mechanized economic life, the child also “provided both a means of
regress—a temporary respite from modernity—and a metaphor to describe those who have not
benefitted from industrial capitalism.”70 Stars like Mary Pickford and Temple recalled the
sentimentality of the Victorian era, but merged it with an “emerging modern taste culture,”
integrating the two aesthetics, they thus “worked to reconcile other ideological tensions
associated with the conflict between Victorian and modern culture.”71 The “respite” offered was
also from the trials of economic hardship. As Margaret Talbot writes in a New Yorker
retrospective on Temple, “Sometimes, in her roles, she was, surely, a wish-fulfilling surrogate
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for adults who identified with her rather than longing to have a child like her”; in other words,
Great Depression audiences would not have minded being swept up by a rich, paternal savior
themselves.72 Temple represented economic revitalization not only as a recipient, but sometimes
as an instigator (in Stand Up and Cheer she rescues the national economy and morale in one fell
swoop as part of the Children’s Division of the newly created Department of Amusement, and, in
a case of life imitating art, revived the fortunes of Fox also).73
The surrogate mother of the forties and fifties displays many of the same mechanisms.
She likewise combines nostalgia and contemporaneity to fold modern tastes and mores into the
reassuringly old-fashioned sentimentality of loving maternalism. Similarly, the frequent pairing
of little white girls with black men that “helped to narrate the emergence of jazz as an
unthreatening fusion of black and white cultures, working to dispel fears about the
‘mongrelization’ of American modernity” is echoed in the reassuring domestic frame for a
“mongrel” America offered by the surrogate mother, though the roles are reversed and the
implications more expansive, mediating not only U.S. racial integration, but also the integration
of foreign children into the metaphorical and literal American home. 74 Another parallel can
ironically be found in the disapproving spinsters, aunts, headmistresses, and female child welfare
workers Temple’s films often feature, and against which her irrepressible rambunctiousness and
love for life are opposed. The surrogate mother transforms superficially similar roles of female
caretakers into characters that possess the charming rebelliousness of Temple’s girl characters.
Disapproving matrons still appear, but are as oppositional to Edna Gladney in Blossoms, for

“Shirley Temple: Our Little Girl,” The New Yorker, February 13, 2014,
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instance, as they are to Shirley Ellison in Baby Take a Bow.75 Both Temple’s characters and the
surrogate mother represent fun yet virtuous modernity, including limited forms of racial
integration, pitted against the dour restrictions of Victorian and conservative mores.
The most pertinent thematic similarity, however, is that Temple repeatedly played
children in yet-to-be completed families. In her films, she frequently reconciles estranged
couples, or nudges hesitant pairs together. She also frequently plays orphans, or half-orphans,
and, while male benefactors in the form of adoptive fathers or father-figures provide economic
redemption, Temple provides the emotional reward or spiritual redemption. She is often the
caretaker to adult men. In a bizarre dream sequence from Captain January, Temple feeds
adoptive father “Cap,” as he appears as a giant baby in a high chair.76 The surrogate mother is a
more age-appropriate caretaker, but she retains the distinctiveness of Temple’s characters:
youthful allure, if not, in her case, outright youth; good, but not necessarily well-behaved
(Gilbert Seldes and Graham Greene both approved of the touch of boisterousness in Temple’s
films); and maternal, but not necessarily (or ever, in Temple’s case) a biological mother.77 Most
importantly, they are the key figure in completing an unconventional or makeshift family. The
solitary child and the surrogate mother each play a redemptive role; in finding their rightful place
within a family, they resolve the problems and conflicts of the other characters through the
unifying power of feeling, which triumphs over adversity, snobbery, and rigid tradition. In
essence, they assert key elements of the U.S. American myth at a time when that myth seems to
be challenged and offer an analogical resolution to broader national hopes and fears. Thanks to
their archetypal origins, both child and mother are, moreover, endowed with the allure of
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essential truth, transferring a sense of rightness to otherwise “unnatural” families, and
timelessness to modern values.
Such similarities prompt the question: what changed between the thirties and the forties?
Why did the surrogate mother take over the cultural work of the redemptive child? The answer is
multifaceted. Firstly, as Hatch points out, the conception of childhood changed. The child’s
innocence, no longer inviolable and transferable, became incompatible with the ironic bawdiness
characteristic of the child star in such films. But the conception of motherhood changed too. As
is discussed in detail throughout this dissertation, the instinctive maternal virtues of the Victorian
Angel in the House were increasingly downplayed in favor of educated, modern motherhood that
did not depend on biological relation. The vulnerabilities of the U.S. public also changed. In the
Depression Era, economic threats loomed largest. In the World War II and Cold War period,
however, the economy was booming; domestic stability and the so-called American way of life
seemed most under threat. Many Americans now did indeed long for a child “like Temple,” and
adoption was an ever more acceptable option in obtaining one (perhaps even the blond curls
weren’t so essential)?
The key identifying metaphors changed too. The mother takes on a more conflicted
position mid-century, when the question of influence looms as a simultaneously threatening and
reassuring force. The mother’s formative powers are discursively constructed from the end of the
thirties to the beginning of the sixties as mirroring the ideological sway of political forces, be
they communist or democratic—and vice versa. While the child—in particular, the innocent
orphaned or isolated child—resonated in the vulnerable, morally and economically depressed
1930s, in the World War II and Cold War era, the U.S. national interest lay less in recovering a
childish sense of fun, than in taking on a “protective” (and self-protective) sensibility towards the
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rest of the world. As the national vulnerabilities shifted from internal, economic concerns to
global, political and ideological fears, the rambunctious angel child graduated to free-spirited
surrogate mother, who in her non-biological status simultaneously challenged and obscured
racial and international divides.
The surrogate mother thus productively combines the traits of the Republican Mother and
the redemptive child: from the former, she borrows educated grace, and from the latter, an
impish playfulness and disregard for meaningless social restraints. The character harnesses the
signifying potential of several seemingly opposed cultural dichotomies. The Republican Mother
melds the natural, moral feminine and the educated, civilized (heretofore) masculine, to which
the child adds innocence, but also a revitalizing freshness; having no embedded knowledge of
the ways of the world, she can challenge and disrupt them without any judgment save that of
what “feels right.” W.G. Faulkner described Pickford, as possessing “the heart of a woman, the
head of a man, and the body of a child.”78 A small reformulation describes the surrogate mother:
the spirit of a child, the head of a man, and both the heart and body of a woman.
The surrogate mother is inherently contradictory. Richard Dyer, Joseph Roach and others
have all identified some element of contradiction as key to the star persona, and it lends the
surrogate mother her charisma also.79 Additionally, while “classic” cultural artifacts draw their
highbrow credentials from a perceived timelessness, popular culture is distinguished by a
topicality that resonates with the immediate cultural climate, even when the narrative ostensibly
takes place in foreign lands or bygone eras. The surrogate mother folds the allegorizing and
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universalizing elements of archetype into the contemporaneity of popular works, thus endowing
the preoccupations of her specific era with the affective aura of cardinal values. The
longstanding image of motherhood as the safeguard of traditional values transforms into a
benevolently disruptive force, at one with the rebellious nature of the modern spirit and the antielitism of U.S. popular culture. The surrogate mother is instilled with familiar virtues, yet, as a
surrogate, she enters into her newfound family accompanied by a breath of fresh air.
Chapter Outline
Chapter One, “What’s Old is New: Modern Mothers,” explores the tension between the
political conservatism of the period and the modern spirit of the surrogate mother. The character
recalls the nostalgic past, but brings to it a youthfully modern rebellious disposition, frequently
signified by an affinity with popular culture. The surrogate mother sings, whistles, dances. But as
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s South Pacific (1949) and the multiple adaptations of Auntie Mame
show, the correlation of the modern spirit to contemporaneity is not always straightforward.
Navy nurse Nellie Forbush in South Pacific (1949) is more at home with U.S. popular culture
than European refinements (a contrast enhanced by the casting of Broadway star Mary Martin
opposite operatic luminary Ezio Pinza), but, in a disruption of the trope that ties American
popular culture to free-thinking inclusivity, her romance with European (i.e. “Old World”) Emile
pushes her to confront her Little Rock racism and accept his mixed-race children as her own.
Conversely, Auntie Mame—popular as a novel (1955), a play (1956), a film (1958), and later a
musical (Mame, 1966)—mobilizes nostalgia for the 1930s in order to critique the present. Mame,
whose daring tastes and bohemian set identify her as “modern,” adopts her orphaned nephew.
Mame comes into her own as a surrogate mother when she rescues him from marrying into a
bigoted family. This family, who go to great lengths to shield themselves from Jews and
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potential Communists (not to mention Blacks, artists, and liberals), functions in the text as a
precursor to the type of regressive politics that would gain traction in the fearful fifties. These
works thus highlight modernity as a signifier of progressive thinking but problematize its
actualization in contemporary America.
Domesticity is the point of tension examined in Chapter Two, “Domestic Destinies and
Adoptive Agency.” In Penny Serenade (1941) Julie Rodgers (Irene Dunne) longs for a child.
After a miscarriage in Japan, all seems lost, until—as many women were increasingly
encouraged to do—she turns to adoption. Edna Gladney (Greer Garson) in Blossoms (1941)
likewise suffers the loss of a child and her fertility early on. Edna does not adopt a child, but in
founding an adoption agency and advocating for the rights of illegitimate children, she is mother
to many.80 Edna is the image of traditional womanhood as she bathes the orphan Tony, yet as she
does it, she laughingly recalls the outrage of senators earlier in the day when she stood up to
them in their own—masculine—sphere to fight for children’s rights. Like Edna, the postulant
nun Maria, who in The Sound of Music (1959) becomes first governess, then stepmother to the
Captain’s children (the fairytale version of immaculate conception), finds that her professional
and maternal vocations are one and the same. Once Maria has acceded to surrogate mother
status, she leads the family not just in song, but to freedom from Nazi-occupied Austria. These
characters offered women an image of womanhood that satisfied a concept of motherhood as the
ultimate female destiny, while endowing it with autonomy. They also illustrate the surrogate
mother’s multilayered intervention in cultural anxieties: one more literal—the normalization of
adoption; and the other more figurative—the message that domesticity and personal autonomy
may not be incompatible.
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Chapter Three, “Maternal Imperialism,” explores the potency of the surrogate mother in
the framing of the U.S. as an emancipatory international power. In the hit play and film
Tomorrow, the World (1943/44) Jewish teacher Leona Frame saves her fiancé Mike’s orphaned
German nephew who has been indoctrinated by the Nazis. The Nazis taught the boy how to
think; Leona teaches him how to feel. Her mothering of him is an act of U.S. heroism—a
domestic microcosm of the U.S. potential to act as a beneficently maternal force, capable of
battling foreign Fascists. The surrogate mother’s effectiveness in the politics of emotion comes
to the fore too in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s musical The King and I (1951; film version 1956),
based on Margaret Landon’s 1944 novel, Anna and the King of Siam, already transformed into
an award-winning film (1946).81 Technically, Anna is British, yet in her fictionalization she is, to
all intents and purposes, representative of the U.S. More than geography, Anna teaches her brood
of constrained Siamese children about feelings—the heart of U.S. identity per such texts—and
thus moves Siam towards democratic ideals, inferring a vision of U.S. imperialism as protective,
maternal, and distinct from the aggressive paternalistic dominance of Soviet Russia and Great
Britain. My analysis here also draws out the anxiety surrounding inclusion and exclusion hidden
within the united international family readily embodied by the surrogate mother. (She is
invariably white, and the racism that haunts these texts is examined in all three chapters.)
Elements like the prominent intertext Uncle Tom’s Cabin cement Anna’s U.S. identification, yet
expose the conflicted racial politics of these works that advance liberal ideals of racial
inclusivity, while reinforcing an orientalist infantilization of non-white characters in subtextual
justification of U.S. military presence in Southeast Asia.
The surrogate mother is a quintessentially U.S. heroine. The “self-made man” is an
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irrepressible U.S myth; the self-made family is a natural extension of this myth and a meaningful
reformulation in an era defined by family values. (Barbara Melosh’s assertion that adoption is “a
quintessentially American institution, embodying the recklessly optimistic faith in selfconstruction and social engineering that characterizes much of our history” illuminates the U.S.
mythology underlying the celebration of the “chosen family” in these texts.)82 In behaving like a
family, the characters become a family—bound by emotional not genetic ties—and therefore, per
the logic of movies, plays, and musicals, a truer one. The surrogate mother problematically,
ambivalently, and inconsistently evokes the belief that we are all alike under the skin, if we could
just get to know each other better.
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Chapter One – What’s Old is New: Modern Mothers
The surrogate mother draws her potency from a resonant intersection of the archetypal
mother of a nostalgic past with the modern woman of the contemporary present. My use of
“modern” is intended more in its colloquial than scholarly or strictly historic sense. It expresses a
certain aesthetic that favors new, popular, and youthful culture and that in its rejection of stuffy
and hierarchical convention aligns itself with the progressive ideal. While not on the scale of true
revolution, the surrogate mother inserts a spirit of rebellion and defiance into the mainstream.
The surrogate mother is suited more, not less, to the traditional task of endowing children with
U.S. values such as freethinking, individualism, and emotional connection because of her
modern characteristics. The modernity expressed by the surrogate mother is that of defiant
vitality, which—while not exclusive to the U.S.—is suggestive of a particularly U.S. American
ethos, and is closely joined to popular music, dance, and other entertainments in the selfaffirming celebration of newness, even from behind the veil of nostalgia, that is characteristic of
popular culture as a whole. Celebrating inclusivity and, somewhat paradoxically, change as part
of a grand U.S. tradition opens the door to less illustrious aspects of the U.S. past and present.
The questions of race, creed, gender, and occasionally sexuality that the surrogate mother
mediates frequently reveal the ideal evoked by her narrative to far outstrip its actualization—
within her fictional world, the narrative vehicle itself, and its contemporaneous reality.
This chapter will consider the tension inherent in the merging of nostalgic tropes with
popular culture’s evocation of modernity. The modern spirit is the first of several traits that unite
the surrogate mother of almost of all of my case studies, but the primary case studies of this
chapter—the dramatic adaptations of Patrick Dennis’s 1955 novel Auntie Mame (these include
the 1956 play, 1958 film, and 1966 musical, Mame) and Rodgers and Hammerstein’s South
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Pacific (1949)—are selected for their more unusual and conflicted treatment of contemporary
U.S. values. I will demonstrate therefore how three select traits of modernity—progressive or
rebellious thinking, popular tastes, and non-traditional gender roles—manifest themselves in
several other works featuring the surrogate mother, before moving on to a more complete
discussion of the Auntie Mame adaptations and South Pacific.
My discussion of Auntie Mame will center on the way in which the narrative celebrates
1930s modernism as a critique of the prevailing regressive conservatism of the fifties. I elaborate
this argument through a discussion of Mame’s bohemian and artistic tastes, campiness, and the
inclusion of ethnic and social outcasts, as well as an examination of the mechanism of repetition
and nostalgia that inheres in much popular culture, but especially in multiply adapted works such
as Auntie Mame/Mame. In South Pacific I again look at the implicit critique of contemporary
U.S. culture and politics, this time through the musical’s unusual undermining of U.S. modernity
as the site of inclusivity and enlightened thinking. A conflict central to this discussion is that
between South Pacific’s anti-racist message and the Cold War climate that raised the stakes of
such ideals in relation to Communism. I draw out the implicit message that the U.S. at the time
of the musical’s inception and production can no longer claim to lead the world in equality and
liberty, at the same time as the nation is beginning to position itself as just such a leader in the
form of maternal imperialism. So, Auntie Mame’s modernity qualifies her as an unconventional,
yet ideal surrogate mother, who must be reclaimed, while Nellie has all the trappings of
modernity, but must reform herself before she can progress to surrogate motherhood. Each
harness the surrogate mother figure to draw attention to the nation’s fidelity to cherished U.S.
values through a heightened temporal lens.
Modernity, Progressiveness, and Popular Tastes
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Defining modernity is no easy task. It has a long history of colloquial use, several
overlapping, yet not entirely cohesive specialized definitions, and an excess of connotative
meaning. In historical lexes, the modern era can stretch from the “early modern period,”
beginning in approximately the early 16th century, through to the “late modern period,”
beginning around the mid nineteenth century and concluding around the mid twentieth century.
In reference to artistic movements, the term is also wide-ranging, encompassing social realism to
abstraction, with the most cohesive identifying feature being simply a contested relationship
between the old and the new—in other words, a deliberate search for the “shock of the new.”1
For social theorists the term has undergone a series of transformations in both denotative
and connotative meaning. Especially controversial is its relation to “modernization theory.”
Unattributed to any single scholar, the concept of the transition from a “traditional” to “modern
society” gained traction in the 50s and 60s, notably pitting Marxist and capitalist theories of
development against each other (inextricable therefore from Cold War politics). Unsurprisingly,
the assumptions of the progress myth integral to modernization theory have since been strongly
critiqued. Such critiques developed alongside other critical perspectives on global history that
bind the concept of modernity to colonialism and imperial capitalism.2 More recent scholarship,

Grove Art Online defines modernism rather reflexively: “Term applied to the invention and the effective pursuit of
artistic strategies that seek not just close but essential connections to the powerful forces of social Modernity.” That
definition has the advantage of distinguishing between modernism and modernity, though barely. See “Modernism |
Grove Art,” accessed May 28, 2018,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/view/10.1093/gao/9781884446054.001.0001/oao9781884446054-e-7000058785; “Modernity | Grove Art,” accessed May 28, 2018,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/view/10.1093/gao/9781884446054.001.0001/oao9781884446054-e-7000058788; “Modern Movement | Grove Art,” accessed May 28, 2018,
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/view/10.1093/gao/9781884446054.001.0001/oao9781884446054-e-7000058792.
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without denying the necessity of the critique, or reinstating Eurocentric notions of so-called
traditional and civilized societies, suggests that there is nonetheless a shared global experience of
something that may be called “modernization.”
Frustratingly elusive, the experience of “modernization” remains useful in capturing the
spirit evoked by the surrogate mother in the works considered here (in part because it was a term
in widespread popular use). Equally useful—somewhat perversely—is the fact that this concept
of modernization, all while expressing temporal movement, or change, is not bound to any
specific era. Lynn Thomas offers the following summary of the broad meanings attributed to
modernity:
Although social theorists, like other historical actors, have notably disagreed about how
to define modernity, their characterizations tend to cluster around some core formations.
These include political divisions between the religious and the secular and the public and
the private; the cultivation of scientific rationality and critical self-reflection; liberal
political ideals that challenge social hierarchies rooted in kin, class, gender, or race;
constitutional, representative, and bureaucratic forms of government; industrial
production and expanded markets; mechanical reproduction and mass media; heightened
urbanization, monetization, and consumption; accelerated transportation and
communication; and a future-oriented conception of time that figures the present as a
radical rupture from the past. Rather than providing a comprehensive or coherent
definition of modernity, this list suggests the variety of important formations commonly
lumped together that individually could generate more useful, mid-level analytical

of modernity. See, for instance, “National Socialism and the End of Modernity,” The American Historical Review
116, no. 3 (June 1, 2011): 688–701, https://doi.org/10.1086/ahr.116.3.688.
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concepts.3
Among those characteristics listed by Thomas, “liberal political ideals that challenge social
hierarchies rooted in kin, class, gender, or race” clearly applies to the surrogate mother. With her
very identity disrupting the conventional conception of “kin,” the surrogate mother is well placed
to further challenge conventional social hierarchies. Thomas does not mention fashion, but
fashion is—almost by definition—of the immediate moment. It is frequently therefore the
outward expression of a “future-oriented conception of time.”4 The emphasis placed on the
surrogate mother’s contemporary tastes in Auntie Mame, South Pacific, and others is thus an
efficient evocation of associated liberal ideals. The surrogate mother can be “modern” without
being contemporary. She evokes for her audience the modern orientation towards the future, and
yet does not completely “[figure] the present as a radical rupture from the past,” fashioning
instead a distinctive and unusual harmony between modernism and nostalgia. She typically
rejects the primitive past and the more restrictive aspects of tradition in a way that celebrates a
general spirit of social progress and increasing liberation. At the same time, however, in tying
these values to the maternal impulse, the surrogate mother narrative evokes an archetypal,
timeless U.S. family. She thus suggests that modernity has always been at the root of U.S.
values.
To the definition of “modern” as “of a person or (occasionally) something personified: up
to date in behaviour, outlook, opinions, etc.; embracing innovation and new ideas; liberalminded,” the OED adds, “Esp. in modern girl, modern woman.”5 Why the modern girl or modern

“Modernity’s Failings, Political Claims, and Intermediate Concepts,” The American Historical Review 116, no. 3
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woman (evocative of fresh youthfulness on the one hand and sophistication on the other) should
embody such a particular vision of modernity is a question central to my contemplation of the
surrogate mother. The appeal of the “modern girl”—and hence also of the surrogate mother—
stems, I suggest, from the reconciliation of a perceived contradiction between femininity and
modernity. The male sphere conventionally aligns with the hallmarks of modernity, such as
technology, finance, mobility, and the urban space. The female sphere, on the other hand, is the
safeguard of tradition; it is natural, domestic, and private. There is a certain frisson, therefore, in
the combination of the feminine and the modern. To this frisson, the surrogate mother adds a
level of reassurance; she can daringly embrace the modern world, while the maternal role
safeguards her essential femininity. In this, the surrogate mother is the perfect modern woman
for the 1940s and 1950s. Between the New Woman of the 20s and 30s—unrestrained and
unapologetically sexual—and the repentant Fallen Woman who soon followed, she offers a
compromise, a third reformulation: a lively and independent woman who consciously embraces
her maternal role.
It is, moreover, her modern mindset that provides her access to this role. Across my case
studies, the surrogate mother must overcome the stigma of adoption/illegitimacy, disapproval of
women in politics, bigotry, racism, and Fascism to accede to full surrogate motherhood. This
progressive and revolutionary spirit that is one of the hallmarks of both the surrogate mother and
modernity is often expressed through a taste for popular culture that at once amplifies the
surrogate mother’s youthful vibrancy and her intrinsic anti-elitist Americanness (even if it is, at
times, symbolic). While the U.S. has no monopoly on popular culture, it is the nation recognized,
for instance, as the home of jazz, which, as Carol Oja and David Savran observe, conveyed from
the outset an overall mindset as much as a musical genre, one that disrupted cultural hierarchies
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and celebrated the new.6 The surrogate mother’s affinity with popular culture thus draws the
traditional values of maternity into the modern era and contributes to the surrogate mother’s
potent and multi-valanced relationship to nostalgia and contemporaneity that is a central
mechanism in her cultural-political agency.
Julie in Penny Serenade (1941) is discussed in more detail in Chapter Two, but her
records, which are the framing device for the film offer an especially apt illustration of the
surrogate mother’s enjoyment of popular/modern music and dance, as well as the intersection of
nostalgia and contemporaneity. The majority of the tunes are from the 20s and 30s but are
realistically dated to the flashback of their courtship, early marriage, and adoption of a child that
constitutes the main narrative, and so would have been new pop songs when Julie bought them.
The “meet cute” between Rodger and Julie takes place at the record store where she works, and a
scene of flirtation revolves around Rodger’s inferior knowledge of new music and lack of a
Victrola, unlike modern Julie. In another essential scene, Julie is caught dancing the Charleston
when the adoption agent Miss Oliver unexpectedly stops by to inspect the house.
Julie’s dancing invites comparison to another surrogate mother narrative of the era not
included among my case studies, but in which swing dance occupies an even more prominent
place, and that merits brief elaboration: the RKO film Bachelor Mother (1939), directed by
Garson Kanin. Ginger Rogers plays Polly Parrish, who, after being fired from Merlin’s
department store, finds an abandoned baby outside an orphanage. The orphanage attendants
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refuse to accept Polly’s protests that the baby isn’t hers, assuming she is giving it up because of
her recent dismissal. In the tradition of screwball romantic comedies, the misconception carries
over to David Merlin (David Niven), the playboy son of Polly’s former boss, who—in what he
believes to be an act of kindness—forces both a promotion and the baby upon Polly. Maternal
and romantic love are duly achieved by the film’s conclusion.
A central dance contest scene (making the most of Rogers’ talents) encapsulates the
comedic conflict of patriarchal, upper-class tradition and modern, populist womanhood. Polly
has been persuaded to take part by a male coworker in hopes of the 2nd place cash prize. On the
way, she tries again to rid herself of the unknown baby by depositing it at the Merlin mansion.
David follows Polly to the dance hall—baby in arms and butler in tow—to convince her to take
back “her” child. At the sight of Polly skillfully Lindy hopping among the other contestants, he
complains, “So that’s the modern generation for you. 20th century motherhood! Throws her baby
in somebody else’s house and runs out to do that!”7 David comes across as incredibly stuffy,
while also unmistakably labeling Polly a modern mother. As with Julie, she is shown to be more
modern than he. Indeed, in Bachelor Mother the contrast is exaggerated. David makes a
spectacle of himself trying to navigate the dance floor and ludicrously imitates Julie’s dancing as
he berates her for being a neglectful mother. Julie, on the other hand, wins first prize for her
Lindy hopping, yet also impresses David’s high-class friends (albeit in the guise of a Swedish
aristocrat). As also with Julie, it is made clear that Polly’s ease with popular culture does not
equate with moral easiness—or any lack of maternal instinct. She repels the sexual advances of
her dance partner and throughout the film prioritizes the baby’s needs over her own. By the
film’s conclusion, her love for the baby is such that she exactly reverses her earlier protests,
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fervently claiming, “he’s mine!” and (on more than one occasion) “he looks like me!”—as if
emotional attachment were powerful enough to override genetics completely.
Popular Culture as Protest
The surrogate mother’s ability to cut a rug has deeper ties to her progressiveness than
may appear. Swing dance, in particular (including the Lindy, which for Brenda Gottschild
“stands as a signifier for modernism and the modernist impulse”) has a historical association to
social resistance.8 For a huge variety of groups—from (as Gottschild puts it) Black residents of
the “hood,” and “Wonder-Bread” white Americans, to Europeans living behind the iron curtain,
and the Swing Youth of Nazi Germany—swing signified more than merely a good time. In
Gottshild’s formulation: “Swing provided each of these constituencies with an aesthetic of
liberation: the cool, easy, laid back, improvisational nature of swing arts intimated the same
values in lifestyle and world view, socially and politically. In other words, the aesthetic of swing
translated into a politic of swing.”9
The politics of swing is evidenced in its adoption outside its U.S. birthplace, and under
different and extreme political conditions. The Swing Youth, or Swingjugend, of Nazi Germany
and their French counterparts, the Zazous, provide a powerful example of the political
significance of the dance’s “aesthetics of liberation.” These German and French young people
identified themselves through a predilection for swing and jazz, as well as direct imitation of
American fashions, expressions, films, and demeanor.10 The Swings greeted each other by
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whistling swing songs (Eddie Carroll’s “Harlem” was one tune of choice).11 They traded records
and held swing dance parties, embracing non-German and non-Aryan culture in direct opposition
to National Socialist ideals and the wholesome, volkish ideal of the Hitler Youth. The intolerable
nature of swing culture to the Nazi regime is apparent in the designation of jazz (especially
Negerjazz) as “degenerate art” and at least one official statement that “Was mit Ellington
beginnt, hört mit einem Attentat auf den Führer auf [What begins with Duke Ellington, ends with
an assassination of the Führer].”12 Swing Youth were informed upon, arrested, and sometimes
brutalized. In January 1942 SS Chief Heinrich Himmler ordered police chief Reinhard Heydrich
to “extirpate this evil root and branch,” recommending the concentration camp—a
recommendation swiftly put into practice.13
Although the national socialist authorities doubtless themselves politicized this youth
subculture in attempting to suppress it, just as the Nazi regime had already politicized culture and
art through its racialization and denigration of all things English or American, and although the
spectrum of the Swings’ own sense of their political involvement is broad, how can one
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completely distance the Swing youth greeting of “Swing Heil” from anti-Nazi resistance?14 Or
view the Zazous fashion of wearing yellow stars with “Swing,” “Swing 42,” or “Zazous,” which
immediately followed the 1942 Eighth Ordinance, requiring Jews to wear yellow stars as
anything less than protest?15 In a similar vein to Sophie Roberts, who “situates the actions of the
Zazous in the terrain of political dissidence and thereby rejects the classic dichotomy of
collaboration and resistance to indicate the complex variations between such positions,” I would
argue that these cultural expressions, regardless of individual or conscious intent, in their
rejection of authoritarianism are inherently politically resistant.16
The surrogate mother cannot claim such high-stakes resistance in her enjoyment of swing
dance, but the case of European swing youth nonetheless provides a striking example of popular
culture’s signifying potential, and she is too an anti-Fascist figure. In the wartime and postwar
period that fostered the surrogate mother, popular dance and music are meaningful cyphers for
democracy and freedom. Swing’s resistant resonance, both in the U.S. and Europe draws, of
course, on existing connotations of jazz and associated dance forms as left-leaning, antiestablishment performance arts. Jazz, through its African American origins, is the music of the
oppressed, and therefore has become a musical language of protest, albeit one that is often
allusive, indirect and hard to recognize.17 The gesture of social dissent contained within jazz and
swing carries through into other musical forms it has influenced, including the American
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musical. The surrogate mother thus enjoys and features in musical forms that inevitably
contain—to varying degrees—a suggestion of spirited resistance and progressive ideals.
A Touch of the Masculine
Julie and Polly’s swing music would be out of place in the early 20th century, rather
stately homes of Edna Gladney in Blossoms in the Dust or Maria in The Sound of Music, but an
anti-elitist and playful enjoyment of music remains.18 The Victrola occupies a prominent place in
Edna’s home, and she and little Tony listen to music together. Maria’s healthy love of nature and
folksongs align her less with the classical repertoire of the historic Trapp Family Choir than with
U.S. popular culture (whose embrace of folkishness is importantly distinct from the Fascist
völkisch movement).19 Meanwhile Anna and another well-known surrogate mother—Mary
Poppins—turn to whistling to lift their spirits and those of their young charges. The version of
Mary Poppins who whistles falls just outside of the timeline of this study, yet it merits
underscoring as a telling detail in the Disney musical’s recharacterization of P.L. Travers’s
intimidating and very British nanny that was surely influenced by these earlier transformative
governesses, as well as the U.S. sentimental ideal.
The surrogate mother’s whistling is more significant than it appears at first blush.
Whistling has come to represent an Everyman expression of a carefree spirit; a shorthand that
belies its complex history. Craig Eley, on performance whistling’s complex cultural relationship
to otherness, writes, “As a pseudoscience, whistling was used by bird imitators to represent
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encounters with the natural world, but as a mode of individual expression, whistling was more
often associated with African Americans, the unintelligent, homosexuals, and the working
poor.”20 Despite the efforts of professional and imitation whistlers to distinguish their art from
such associations (and a direct connection to “coon songs”), throughout the first half of the 20th
century whistling was decidedly masculine and low class; not at all an activity for “nice girls.”
As an old adage had it, “a whistling girl and a crowing hen are neither fit for God nor men.” The
masculinity of whistling was indeed such that, beginning with psychologist Karl Heinrich
Ulrichs in 1864 and advanced by Havelock Ellis in multiple editions of Sexual Inversion (1897,
1901, and 1921), it was considered a marker of sexuality; a “considerable” number of
homosexual men were unable to whistle, while homosexual women could “whistle admirably.”21
Anna’s jaunty whistle, which would have been scandalous for the real Anna Leonowens,
has by 1951 lost its directly subversive associations, and yet cultural connotations linger in the
subtext. Anna escapes the historically unflattering characterization of whistling women but
retains a hint of populism and masculinity that aligns her more closely with the modern woman
than the old-fashioned ladylike ideal. The song, “I Whistle a Happy Tune” that introduces Anna
to her audience anticipates her surrogate mother role to the Siamese children by establishing her
maternal and teacherly qualities within the scope of the kind of down to earth spunk that is a vital
trait of the modern—and wartime—woman. Despite the historic setting therefore, Anna appeals
to a contemporary audience of U.S. women who a little over a half-decade earlier had been
encouraged to take on non-traditional roles and new challenges with courageous cheer in
threatening times, but who in 1951 found themselves relegated once more to the domestic role.
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The surrogate mother character is adept at reconciling contradiction and so, like the
frisson sparked by pairing the adjective “modern” with “woman” or “girl,” her masculinity when
attached to maternalism conveys the quiet thrill of appealing modernity—a remnant of boyish
charm within the adult woman—without the threat of sexual subversion. A number of surrogate
mothers, moreover, sport bobs—most famously, Nellie Forbush of South Pacific. Her short
haircut (even if designed to allow Mary Martin’s locks to dry quickly after her onstage shower,
as reported) suggests the masculine femininity of the modern woman. Maria’s haircut is, in fact,
not dissimilar to Nellie’s; on the surface evidence of her status as postulant, it has a secondary
effect of recalling the quintessential “modern girl.”22 Mame also has short hair and has to pull
out her collection of “switches” to create a suitably demure style for Mr. Babcock.23
Haircuts are key scenes in several films of the period that demonstrate the subtext of a
short hairdo. In both Roman Holiday (1953) and Sabrina (1954) Audrey Hepburn has her long,
girlish, old-fashioned locks shorn to a chic bob. The transformation is more than aesthetic on
both occasions. In Now, Voyager (1942) Bette Davis, as Charlotte Vale—another surrogate
mother—trades a heavy bun for a shorter, fashionable cut. (Davis is indeed a surrogate mother
par excellence, filling the role in more than one film, though she typically embodies the darker
counterpart to those played by Garson, Dunne, Martin, and Andrews.)24 In the novel upon which
the film is based, Charlotte cannot help herself from feeling the back of her now bare neck: “It
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was as irresistible as exploring the empty space left by a pulled tooth.”25 Short hair is a direct
violation of one of her mother’s many restrictions and therefore also a first step towards the
development of Charlotte’s newly rebellious, independent nature—an apt preparation for her
ultimate role as surrogate mother.
This healthily rebellious spirit, expressed in garçon manqué hairdos and an unladylike
taste for popular music, leads our heroines to their fulfillment as surrogate mothers. They are
adventurers. Julie and Edna buck the potential stigma of adoption (attitudes were beginning to
change at the time of the films’ release, but they treat the question as a sensitive subject,
indicative of residual taboos, at the same time as they work to negate such taboos). Edna opens
the door to maternal choice for other women and, in mobilizing for legislative change, proves
herself to be a more modern political player than the men who typically occupy this role. Leona
is a progressive career educator. Maria may be pushed out of her literally cloistered world, but
she ends up leading her new family over the Alps to freedom. Auntie Mame refuses to conform.
Nellie finds her ready-made family when she exchanges the environment of backwards Little
Rock for a foreign warzone, replete with aircraft, jeeps, and new ideas. And Anna steps into the
still more foreign world of 19th century Thailand in her act of “sentimental modernization.”26
Time, Nostalgia, and Contemporaneity
Anna is indeed one of several surrogate mothers whose modernity is filtered through a
historic narrative. The lens of modernity draws attention to the complex relationship that the
surrogate mother character and the genres in which she appears hold to time. The surrogate
mother frequently melds of the old and the new. Music is often key. Even in those works that are
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not, in fact, musicals, music is thematically and dramaturgically important and the device at play
in Hollywood genre films such as Penny (whose comparable treatment of modernity, music, and
nostalgia if further examined in Chapter Two), for instance, is not far removed from that of
Broadway musicals. Caryl Flinn touches on this point in her investigation of how classic
Hollywood film scores sustain the connection between music and nostalgia, utopia, and
femininity. Flinn draws attention to the way in which, while U.S. concert composers of the 1930s
embraced a pared-down aesthetic and challenging tonal innovations in the style of Arnold
Schoenberg, Hollywood film composers remained true to the earlier lush Romantic style founded
on the notion of transcendent genius—a style, therefore, that aspires to placelessness and
timelessness. Flinn’s comments on the film musical hold true of almost all my case studies,
including the stage musicals and non-musical works in which music is prominent:
Film genres like the musical exploit the discrepancy between scoring style and diegetic
setting to an especially high degree. Given that the genre has always promoted music’s
utopian function, as Richard Dyer’s work has shown, this should not prove surprising.
Moreover, the musical provides a particularly interesting case study because its music
(especially in diegetic numbers and performances) most often assumes contemporary,
popular forms. Contemporary music is usually placed in competition with the “high”
forms of art music in an apparent rejection of the class values and transcendence that art
music signifies (e.g., The Bandwagon, which attempts at all costs to establish older,
classical forms as moribund). Utopia, it would seem, is brought closer to home in the
musical, made more down to earth, cast in the present tense. But, as we shall see, this is
not really the case.27
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The illusion of drawing utopia closer to earthly reality that Flinn observes in film musicals draws
a remarkable parallel to the surrogate mother’s ability to fold the old into the new—or rather
what is “timeless” about the past and hence utopic into the immediate specificity of now.
Auntie Mame and South Pacific stand out in their treatment of the old and the new that
positions the past as more forward thinking than the contemporary present. And so, while many
surrogate mothers combine past and present to reassuringly suggest that contemporary social
transformations remain true to core U.S. values, Auntie Mame and South Pacific imply that the
contemporary U.S. is regressing towards a hypocritical conservatism and almost paradoxically
must look to the past to recapture its status as a leader in modern thinking.
Auntie Mame: Novel, Play, and Musical
Like Penny, Auntie Mame is a memory—but it is also a reminder. True to the surrogate
mother character, Auntie Mame resists prejudice disguised as respectability. The prejudice that
Mame and her lifestyle attack, however, is the racism and snobbery still entrenched in the U.S.
and to which the bohemians of yore like her were once an opposing force. The timeline from the
1930s woman that inspired the novel and iconic character through to the musical by Jerome
Lawrence, Robert Edwin Lee, and Jerry Herman, by bracketing the period under consideration,
provides a fascinating perspective. The audience appetite to return to this character multiple
times indicates her resonance and enriches the interplay of familiarity and newness.
Edward Everett Tanner III wrote the novel, Auntie Mame: An Irreverent Escapade, under
the pseudonym Patrick Dennis. The manuscript was turned down by multiple publishers until
new editor Julian Muller persuaded Vanguard to pick it up. Once published in 1955, the novel set
records on the New York Times bestseller list and, however trivial Tanner may have regarded his
own creation, his protagonist is now iconic. The novel was immediately considered for a
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theatrical adaptation. Producers Robert Fryer and Jimmy Carr hit upon its potential when reading
Ben Crisler’s New York Times review.28 Fryer and Carr brought in Rosalind Russell who had
starred the year before in the hit Broadway musical Wonderful Town, which Fryer had
produced.29 Sumner Locke Elliott was initially hired to adapt the novel into a play, but his first
draft was unanimously rejected. Tanner was then given the opportunity to adapt his own work,
but his efforts, too, were unsuccessful. Finally, Lawrence and Lee were brought in, transforming
the novel into a play that retains Tanner’s wit, but tightens the plot and provides a strong
emotional spine. Tanner graciously paid tribute to their work in a foreword to Vanguard’s
published edition of the script, expressing his appreciation for their ability to stay true to the
spirit of his work and to take it further into emotional depths.30 The play was a phenomenal hit.31
A potential film was already considered when Fryer and Carr first purchased the rights to
the novel and solicited the financial backing of Warner Bros. The struggling studio did not then
know that Auntie Mame would prove such a sound investment.32 Production on the film with a
screenplay by Adolph Green and Anita Loos began while the play continued to run on Broadway
(despite Russell’s efforts to force a closing).33 The play’s director, Morton DaCosta, stayed in the
director’s chair for its cinematic adaptation. Rosalind Russell reprised her role (she was replaced
on Broadway by none other than Greer Garson), as did Peggy Cass, Yuki Shimoda, and Jan
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Handzlik.34 The film was another grand success; wildly popular, grossing $9 million (the highest
of the year), critically acclaimed, and nominated for six Academy Awards.35
A musical was likewise envisioned as early as the play’s inception, although nothing
came of early discussions until 1964 when the newly formed production firm of Fryer, Carr, and
Joe and Sylvia Harris sought a vehicle for Gwen Verdon and Shirley Booth. Fryer and Carr
claimed their option to produce a musical comedy based on Auntie Mame two days before it was
due to lapse. As stipulated in their original 1955 agreement Lawrence and Lee came on to write
the libretto.36 Jerry Herman, who some viewed as lacking the necessary sophistication of Cole
Porter, but who had demonstrated his ability to write for seasoned songstresses with Milk and
Honey and Hello, Dolly!, enthusiastically signed on as composer.37 A musical of Auntie Mame
was almost inevitable; indeed many—including the show’s original director, Gene Saks—
remembered it as a musical before the fact.38 And so Mame’s fourth remarkably successful
iteration came into being.39
Camp and the Anti-Conformist Performance of Identity
Camp is a concept that has indefinability practically built into the many and varied
definitions attempted by scholars and artists. Most choose to define camp by examples and
Auntie Mame would be a good one. If camp is Judy Garland, Swan Lake, and Carmen Miranda,
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so is she. Although not all surrogate mothers are camp, Auntie Mame illuminates several
important overlapping qualities of the surrogate mother and camp; namely, an inherent cohesion
of seemingly opposed elements. Camp, like the surrogate mother, melds femininity and
masculinity, as well as nostalgia and contemporaneity. Both frame identity as self-determined
and closely bound to performance and to feeling, lending the political a sentimental cast and vice
versa. Camp distinguishes itself from parody in that its irreverence is joined by disconcerting
sincerity—a quality it shares with the middlebrow, feminized art forms it frequently embraces—
and to which the surrogate mother belongs. A consideration of Auntie Mame’s campiness thus
gives brighter definition to the nature of the surrogate mother more broadly.
Perhaps the most famous attempt to articulate the sensibility of the term circulating in
artistic and homosexual circles since the 1930s is Susan Sontag’s 1964 essay “Notes on Camp.”
There is little in Sontag’s notes that does not adhere to Mame the character, or Auntie Mame and
Mame as theatrical pieces. Tanner himself was, per Eric Myers, the embodiment of camp and,
although the character is commonly believed to be partly based on his aunt Marion, Tanner
maintained that the “real Auntie Mame” was none other than himself.40 It is perhaps due to the
camp sensibility of Tanner and his creation that Auntie Mame begged for theatrical adaptation
and even as a “straight play” always felt a little like a musical. As well as Mame’s flamboyance
and ability to slip from one performative persona to another through the magic of fashion and
décor, the text as a whole exhibits the unique combination of irony and sentiment that typifies
campiness. The target of Auntie Mame’s critique is at one with Mark Booth’s observation that
When Tanner appeared at rehearsals for Auntie Mame at the Broadhurst Theatre in 1956 and gave a “divinely
natty” speech in a “self-constructed accent,” playing the role of Great Author with an outlandishness that left most
perplexed, cast member Cris Alexander recognized a kindred camp spirit. Through his friendship with Alexander,
Tanner fell in with a crowd who included New York City ballet dancer, Shaun O’Brien, Katherine Welsh, Carl
Reynolds, and Hervey Jolin (the self-proclaimed “Dowager Empress of camp”) and came into his own. Later,
Tanner’s wife Louise recalls passing a sign during a drive out to Long Island with Tanner that read Protestant Camp
and Tanner proclaiming, “I am he.” Uncle Mame: The Life of Patrick Dennis, 135–40, 116.
40
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“Camp finds something awfully funny about the musty respectability of suburbia,” while the
nostalgic impulse in Auntie Mame also holds true to Philip Core’s view that “Camp is historicism
viewed histrionically.”41
Tanner’s novel opens by evoking a more traditional vision of a surrogate mother—the
kind of figure who previously would be found on the sidelines, a woman ironically named a
“Most Unforgettable Character” in a Reader’s Digest piece:
Unforgettable Character? Why, that writer hasn’t met anybody! He couldn’t know what
the word character meant unless he’d met my Auntie Mame. Nobody could. Yet there
were certain parallels between his Unforgettable Character and mine. His Unforgettable
Character was a sweet little New England spinster who lived in a sweet little white
clapboard house and opened her sweet little green door one morning expecting to find the
Hartford Courant. Instead he found a sweet little baby boy inside. The rest of the article
went on to tell how that Unforgettable Character took the baby in and raised it as her
own. Well, that’s when I put the Digest down and got to thinking about the sweet little
lady who raised me.42
What follows is a study in contrast. Patrick’s first sight of Auntie Mame is a photograph, in
which she is dressed as Carmen (though Patrick’s nanny Norah thinks she looks “Eye-talian”).43
Mame’s residence at Beekman Place appears to Patrick and Norah like a temple to “a weird
pagan god” or “the ladies’ rest room in the Oriental The-ay-ter.”44 Norah screams, “God love us,
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a Chinese!” when the Japanese houseman Iko opens the door. The Asian-inspired décor is
terrifying to the two and strongly influenced by Hollywood movies of “Oriental fleshpots […]
hideous tortures, innocent virgins drugged and sold into a life worse than death along the
Yangtze, bloody tong wars.”45 Patrick doesn’t recognize Mame when she appears, believing her
to be Japanese. Norah takes her for “One of them regular Chinese singsing girls.”46 Mame’s
ability to inhabit then shake off external markers with ease is emphasized; Patrick observes, “she
had given up being Spanish and started being Japanese,” and then moments later, “Auntie Mame
came out in a yellow evening dress like Bessie Love wore in The Broadway Melody. It was very
short in front and very long in back and she didn’t look Japanese any more [sic].”47
Mame surrounds herself with equally exotic characters who likewise blur conventional
boundaries of race, gender, and sexuality. The next people to make their appearance are “a
sinister-looking couple […]. The man looked like a woman, and the woman, except for her
tweed skirt, was almost a perfect Ramon Novarro” (the gay Mexican Hollywood heartthrob,
tragically murdered in 1968).48 Radcliffe, “A He-type She,” replaces this gender-queer couple in
the play.49 While not specified in the screenplay, they do find some presence in the finished film;
among the crowd can be spotted several women in neckties and jodhpurs.50 (The play and film
versions do not offer quite the same degree of bohemian daring, while the musical both loses and
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enhances it in various ways.) From the beginning everything about Auntie Mame demonstrates
that in her world—which is a world of camp—identity is a fluid performance of aesthetic style
that can upend both race and gender: “To perceive Camp in objects and persons is to understand
Being-as-Playing-a-Role.”51 Camp ideology coheres with the surrogate mother mythology that a
family need only to perform as such to become one, however unconventional in appearance.
Ironically, contrasted to the Digest cliché, Tanner’s uniquely “unforgettable character,”
Mame, reminds 1950s audiences of the rebels of the past who resisted the ideology of people like
the Upsons, who may be less memorable, but have endured longer. The reminder suggests that
unruly inclusivity is as much a U.S. tradition as conservative values—perhaps more so—
implicitly advocating for the symbolic U.S. family that is built on strength of feeling, not purity
of genetics. The device is also a key to the broader phenomenon of recurrent character types (to
which the surrogate mother belongs), which endow a pre-existing type, or even archetype, with
traits that speak to their specific era. Lawrence and Lee come close to explicitly identifying this
precise mechanism in their preface to the published script of Mame. They gesture towards old
archetypes by asserting, “Mame refuses to be imaginary! She is not a fondly Remembered Mama
or a Matchmaker going back to the gaslights of Fourteenth Street” in a way that, despite the
negative, recalls the association. They then allude to the conservative climate of cold war U.S.
society:
We always long for what we don’t have. This seems to be the Year of the Mole—a time
of blindness and confusion, of fuzzy aims and fading faith. Our theatre lately has been in
a dark age, reflecting only shadows. Mame somehow lifts a flame in that blackness. […]
We want to hear her sing “Open a New Window” in a decade when so many of us are
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pulling down the blinds and locking the shutters in pretended security. Mame is fun, but
not mere escapist fare: she sings out of a wish to run toward life, not away from it.52
It is telling too that when the New York Times asked “writers and readers” about “the last
book they read twice” feminist commentator Camille Paglia gave Auntie Mame as her answer: “I
consider it my Bible. I read it periodically. Other people have dismissed it. But I consider it one
of the great books of my life and one of the great books of all time. I have no respect whatsoever
for what is called the serious novel of the postwar era. This book, on the other hand, has a kind
of magic insight into sex and gender and society in the period since World War II.”53 Without
remarking on the chronological distance between the book’s pre-World War II setting and the era
into which it offers insight, Paglia intuits that Auntie Mame is about “the period since World War
II.” Auntie Mame does not submerge the reader or audience into an all-encompassing rosy
nostalgia (as say, Oklahoma! could be seen to do), but rather consistently reminds them of the
discrepancy between Mame’s embrace of her present moment and their own yearning backward
glance that exists on two conflicting counts: that channeled by Auntie Mame as an artistic work
towards a more energetically progressive past; and that of the abiding 1950s culture towards a
more generalized past of “traditional” (a.k.a. conservative) values.
Inherent in Auntie Mame’s nostalgia for a more progressive past and underscored in
Lawrence and Lee’s preface to their published script is an anxiety in the postwar period about an
increasingly conformist society. As Irene Taviss Thompson makes clear in In Conflict No
Longer: Self and Society in Contemporary America, for much of U.S. history the “American
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character has been […] ridden with contradictory impulses—toward independence and isolation
on the one hand and conformism and community on the other.”54 Taking a broad view,
Thompson perceives a vacillation between two poles: “exhibiting strong individualism in the
1920s and popularity-seeking conformity in the 1930s, other-direction in the 1950s and a retreat
into self-absorption during the 1970s.” (Other-direction is the term given by David Riesman to a
form of internalized conformity, motivated by the desire to fit-in and be well-liked as part of the
group.) As Thompson also points out, making an analogy to dominant and recessive traits,
neither conformity nor its opposite are ever absent in any given era—their coexistence is
essentially inevitable.
What does change is a matter of perception, yet as far as conformity and the individual is
concerned, perception is all. Thompson’s examination of trends in social science, psychological
therapy, and self-help suggests the constant vacillation of the U.S. American character, based on
a conflict paradigm where “to be an individual was to see society as constraining the self” came
to an end just a few years after the peak period of the surrogate mother. She argues that the 1970s
made a significant shift away from such a conflict model towards a relationship where the self is
expressed in “the groups, relationships, and cultures that help to shape it.”55 And yet, surrogate
mother texts such as Auntie Mame already portray the family group dynamic as a celebration,
rather than suppression, of individuality, suggesting that the change Thompson observes is the
fruition of seeds planted earlier in a reaction to the self-imposed conformity and fear of
difference, exemplified by the suburban nuclear family, that does not reject the family, but
modifies its parameters.
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Auntie Mame opens in 1928—at the turning point therefore, between what Thompson
characterizes as a preoccupation with “the fate of society in the face of threats from
individualism” in the 1920s and the fate of the individual in the face of social pressures to
conform in the 1930s provoked by “the machine age.”56 Mame retains the characteristics of the
1920s—a decade that “still comes down to us in imagination as ‘the jazz age’… a whole panoply
of symbols signifying freedom, frivolity, moral license, material prosperity and rising
expectations”—without the “separatist” rejection of the family that concerned social critics at the
time.57 Auntie Mame is less concerned, however, with the external conformist pressures of the
bureaucratic 1930s, than with the internalized, willful (and therefore more insidious) conformity
of the 1950s. At a point in U.S. history when the desire for security appears synonymous with
fear of difference (thus reinforcing bigotry and prejudice), Mame surrounds herself with a
colorful cast of characters who become for her and Patrick their deceptively heterogenous
“chosen family”—to retroactively but intentionally apply a term from current parlance that is in
no small way related to surrogate mother texts.58 Such a family not only accepts but is the
expression of “self.” Auntie Mame’s camp sensibility coheres with a self-society model in which
external markers are merely in service to an internal and fluid conception of self that also
governs group belonging over and above categorization of caste, class, creed, or color.
However much Mame lives life as a performance (even more so than the “banquet” she
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proclaims it is) her love for Patrick proves genuine. Mame’s now famous announcement of her
identity is paired with an equally unrestrained loving gesture: “But darling,’ she said
dramatically, ‘I’m your Auntie Mame!’ She put her arms around me and kissed me, and I knew I
was safe.”59 There is a strong suggestion that this is the first authentic expression of love that
Patrick has experienced (later descriptions of Patrick’s father confirm it). In this opening scene
too, which serves as Mame’s introduction to both Patrick and the reader (later, the audience—
these details are all retained in the dramatizations), Mame assertively lays claim to her maternal
role: “She kept saying, ‘This is my brother’s son and now he’s going to be my little boy.’”60 The
novel allows insight into Patrick’s reflections (less readily available in a stage play, their essence
comes through in the adaptation’s more sentimental cast, and in the musical, which like the novel
is able to reveal characters’ innermost thoughts as a point of convention—in the musical’s case,
through song), and so, were there any doubt, the reader is informed:
Actually, Auntie Mame and I learned to love one another in as brief and painless a period
as possible. That her amazing personality would attract me, just as it had seduced
thousands of others, was a foregone conclusion. Her helter-skelter charm was, after all,
notorious, and she was also the first real Family [sic] I ever knew. […] She still had a
stanch, undependable dependability. For both of us it was love, and the experience was
unique.61
Oxymorons, like “undependable dependability” adhere easily to the surrogate mother; not least
of all “maternal non-mother,” but “wild domesticity,” or “modern tradition” would also be apt.
Patrick’s description could be interpreted to mean that Mame is a good surrogate mother, despite
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her eccentricity—and in some ways, this is his take on it—and yet other details imply (and the
suggestion is only enhanced in the adaptations) that her eccentricity is part and parcel of the
qualities that make Mame an exceptional (in the best sense) surrogate mother. This is largely
achieved through comparison, and a familiar theme of surrogate mother narratives emerges; oldfashioned fogies with an exaggerated concern for decorum and tradition reveal themselves to be
prejudiced phonies, while the surrogate mother’s sometimes chaotic modern flair is evidence of
her authentic free-spirit and strength of feeling.
Mame’s mania for experimental art, fashions, and philosophies adds to her whimsy, but
also asserts her commitment to modernity and forward thinking. Auntie Mame most obviously
exploits yet redirects nostalgia in a paradoxical celebration of those traits normally associated
with the “modern” and implies that the modern spirit of a radical past needs reviving, but all
surrogate mother texts demonstrate this tension between modernity and nostalgia in ways that
suggest that a progressive, lively, and modern spirit are compatible with the core of U.S.
tradition. The modernity contained in her “surrogate” aspect is joined to the reassuring
agelessness of her “mother” aspect.
Patrick’s vocabulary book clearly situates the heroine within early 20th century bohemian
fashions:
I still have some of the vocabulary sheets of odd information picked up at Auntie Mame’s
soirees. One, dated July 14, 1929, features such random terms as: Bastille Day, Lesbian,
Hotsy-Totsy Club, gang war, Id, daiquiri—although I didn’t spell it properly—relativity,
free love, Oedipus complex—another one I misspelled—mobile, stinko—and from here
on my spelling went wild—narcissistic, Biarritz, psychoneurotic, Shönberg, and
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nymphomaniac.62
Irony underpins the treatment of time. The retrospective treatment of words and names that by
mid-century had entered into general knowledge allows the reader or audience to recognize the
jumble of words collected by Patrick as being at the forefront of cultural change; nostalgia
highlights their once daring modernity. These lists provide a veritable inventory of the
intellectual and cultural obsessions of the twenties and thirties. The Austrian-American composer
Schönberg, for instance, only devised his twelve-tone technique in the 1920s and only emigrated
to the U.S. in 1934. The avant-garde composer was, moreover, reviled by the Nazis; an artist
rejected by Fascists would naturally find his supporters among Mame’s set. The psychoanalytic
terminology bandied about has earlier origins, but it was in the 1920s that Freud became a
household name in the U.S.63 The Hotsy Totsy club was most certainly in the news in 1929 when
ex-convict Simon Walker was killed at the speakeasy owned by mafioso Jack “Legs” Diamond.
Highbrow avant-garde is mixed with current slang and popular culture.64 (A later list includes:
Lysistrata, Netsuke, lapis lazuli, and “a Karl Marx, who I thought might be some relation to
Groucho, Harpo, Chico, and Zeppo.”65) The trope, which requires the audiences to be as
educated in celebrities, current hits, and commercial products as in the classics is the substance
of camp, a favorite of popular culture, and contributes to the surrogate mother’s appeal.
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Mame, the Culture Industry, and Bigotry
This mingling was indeed troubling to many commentators, who clung to the 19th century
idea of “pure” artistic genius. As Raymond Williams so brilliantly argues, this high/low
distinction was not, as its adherents felt, an ageless notion, but a result of significant postIndustrial Revolution semantic shifts to the words: industry, democracy, class, art, and culture.66
Janice Radway’s discussion of the persistent gendered attacks on middlebrow culture, such as the
Book of the Month Club, underlines the alarmist metaphors of the machine age combined with
distinctly feminine and, moreover, maternal figurative language that reveals an oppositional
correlation to the surrogate mother’s popularity. Such clubs, these commentators warned, were
“literary wet nurses.”67
And yet, a curious accordance can be drawn between the most renowned critic of
middlebrow culture, the often divisive theorist, Theodor Adorno, and, middlebrow heroine,
Auntie Mame. Adorno’s critique was directed at “mass culture,” and what he influentially
identified along with Max Horkheimer in Dialectic of Enlightenment (1944), as the Culture
Industry. Adorno’s objections are more complex than a mere snobbish rejection of the intrusion
of low art into high. He argues across several essays that the forced reconciliation of high and
low art damages both, since the former loses its seriousness and the later its “unruly
resistance.”68 “Unruly,” however, is a fitting adjective for Mame herself, while the Babcocks and
the Upsons provide a perfect fictional illustration of the culture industry and its effects. Adorno’s
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censure falls on architecture and design, as well as jazz and popular music. In “The Schema of
Mass Culture” he combines the two: the 19th century detached family houses of “New and Old
England” stand as an avant la lettre model for the Tin Pan Alley song: “instances of standardized
mass products which even standardize the claim of each one to be irreplaceably unique.”69 The
imitative department store catalogue art and design found in a that fill the Upsons’ weekend
house, Upson Downs, are exactly the kind of standardized products gilded with the pretense of
art that for Adorno held troubling echoes of Fascism in their monolithic dictation of culture.
Mame’s contrasting enthusiasm for truly cutting edge trends in interior design (which was in the
20s and 30s itself a new trend) thus signals her modernity, but also her antipathy to fascist
conformity.70 Mame mingles with middlebrow Broadway dancers, but her knowledge and
appreciation of art—from high to low—is authentic. It is the Upsons and their ilk who
demonstrate the dilution of high culture into phony middlebrow hypocrisy.
In the novel, interior design is one of the many jobs Mame attempts after the 1929 crash
impoverishes her. With her (“sometimes a little bizarre”) taste, charm, flair, originality, and
influential set, Mame is a natural, but her devotion to modernism comes into conflict with the
more pedestrian tastes of her clients: “conversant as she was with the decorative arts of France,
Auntie Mame’s heart was more with the Bauhaus of Munich than with the rocaille and coquaille
of Versailles.”71 Mame fights “down her progressive impulses” and indulges her clients with
“inaccurate cupid clocks” and “old Empire junk,” before succumbing to “that old modern itch.”
Instead of creating the illusion of “three or four generations” of wealth and social position
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desired by a Mrs. Riemenschneider of Milwaukee, Mame fills the “prim mansion” with “the
most advanced stainless steel furniture, wire sculpture, and cubist art”—“the pull of Munich
modern had been too strong.”72
Mame’s modernist tastes are not pretension, unlike the historically inspired ambitions of
her social climbing clients—or, more importantly, the Babcocks and the Upsons—who
epitomize not just conventional (and conventionalized) tastes, but also bigoted thinking. As with
Mame’s ever-changing, up-to-the minute Beekman Place apartment, the Babcocks’ faux historic
house and the Upsons’ bland restricted community (which also has dubious historicism and is
fittingly named Mountebank) are a concretization of their attitudes. Mame sees through their
fraudulent décor and their narrow-minded morality at once.73 Mr. and Mrs. Babcock live,
fittingly, in a “pseudo-Tudor” house. The pretentious historicism clearly grates on Mame who
during lunch with the Babcocks delivers “a long and remarkably learned lecture on architecture
of the Tudor period, which was a fascinating discourse except that it pointed up every detail of
the Babcocks’ room as counterfeit.”74 During the same lunch, Mr. Babcock provides graver
indications of his character; he comments, “Never have to worry about where his [Patrick’s] next
meal is coming from unless these, um, Bolsheviks take over the government” and “My dear Miss
Dennis, you surely wouldn’t suggest sending the child off with a pack of Jews?”75
When Babcock, having discovered that Patrick attends an experimental school, pays an
abrupt return visit, the study in contrasts continues: “As luck would have it, Auntie Mame,
dressed in one of her most exotic outfits, was having stingers with a distinguished Lithuanian
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rabbi and two dancers from the cast of Blackbirds when Mr. Babcock and I burst into the
drawing room.”76 The home which self-consciously and servilely looks to the past for inspiration
is firmly closed to progressive politics, Jews, and doubtless many other Others, while the home
that takes its inspiration from contemporary art, design, and the globe is open to all—including
educated foreign Jews and Black dancers (Blackbirds refers to the 1928 all-black hit Broadway
revue). The comparison to the Babcocks’ home shows that Mame’s love of décor that might first
be construed as flighty or superficial is, in fact, a reflection of her open, modern spirit; the
superficiality lies in the Babcocks’ pseudo-Tudor, pseudo-virtue.
The Upsons’ home likewise reflects their true nature. Knowing Mame, Patrick—and the
reader—can easily imagine her impressions:
I watch Auntie Mame’s eyes sweep the conventional Park Avenue drawing room. She
smiled at a heavily framed Nineteenth Century landscape, shook her head slightly at an
oil painting of Mrs. Upson executed in about 1927, twiddled the fringe on a lamp shade,
and positively snickered at the Tiffany clock set on the mantel. I cleared my throat
sharply. She started, and then turned all her most gracious attention to Mr. Upson, who
was saying, “...all right for a visit, but I wouldn’t want to live there. Those French spot an
American and they’ll rob you blind. And as for the English, I wouldn’t raise a finger to
help those limeys if...”77
The description of the Upsons’ bourgeois décor bleeds seamlessly into an illustration of their
parochial distrust of foreigners.78 Even in the haze of his infatuation with Gloria, Patrick too sees
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through the Upsons’ bourgeois décor, commenting that they “dined humidly at a table that was
almost Chippendale.”79
Their Connecticut home creates still further opportunity for reading character through
interior design. Mame swiftly identifies the department stores from which the Upsons’ style is
directly imported: one floor dedicated to B. Altman’s, the other to Sloane.80 She slyly winds
Patrick up by commenting on the exaggerated femininity and masculinity of the rooms in which
they are respectively placed: his adjoining bathroom is remarkably “virile,” with “rough, manly
brown towels”; in her “French Provincial” room, she has been provided with Reader’s Digest,
The Song of Bernadette and the March issue of Vogue.81 Mame’s sensitivity to the aggressively
gendered décor underscores her modern disregard for rigidly enforced gender.
The bed and bathroom décor indirectly polices gender, while the Upsons themselves
directly police race and ethnicity. Illustrating down to the last towel a worldview antithetical to
Mame’s, the Upsons also illustrate through contrast everything that the surrogate mother stands
for, and that her modern motherhood is understood to contain. Mrs. Upson smugly informs
Mame that the neighborhood is “restricted.” Mame asks “By what?” to which Mrs. Upson
“coyly” replies “You know.” The more pertinent question might be “from whom?” but the
answer is clear.82 In the adaptations it is Gloria who provides this information; Mame responds,
“I’ll get a blood test.”83 Patrick’s introduction ties the Upsons’ anti-Semitism to their bland,
bourgeois life: “The Upsons lived the way every family in America wants to live—not rich, but
well-to-do. They had two of everything.” Along with two houses, two cars, two interests
would still be feeling the patriotic glow of the nation’s part in its outcome. Auntie Mame (New York: Vanguard
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(“money and position”) two sets of two chins, and so forth, Mr. Upson also has, “two aversions,
Roosevelt and Jews.”84 Gloria similarly finds it a relief to be “away from all those filthy people
in New York,” and objects to a City Hall marriage “with a lot of foreigners.”85 Less explicitly
stated, the Upsons’ prejudice evidently extends to Blacks and gay people too. Patrick advises
Mame, for instance, not to mention Fire Island (making clear in one line that Mame has gay
friends and that they would not be tolerated by the Upsons). Patrick picks up several illustrative
snatches of racist invective at a party held by the Upsons.86 The existing characterization of the
Upsons makes explicit condemnation unnecessary.87 The diversity and progressiveness of
Mame’s crowd of friends is matched evenly by the conformity and bigotry of the Upsons’
acquaintances who have such uniformly WASPy names that Mame and Patrick can’t keep them
straight.
It is ultimately on the ideological battleground between the Upsons’ bigotry and Mame’s
progressiveness that she proves her merit as a surrogate mother. When the Upsons learn that a
couple by the name of “Bernstein—A-bra-ham Bernstein” are planning to move into a nearby
property they react in horror.88 The Bernsteins—an editor and an expert on Rimbaud—naturally
happen to Mame’s friends and as she extolls their intelligence, vivacity, and charm, Mr. Upson
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explodes in a full display of prejudiced hate, but he is no match for Mame and she responds with
equal passion. When Mame likens Mr. Upson’s words to Hitler’s and he accepts the comparison,
Patrick’s eyes are opened. As they escape the Upsons’ restricted community, Mame asks “What
would you think if I were to overbid Sylvia and Abe on that property adjoining the Upsons’ and
put up a home for Jewish war refugees?” he replies, “I think that would be wonderful.”89
Mame’s intersection with Adorno in her contempt for mass culture and revulsion with the
fascist ideologies hidden within it forms an intriguing connection between the intimidating social
theorist and a work that belongs to a genre of the middlebrow culture he condemns.90 The
novel’s elaboration on the décor choices of its characters illuminates an affinity between Auntie
Mame and Adorno that might not otherwise be so apparent in its stage and film versions, though
the connection remains. Such a consideration, however, also raises the question as to whether the
independent thinking of the title character extends in effect to the novel and its subsequent
adaptations, or if nostalgia and sentiment quell, as Adorno warns, the rebellious spark from
which popular culture draws its appeal.
The play, film, and musical do not provide as much detail into either the Upsons’ décor
or bigotry, although in condensing the novel’s episodic structure into a more compelling
dramatic arc, the final showdown is given its full climactic value. In the adaptations, Mame
wholly orchestrates the right conditions for Patrick to return to his senses, and to her. She intuits
that her “family gathering” will shake Patrick out of the romantic stupor that has so far allowed
him to tolerate the Babcocks’ politics (not to mention Gloria’s dim wits).91 Transporting this
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scene to Beekman Place also allows Mame’s “extremely modern furniture [that] shows us that
again Mame is way ahead of the times” to become a concrete part of her arsenal against the
Upsons.92 Mr. Babcock crashes into an avant-garde mobile and Mame literally destabilizes the
Upsons at the push of a button controlling her “futuristic” furniture. (Note the emphasis given
her modern tastes.) Finally, in her anti-Semitic panic Gloria falls against the control panel: “All
hell breaks loose. The chairs, tables, and sofas go berserk, carrying the Upson family and
Babcock with them.”93
Ultimately, however, the greater sentimentality of the dramatic version rubs the sharper
edges off the political barbs.94 The references to Blacks and allusions to homosexuality
disappear, though the broad message of tolerance and inclusion remains.95 As sentimentality
infringes on satire, the metaphor of the family becomes even more expressive of progressive
ideals. As indicated above, Mame explicitly characterizes the climactic party as a family
gathering—and references to family are systematically repeated within the scene. The novel
makes clear the reciprocal loyalty between Mame, Norah, Gooch, and especially Ito, but the
adaptations centralize these relationships and, in particular, by greatly expanding the early
Christmas scene, encourage a vision of this diverse group as a quirky, but loving family unit.
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Stereotypes, Sentiment, and Romance
Inescapably, the character of Ito exposes, however, the inherent contradictions in Auntie
Mame’s vision of racial inclusivity and necessitates a critical digression away from the subject of
the utopically incongruous family the surrogate mother assembles around her.96 Ito giggles,
speaks in broken English, and generally conforms to an orientalist conception of the Asian man.
Ito is a sympathetic character, but his good qualities are illustrated exclusively through loyalty to
his white employer that transcends even the economic necessity of getting paid. Ito offsets some
of the sentimentality in the Christmas scene by adding to Norah’s assertion that they would never
leave Mame, “We’ve nowhere to go anyway,” but the revelation that the two have pooled their
savings to pay off some of the household debts instantly contradicts the pragmatism Ito’s quip
suggests (it is symptomatic of the character that the humor of the line could be either Ito’s or the
writers’).97
The orientalization of Ito is not incompatible for Auntie Mame’s creators with the
importance of his inclusion in Mame’s symbolic family. When Mame and Patrick decide to bring
Christmas forward, Mame calls Ito and Norah in to join in the celebrations, and she has gifts for
them as well as Patrick.101 When Beauregard invites Mame out to dinner, she declines,
explaining, “I can’t leave my little family” (he charmingly asks to “be a part of [her] little
family” for the evening, and so they all go out together).102 The scene is a master class in
sentimentality and inspires one of the key numbers in the musical: “We Need a Little Christmas
Now.” A sympathetic Japanese character in post WWII U.S. America confronts certain
prejudices, even when affirming others. From a 21st century perspective it can be hard to
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reconcile such racist stereotyping with progressive values. For mid-20th century white
Americans, however, the stereotyping of Ito could well have been normalized to the point of
invisibility, while the inclusion of a Japanese servant in an otherwise white family would
resonate more vividly. As is often true of popular culture, the ideal runs ahead of full
realization.103
Beauregard’s appearance is the beginning of a great romance—as well as an interesting
insertion of a positive “old world” character (though he is clearly the exception in his old
Southern family). The real love story in Auntie Mame, however, is between her and her nephew.
Her relationship with Patrick is painted in a romantic light (especially in the musical, though the
seeds were always there: Mame says of Patrick’s gentle—in deference to her hangover—kiss
that he’ll “make some lucky woman very happy one day”).98 Unlike other surrogate mothers,
whose romantic fulfillment is essential to the happy conclusion of the narrative, Mame sails
through her official romantic dalliances in a way that exposes their peripheral nature, while the
unofficial romance—the one between her and Patrick—is brought into the spotlight. In the
musical, two of the most sentimental numbers honor their relationship. “My Best Girl” is styled
as a romantic duet, while “If He Walked into My Life”—a series of yearning, self-doubting
questions—is essentially a classic torch song, under the guise of reflective motherhood. The first
verse winks at this duality, rhyming “Where’s that boy with the bugle, /My little love who was
always my big romance?” with “And why did I ever buy him those damn long pants?”99 Both
offer that flash of unguarded emotional truth that is the privilege of such songs. The classic
heterosexual narrative is perfunctory to the core romance.
Mame’s more standard romantic adventures, however, necessarily distinguish her from
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an older conception of the loving aunt who adopts her sibling’s child (and that shadows Mame in
the form of the “Unforgettable Character”). The dramatizations enhance this distinction by
introducing handsome Lindsay Woolsey as an additional love-interest. He is a more secondary
character than he would be in a pure romance, but instantly recognizable as such from the first
hint, which sets Patrick up as a rival for Mame’s affections, to finally hearing him referenced as
“Uncle Lindsay” in one of Mame’s letters.100 Mame’s fusion of sex appeal and maternalism
plays out phonetically in her name, which combines “mama” and “dame.” If the latter is taken in
its U.S. colloquial sense (which, given the context, it surely is), the name connotatively brings
together two seemingly incompatible types of womanhood: nurturing mother and a fun-loving
and sexually available modern woman. Mrs. Upson’s mispronunciation of the name as “Mamie”
thus carries a deeper level of irritation, since it denies Mame one of two sides essential to her
character—and to the 40s and 50s surrogate mother character generally.
Temporal Layers
As suggested earlier, Auntie Mame at once disrupts and mobilizes nostalgia for an
idealized past. The temporal layers of the source text are only heightened in adaptation. In the
play and film, for instance, the macroscopic timely—on many levels—reminder of the work as a
whole is replicated microscopically within the climactic penultimate scene: Gloria’s revulsion
with the people who—as Patrick protests—“brought [him] up” is triggered by the delight Mame,
Patrick, and their eccentric make-shift “family” take in the freshly-printed galleys of Mame’s
memoirs (i.e. her memories); prompting in turn Patrick’s description of her friends “a lot of vain,
selfish, empty bigots.” The memoirs are further instrumental in Mame’s fight against bigotry, as
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she has assigned her royalties to the Epstein Home for refugee Jewish children in Mountebank
(the adjustment from all Jewish war refugees in the novel to children specifically in the play
symbolically extends Mame’s surrogate motherhood).101 The memories shared by Mame and
Patrick, and also Norah, Ito, Vera, Lindsey Woolsey—even Gooch—are thus instrumental in the
triumph of progress over bigotry. Patrick signals his final approval of Mame’s manipulations by
calling her “Lady Iris,” to which Mame responds, “Charmed, Lord Dudley”; a brief reenactment
of an earlier sentimental scene that reinforces the nostalgic impulse. 102
The thematic reminders of temporal distance, echoed in the satiric and witty style that
maintains a 1920s and 30s stylistic sensibility, simultaneously encourages reflection on the
contemporary moment (Verfremdungkseffekt for the masses). The final scene, which echoes
Mame’s first meeting with Patrick as she arranges for his son to take off on a trip to India with
her, suggests a repeating cycle while also evoking nostalgic feelings of loss. Time is
simultaneously central and slippery. Mame is both hopeless at following a calendar—believing
December 1st to be November 31st, so that Patrick’s arrival is a total surprise—and also exerts
such dominance over time that she proclaims a new holiday, pushes Christmas sixteen days
forward (“It’s a little early, but we’re free-thinkers”), and finds her own place “on the little old
calendar” when Beau declares the day of their engagement and her triumph in the Old South as
“Mame Day.”103
Mame draws attention to the multiple temporalities at play to an especially high degree.
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The lyrics repeatedly bring the past and the immediate present into collision in a way that has the
semi-oxymoronic effect of arousing rebellious nostalgia. Mame introduces herself in a musical
celebration of the moment—“It’s Today”—which in the world of live performance both is and
isn’t true. She looks forward to looking backward as she announces “all of [her] dearest friends”
are there—“even the ones [she hasn’t] met yet!”—and evocatively sings that she knows “this
very minute/ Has history in it.”104 Similarly, “We Need a Little Christmas” emphasizes
immediacy with the repeated lines “Right this very minute” and “Need a Little Christmas now”
at the same time as it summons the weariness of time’s passage: “For I’ve grown a little leaner,
/Grown a little colder, /Grown a little sadder, /Grown a little older.”105 “That’s How Young I
Feel” (to be played, “With a beat [Swingy]”) denies her age and—like Julie and Polly—reveals
her taste for “Lindy hoppin’ and jitterbugging.”106 Mame thus brings a youthful urban energy to
Connecticut, but in “Mame” she revives old Southern traditions, such as the cakewalk, which the
number essentially parodies.
Irony permeates this allusion to the cakewalk. The dance itself likely originated in Black
plantation workers’ parody of white social dances and then established itself as an urban craze in
the early 20th century, “legitimized” by whites as a celebration of modernity and democracy,
even as Black bodies and white urban spaces were strictly policed.107 The dance and the number
thus alternatively suggest historic tradition or urban fad, problematically echoing the surrogate
mother’s melding of the old and new. Other contradictions reveal themselves elsewhere in the
vocal score. Mame first appears with a bugle—an instrument that in her hands opens the jazz-
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inspired show tune “It’s Today”—but that is equally connotative of military parades. The sight
of it prompts Patrick to asks if she can play reveille; her response—“it’s not one of my
favorites”—reads as a wry understatement, the subtext being a disassociation with a militarized
and rigid culture, as well as any hour close to 9am, or what Mame would call “the Middle of the
Night.”108 In “Open a New Window” Mame’s guiding philosophy is, however, expressed in a
Sousaesque march. The nationalistic, military associations of the music contradict the rebellious,
freethinking individuality evoked by the lyrics, albeit an apt expression of her earlier declaration
when readying to face Mr. Babcock that “this is war!”109
This ambiguity on the connotative level of the music corresponds to a degree of hesitancy
in the musical’s political daring. Mame aspires to contemporary relevance on the level of female
gender, but shrouds homosexuality in subtext, and eliminates the incendiary questions of race
and religion. Ironically, the musical’s weaker political sting evidences the entrenchment of the
conservative and regressive prejudices the surrogate mother, including Auntie Mame, combats.
The crowd at Mame’s party is a parade of bohemian diversity (there’s “even an ARAB”), but it
is a comparatively sterile picture of 1920s New York wildlife in relation to the novel and hinted
at in the film. Mame’s blood test quip in response to the restricted nature of the Upsons’
neighborhood is retained, but their disapproval of Mame’s circle is now strictly puritanical,
rather than anti-Semitic and racist. When Mame asks, “exclusively what and restricted to
whom?” of the “conservative” school Babcock insists Patrick attend, his response that “[they
w]ant to keep the riff-raff out of this lad’s life” affirms a vague snobbery that is less piercing
than either the explicit anti-Semitism he expresses in the novel, or Mrs. Upson’s evasive coyness
around the question in both novel and play. Mame’s association with Jewish intellectuals slips
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away and pregnant Agnes takes their scandalous place. The Epstein Home for Refugee Jewish
Children is now the Beauregard Burnside Memorial Home for Single Mothers.110
Reproductive Politics
This shift in emphasis from outright bigotry to sexist puritanism is not a total
depoliticization and in some ways reactivates the contemporary critique embedded in the
nostalgic return to the flapper era. By 1966 the repressive domesticity of the 1950s had provoked
a concerted push back from a burgeoning women’s movement; the number of illegitimate
children from World War II continued to rise; the mainstreaming of the contraceptive pill was in
full stream; and the movement to legalize abortion was just gathering steam. The moral, social,
and political status of single mothers was undoubtedly up for debate.111 Agnes and Mame find
themselves at the cusp of a drastic shift in attitudes surrounding unwed motherhood and
reproductive politics. The 1940s had moved away from the idea that children would inherit their
single mothers’ feeble-mindedness and towards a clinically inflected emphasis on neuroses
caused by an unhealthy childhood environment (a revision that propelled changing attitudes to
adoption, explored in more detail in Chapter Two). Social welfare programs reflected and
cemented these changes. The ideological focal point of domestic welfare expanded from
“freeing” struggling mothers from the economic necessity of work to the “redemption” of
misguided women—provided, always, that such women were deserving of assistance.
And it is on this point that the separation of race from single parenthood becomes
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untenable, however much Mame attempts to tap into the zeitgeist of women’s liberation on the
one hand, while presenting a comparatively whitewashed version of the original narrative on the
other. As Rickie Solinger demonstrates at length, welfare programs and reproductive rights
policies treated Black women and white women very differently. Recipients of the Aid to
Dependent Children program (ADC, commonly known as relief or welfare) in the 30s and 40s
were selected for their moral purity—they had been married, they would not go out to work, and
they were “almost always white.”112 Single mothers and women of color were automatically
undeserving. The prerogative enabling women to stay at home and care for their children did not
extend to Black women.
Growing access to contraception in the U.S. post World War II further complicated the
question of morality and motherhood. On the one hand, “Planned Parenthood” (as the Birth
Control Federation of America’s new 1942 moniker clearly indicated) was seen as crucial in
establishing a successful, responsible post-war America into which “more healthy children will
be born to maintain the kind of peace for which we fight.”113 On the other hand, women were
still subject to the “cultural mandate” that dictated that their greatest power—and greatest value
to the nation—lay in reproduction.114 The strengthening call for women to be able to control their
fertility also forced abortion into the spotlight and a recurrent strategy of lawyers defending
abortionists on trial was to sexually shame their female patients.115 The contraceptive pill,
considered a “revolution” on several counts, although initially restricted (the FDA approved its
use in 1961, its prescription was made legal in all 50 states in 1965 for married women, and
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finally approved for unmarried women in 1972), further altered the optics around single
pregnancy.116 Still highly stigmatized, pregnancy could no longer operate as such a clear
dividing line between “nice girls” and not.117 The concern that motivated white middle-class
families to shuttle their pregnant daughters off to maternity homes (such as the Gladney Center,
and theoretically, the Beauregard Burnside Memorial Home for Single Mothers) pending the
birth and subsequent adoption of the child was the appearance of sexual impropriety. Postadoption, both mother and baby were furnished with a clean slate.118
Women of color were in a still more complex situation. The same advances in
contraception that offered reproductive freedom could also be turned to an increasing control of
women’s fertility that targeted communities of color more fervently and explicitly than any
other.119 Many in the civil rights movement viewed the aggressive promotion of contraception to
people of color as just another form of segregation and even genocide.120 Unsurprisingly, Black
women had strong reason to diverge from male leaders of the movement on this issue (writer
Toni Cade is one such woman, while also recognizing the “sinister” nature of the state telling
anyone not to conceive). The stakes of reproductive politics were therefore particularly high for
women of color who grappled with the urge to assert through reproduction the right of peoples of
color to both exist and multiply on the one hand, and with the need for greater freedom to
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participate in the revolution on the other.121 Meanwhile, the racialized stereotype of the “welfare
queen” laid ever deeper roots. As always then, the surrogate mother’s mediation of politically
charged issues takes an essential step forward, while keeping one foot in the less confrontational
mainstream.
Camp Subversion
Mame and the shock value of pregnant Agnes (for context, the Hays Code—essentially in
effect until 1965—prohibited the word “pregnant” to be uttered on camera) affirms Adorno’s
criticism of film that the “unofficial” models overlapping the “official” one “supply the attraction
yet are intended to be neutralized by the former.”122 Agnes went out and “lived,” but she is white
and thus deserving of the protection and redemption Mame offers her (and it turns out, she is
married after all)! Yet Adorno continues, “The ideology of the culture industry contains the
antidote to its own lie. No other plea could be made for its defense” and Mame may make a
stronger claim to destabilizing the official model than many.123 Without engaging the precarious
question of race, the replacement of the Bernsteins with pregnant Agnes does nonetheless place
the contemporary issue of women’s sexual liberation front and center. Mame disrupts the status
quo in more discreetly subversive ways, too, primarily through leaning into the campiness at its
core. For many the entrenched quality of camp in musical theatre is essential to its long-held
importance to those outside the mainstream, and particularly gay men (sincerely, surreptitiously,
and/or stereotypically).124
Without the direct allusion to homosexuality in earlier iterations, Mame makes up for the
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loss by heightening the sexual, if not racial, ambiguity of the title character. What could be more
suggestive, or a stronger assertion of Auntie Mame’s surrogate mother identity, than her claim of
responsibility for Agnes’s pregnancy: “I planted the seed of adventure in that girl’s soul. I know
it’s biologically impossible, but ethically, I’m the father of her child”?125 There is a queenishness
in the delightfully bitchy relationship between Mame and Vera Charles, which the comparison of
themselves to famous duos in “Bosom Buddies” throws into relief: “What’s the female
equivalent to Damon and Pythias? /Daphnis and Chloe? / I think one of ‘em was a fella. […]
We’re the greatest team since Romulus and Remus. /I’m sure one of them was a fella!”.126 There
is a hint of irony too in the song’s title, also at play in Mame’s astonishment at discovering that
Agnes “[does] have a bust.”127 The transformation of Agnes from dowdy to fabulous at Mame’s
hands is not unlike a drag artist discovering her onstage persona, lending subtext—as D.A.
Miller suggests—to the line “Agnes! You’re coming out.”128
In Mame, the play-within-the-play becomes a “terribly modern operetta about a lady
astronomer,” which brings the women’s movement to mind, while wryly illustrating the failings
of popular culture to transcend sexist tropes even when coupled with feminist pretensions (the
lady astronomer describes herself as “a mere woman,” is hopelessly in love with a male
professor, and the “girl students” are dressed in caps and gowns, “but only thigh length”).129
Vera’s song, “The Man in the Moon,” reinforces the unreliability of gender: it retains the “man”
but declares (s)he is “a lady” or a “miss.” The number thus implies that both things may be true
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simultaneously.130 In Miller’s words: “Mame, as if mischievously bent on reversing the notion
that every gay man is ‘a woman inside,’ brings forth a world in which every woman must always
seem to be harboring a gay man, a hidden, but scarcely secret agent who is ready at the drop of a
hairpin to turn her into her own impersonator.”131 While camp (“the triumph of the epicene style”
per Sontag) is not a consistent feature in all surrogate mother texts, nor the surrogate mother ever
androgynous per se, she introduces certain masculine traits to the femininity of motherhood—
and this is part of what makes her an exceptional parent. Indeed, in her very essence, her
enactment of what might be considered the most feminine of all roles is freed from those body
parts that make her female, subtly alluding to the masculine element.
Repetition, Promise, and Loss
Miller and Laura Mulvey each recognize a strikingly similar tragic fate that underpins the
surface optimism and femalecentricity of Broadway musicals and melodramatic films
respectively and is especially prevalent in surrogate mother texts. Miller evokes the transitory
thrill felt by the “woman in the audience—such a woman, at any rate, as a man who can’t forget
how deeply he envies this happiness, or how bitterly he mourns his own forced renunciation of it,
must imagine her” in the uninhibited joy in being female and the “star of the show.”132 In this
fantasy “sooner or later she gets to assume that ecstatically martyred attitude, proper to mother,
woman, and star alike, known as ‘giving her all’” and while, unlike the male performer, this
woman need not question her place, it is because this is also the limitation of her gendered
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destiny:
The only thing that could possibly dilute such enjoyments is the very thing that renders
them so pure. […] [T]he musical is training a woman in the same familiar affinities
between herself and, say, spectacle (or say narcissism, masochism, her mother) that other
mainstream forms of cultural representation have needed no catch rhythms to be
drumming in to her all along. In receiving pleasure from the musical, not least at the
delicious moment at which her ego-defenses surrender to being breached, overpowered,
by the number’s sympathetic hook, a woman becomes Woman, the cultural formula of
her gender.133
Mulvey likewise identifies the constraints ever ready to trap the celebrated heroine. Her
work potentially offers a thought-provoking intervention into John Fiske’s argument that fantasy
is an essential ingredient in the strain of resistance in popular culture that, “made by various
formations of subordinated or disempowered people out of the resources […] provided by the
social system that disempowers them,” is, therefore, “contradictory and conflictual to its core.”134
The contradiction conveyed by Mulvey strikes a darker tone:
If the melodrama offers a fantasy escape for the identifying women in the audience, the
illusion is so strongly marked by recognizable, real and familiar traps that escape is closer
to a day-dream than to fairy story. Hollywood films made with a female audience in mind
tell a story of contradiction, not of reconciliation.135
Dana Polan similarly offers a counterpoint to the utopic vision of spectacle as offered by musical
and melodrama alike that is pertinent to Auntie Mame and Mame:
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Spectacle works not by the delivery of that which it promises, but by the endless making
of promises that are not always kept. In the musical, for example, the endless parading
on- and off screen of spectacular sights can encourage a certain sense of loss, the notion
that no image can stay eternally in place. There is a tragedy in musicals: the tragedy of an
art whose most spectacular moments are always moving into the past.... [I]n the
melodrama or in film noir, the full spectacular moment is held up as incomplete,
transitory, even impossible.136
Although the dramatizations of Auntie Mame move away from the novel’s purely episodic
structure, the play, and consequently, the film remain a series of significant moments that for the
audience are already past. DaCosta employed vaudevillian style blackouts (of the kind
referenced by Polan) in the stage production and then replicated the device in the film through
fadeouts that close in on a final glimpse of Russell.137 The stylish trick amplifies a sense of loss
at the very moment the audience delights most in the fleeting image of the star.
These moments encapsulate Auntie Mame and Mame’s collision of past and present,
simultaneously celebrating the spirit of immediacy and mourning its loss. This repetition and
consideration of loss that is intrinsic to the femalecentric genres of U.S. popular culture in
general, and Auntie Mame’s dramatizations in particular, is multiplied in adaptations. In
adaptation, another layer develops to Auntie Mame’s revisiting of a time past that has as much to
do with this femalecentric perspective as the temporal setting. It is, I am confident, no
coincidence that the surrogate mother appears in so many adaptations or that feminized genres
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appear especially open to adaptation.138 All share an almost embarrassing prioritization of
feeling, and a kind of affectionate sentiment often drives adaptation (excluding, of course, what
Laera describes as “interideological” adaptations, those that typically “write back”).139 Adapters
are frequently drawn to their task through a love of the original, just as many among the audience
for the play of Auntie Mame would have been drawn by love for the novel, the film audiences by
a love of the play and/or novel, and the musical audiences by a love of at least one—perhaps
all—existing iterations. There is a strong desire to see a familiar character in a new medium.
There is perhaps, an added throb to the “ache for return” Margherita Laera identifies as common
to both adaptation and performance in the case of Auntie Mame.140
But perhaps too, there is a futile desire to produce a different outcome (much as Civil
War reenactors diligently recreate battles to which they know the end, while committing to a
suspension of disbelief that the war is not yet won and lost), or an anxiety as to the eternally
fixed truths of the human experience, and its equally eternal state of flux. As Linda Hutcheon
argues, adaptation is the result of two paradoxically complementary human impulses: the urge to
return to familiar stories that affirm and reinforce basic cultural assumptions and a desire for
change. Adaptations are “repetitions without replication” and therefore point to a definition of
narrative as “a specific cultural representation of a ‘basic ideology’ and as a general human
universal. In this doubling may lie yet another clue to their popularity, for popular they
remain.”141 This is exactly true of the surrogate mother also, whose place therefore in so many
adaptations appears only natural. It is only natural too that she is, per Joseph Roach, an effigy, or
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that, per Carlson, the actors who embody her are so readily ghosted from role to role.142 Auntie
Mame and South Pacific indeed almost ghosted each other; the part of Mame in the musical was
written with Mary Martin, who created the role of Nellie Forbush on Broadway, in mind (Martin
had initially signed on to the project, but later turned it down.) 143
South Pacific
South Pacific is hailed as one of the most up to date musicals of its time, dramatizing life
in a WWII outpost a mere four years after the war’s conclusion and directly engaging with the
heated issue of U.S. racism.144 The secondary narrative of Liat and Joe Cable, moreover,
cautiously alludes to the immediate reality of mixed-race children fathered by G.I.s in the South
Pacific and elsewhere. At first blush, Nellie appears to be the poster child for the modern
woman. She’s vibrant, conversant in slang, musically styled as at one with popular culture, and
independent enough to enlist as a Navy nurse and travel to the South Pacific. The Americanness
with which this brand of modernity is always identified is heightened by the contrast to Emile,
whose age and French nationality should place him squarely within U.S. popular theatre’s
configuration of Europe as the bastion of old-fashioned tradition and snobbery. Rodgers and
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Hammerstein pull a remarkable switch, however, as Nellie—and the U.S.—are revealed as only
superficially progressive, and it takes European Emile to pull Nellie out of her entrenched
prejudice and towards the enactment of the U.S. constitutional promise of equality and
opportunity for all. The European has more successfully internalized the qualities the U.S.
proclaims as fundamental to its identity as a nation, both as the historic “Land of the Free” and
also under the more recent mantle of “leader of the free world.”
South Pacific draws on several narratives from James Michener’s episodic novel, Tales of
the South Pacific, inspired by his wartime experiences. There are competing versions of the exact
origin story, though all broadly accord on what follows here. The book first came to Joshua
Logan’s attention when he was directing another Pacific war play, Mr. Roberts, and set designer
Jo Mielziner recommended it as useful background. Producer Leland Hayward then found the
book when he and Logan were vacationing together; both immediately saw the dramatic
potential in one of the “tales,” (“Fo’Dolla”) that would eventually inspire Cable and Liat’s
romance in South Pacific. Logan felt it was tailor-made for a Rodgers and Hammerstein musical,
and despite Hayward’s desire to first firmly secure their own hold on the property, soon
mentioned it to Rodgers and then Hammerstein, and they—well established by this point in their
career as producers, as well as creators—savvily bought the rights to all eighteen of the
interlinked stories that make up Michener’s novel.145 Logan is credited as co-author (though he
was left out of a share in the copyright and royalties) having closely collaborated on the dialogue
with Hammerstein, who called upon Logan’s wartime service experience to give a truthful voice
to the Seabees and officers, as well as Arkansas Nellie. Michener’s novel won the Pulitzer Prize
for fiction while South Pacific was still in development. The musical would win its own Pulitzer
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for drama in 1950—only the second musical to do so at that time—a remarkable admission of
highbrow worthiness for an “unsettling” middlebrow form.146 Rave reviews, phenomenal box
office receipts (at five years on Broadway it was the second-longest-running musical of its time),
and a top-of-the-charts original cast album cemented its popular value also.147
Musical Signifiers
Nellie has several markers of the modern woman. Although she may be a “hick” from
Little Rock, she boldly enlists as a navy nurse, and as such earns the rank of “officer.” Her title is
historically correct—nurses were given the rank of officer and kept separate from the Seabees,
who were not—but also underscores that she has stepped out of the traditional feminine sphere
and into a world that is exotic, dangerous, and masculine. Once more a pixie haircut acts as a
signifier of youthful, modern pep (and, in a case of life imitating art, the short ’do that
demonstrates Nellie’s contemporaneity launched a trend for the wash-and-go short perm,
ensuring that the character remained at the forefront of fashion).148 The piquant boyishness of
this modern style and the faint masculinity of Nellie’s officer status are enhanced by her praise of
Luther Billis’s delicate skill with laundry and by their combined drag number in “Thanksgiving
Follies,” where he plays “Honey-Bun” to her lusty sailor.149 This image of Nellie as a (male)
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sailor achieved iconic status. It is frequently replicated in publicity material for the film and the
themed merchandise (scarves, dresses, toiletries) that accumulated around the hit musical, as
well as more recently on the poster for the 2008 Lincoln Center revival. The success of this
scene, which is original to the musical, evidences the inherent audience appeal of the
metatheatrical trope conflating musical theatre itself—and thereby its devotees (including Nellie,
who we learn is a fan of Dinah Shore)—with contemporaneity, easygoing populism, and U.S.
identity.150
As with other surrogate mothers (of both musical and non-musical texts), Nellie has an
ease with popular music that suggests modernity. This familiar coding of modernity into popular
music and its associated values of youth, independence, progressiveness, and U.S. identity is
thrown into relief by Emile. The formative casting of operatic luminary Ezio Pinza opposite
Mary Martin, and Rodgers’s subsequent compositions for the disparate vocal qualities of his two
leads, doubles down on the familiar contrast of youthful American and older, refined European.
Although not unheard of, the casting of an opera star in a Broadway musical was unusual and
instrumental (no pun intended) in the decision to make Emile and Nellie the romantic
protagonists and in Rodgers’s approach to his composition.151 Famously, Martin was reluctant to
place her Broadway belt in competition with Pinza’s sonorous bass, and so Rodgers composed
the score so as to never have their incongruent voices sing together, musically highlighting their
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new world/old world distance.152
“Twin Soliloquies” is Rodgers’ solution to a romantic duet that is not exactly a duet, and
one of the few numbers in which the two sing in the same tempo. Emile almost exclusively sings
ballads in tempi that are molto expressivo, lento, andante, tempo de waltz, while Nellie most
often sings con anima, allegro, or even allegretto, and only in the more sedate moderato when
she is echoing Emile in song. Moderato seems to be the tempo capable of bringing the European
and the American into musical compromise. The U.S. Seabees and nurses sing allegro or
allegretto, like Nellie; Emile sings allegro only once—in imitation of Nellie. Tempi are an
indication of pace, but they also provide a rough suggestion of the mood of each piece and the
two protagonists’ distinct musical styles. Nellie’s signature song, “I’m Gonna Wash That Man
Right Out-a My Hair,” also offers the very un-European indication, “Ride it” in the bridge.153
Nellie’s musical vernacular is synonymous with her modern U.S. style. Indeed, Emile explicitly
recognizes Nellie’s singing as “American.” He appears at the conclusion of “Wash That Man”
and asks, “That song… is it a new American song?” to which Nellie replies, “It’s an American
type song. We were kind of putting in our own words.” Emile then establishes his distance from
U.S. music by remarking on the “strangeness” of “your American songs.”154
Emile/Pinza’s quasi-operatic numbers are the anomaly in an otherwise pure piece of U.S.
musical theatre, in which Nellie/Martin’s sound is truly at home. There is some irony in this. The
modern musical style that would initially indicate that Nellie fits the surrogate mother mold is
temporarily undercut by her shocked response to Emil’s children. The irony runs deep into the
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music itself, since, while Emile sings in an old, purely European (i.e. white) style, Nellie’s new,
American music belongs to what Savran describes as “the most miscegenated of theatrical
forms.”155 Nellie musically performs the miscegenation that she so objects to in Emile’s life.
Emile struggles to depart from his European sound, but more readily accepts a mixed-race future.
The Thanksgiving Follies show, masterminded by Nellie, is in effect, as Savran observes, “a
backstage musical that stages and celebrates musical theater as a site of cultural mixing.”156
South Pacific highlights the cultural mixing engrained in musical theater through the
“promiscuous” mixing of high and low drama and distinct musical styles. As Savran points out,
“South Pacific’s unnatural intercourse of high and low is imagined first and foremost in racial
terms—as fear of miscegenation—in both main and secondary plots. […] The liberal, anti-antimiscegenation politics of South Pacific are thus played out not only on the level of content but
also in the very form of the musical.”157
Other numbers likewise demonstrate “musical miscegenation.” “Wash That Man” draws
on blues, jazz, and swing. The first section is in AABA form, but repeats the first line,
rearranging, as Savran notes, the classic blues structure.158 The repetition suggests an
improvisatory nature and sets up a musical game between Nellie and the nurses reminiscent of
the call and response typical to blues. Rhythmically, the first section swings, employing dotted
rhythms over a walking base line, and the brass and winds introduce a syncopated rhythm in the
eighth bar.159 At the end of the first chorus, Rodgers introduces a number of elements
characteristic of the blues: a change in meter from four-four to six-eight; a twelve-bar structure;
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and “blue notes” in the form of flatted sevenths and a variant of a tonic-dominant-subdominant
harmony.160 In tryouts, to prevent Martin upstaging herself by shampooing her hair during the
song, Logan moved the business to later in the scene and Rodgers composed a bridge in which
the nurses jitterbug and thus furthered the connection to African American performance.161 The
lyrics support these musical allusions. As Savran contends, they “evoke the independent-minded
female blues singer of the 1920s and 1930s who takes a positive enjoyment in ridding herself of
her no-good man.”162 The nurses’ responses—“No!” “Uh, Uh,” and, most of all, “Yea, sister!”—
echo African American idiom.163 The latter provides, moreover, evidence of the significant
interplay between cultural constructions of race and de/reconstructions of family in the semantic
duality of “brother” and “sister” and a clue to the racial anxiety simultaneously concealed and
revealed by the surrogate mother.164
Nellie’s decision that Emile is too different prompts the song, which foreshadows her
later rejection of more significant difference. As Andrea Most points out in her discussion of the
number, “difference, it seems, is so problematic in the world of South Pacific that Nellie must
expel Emile from all of the mythical American landscapes that he, as a foreigner, might want to
inhabit: the range, the roll call, and, most important, the (American) dream.” Importantly, “This
difference is defined in terms of one’s relationship to American popular culture.”165
“Knucklehead Nellie,” the all-American girl with whom the audience presumably identifies,
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asserts a normalcy that throws Emile’s difference into relief. Nellie articulates Emile’s troubling,
yet alluring, unfamiliarity through cultural tastes. And, like Nellie, audiences of U.S. musical
theatre are adept at recognizing popular culture as a signifier of authenticity and basic U.S.
values.
At this point, Nellie coheres stylistically with the surrogate mother, but has yet—like
much of white America—to come to terms with the unrestrained inclusivity connoted by her
populist tastes. Nellie pantomimes her separation from Emile in an idiom that, while it may have
been sanitized for her by white performers like Shore, is as miscegenated as the children initially
so intolerable to her. Unusually, popular culture is a deceptive signifier in this number. It
encapsulates not authenticity, but hypocrisy. Nellie not only fails to convince herself or the
nurses for whom the number is ostensibly performed of her fancy-free state, but she also enacts
her nation’s double-standard in borrowing liberally from Black performance as an expression of
U.S. distinctiveness, while remaining repelled by the prospect of true integration. Nellie co-opts
African American musical forms in an assertion of Americanness but struggles to accept any
other form of mixing. The blackness embedded in “Wash That Man” stands like the dirty not-sosecret secret of racial discrimination in the nation that uses that same blackness to distinguish
itself from the Old World and prides itself as a land of freedom and opportunity.
Difference and Competing Loyalties
The sentimental frame of surrogate mother musicals like South Pacific offers, however, a
reassuring romantic image of racial integration that is—partially—depoliticized. Emile retains,
however, a whiff of communism. In addition to his mysterious backstory, he is an intellectual
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European who reads Anatole France (a supporter of the French Communist Party).166 Emile’s
possibly suspect politics concern Captain Brackett and Commander Harbison who send Nellie on
an informal spying mission on the grounds that Emile is heard to have killed a man. Neither they,
nor she, are bothered so much by the rumored homicide itself than by its political implications.
Nellie clumsily questions him and is quickly reassured when he echoes words she knows by rote
from the U.S. founding document, revealing her naïve, superficial understanding and passive
acceptance of her country’s purported values:
EMILE: […] I want you to know more about me…how I live and think—
NELLIE: (Suddenly remembering her promise to “spy on him”) More about you?
EMILE: Yes. You know very little about me.
NELLIE: That’s right! (Getting down to business) Would you sit down? (EMILE sits.
NELLIE paces like a cross-examiner) Do you think about politics much…And if so what
do you think about politics?
EMILE: Do you mean my political philosophy?
NELLIE: I think that’s what I mean.
EMILE: Well, to begin with, I believe in the free life—in freedom for everyone.
NELLIE: (Eagerly) Like in the Declaration of Independence?
EMILE: C’est ça. All men are created equal, isn’t it?
NELLE: Emile! You really believe that?
EMILE: Yes.
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NELLIE: (With great relief) Well, thank goodness!167
Nellie’s role as spy—the scare quotes of the script downplay that she is indeed acting as a
U.S. military agent—strikes a particular chord in the cold war context. She is, however, an inept
spy. It is Emile who reminds her that he killed a man and, “brought back to her mission,” she
stumblingly manages “Oh, yes. I meant to ask you about that too…I don’t want you to think I’m
prying into your private life, asking a lot of questions. But…I always think it’s interesting why a
person…kills another person.”168 Emile “smiles understandingly,” but his response matches the
laughable childishness of Nellie’s expression of “interest.” The stage directions hint at its
insufficiency “he begins by stating what he considers the explanation and excuse for the whole
thing.” His account recalls schoolyard bullying more than the politically motivated (likely
justified) manslaughter the event undoubtedly was.169 Nellie jokes about being a “fugitive” too,
but Emile is a fugitive in a very real sense.170
Within the musical, Emile rather abruptly enacts this same sublimation of the political in
the romantic; he segues immediately from his frustratingly incomplete narrative to a marriage
proposal and Nellie is plunged not into—as might be logical—questions about Emile’s confessed
criminality, but contemplation of the attraction between them, despite being “Born on the
opposite sides of the sea.”171 Dramatic irony underpins every expression of Nellie’s sense of the
remarkable difference between them. Nellie can abandon herself to the mystery of difference in
this ensuing reprise of “Some Enchanted Evening,”—which has from the outset established their
love as between “strangers”—yet the audience anticipates the reveal of a more insurmountable
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strangeness. She sings, “We are as different as people can be” and has earlier complained to
Cable that her mother is “so prejudiced” that she “makes a big thing out of two people having
different backgrounds.”172 For Nellie, European is the outer limit of difference. Polynesian, or
non-white, remains at this point not merely unacceptable to Nellie, but unimaginable (even while
stationed in Vanuatu).
Nellie accedes to surrogate motherhood when she overcomes her racism, and it is only
then that she is able to fulfil her romantic relationship with Emile. Rodgers and Hammerstein
expose, however, their own limitations—perhaps not in personally accepting—but in artistically
portraying racial integration. The only actual mixed-race romantic pairings in South Pacific end
in death. The mother of Ngana and Jerome is only a memory and Cable dies before he can marry
Liat. Liat and Cable’s relationship initially mirrors that of Nellie and Emile. Both begin under an
instantaneous spell of love that supersedes strangeness of all kinds, though the two Americans
must first face an internal battle with racism. Liat and Cable’s relationship is never allowed to
progress past sexual enchantment. The near mute Liat is an exotic fantasy; there is no conflicted
exchange of ideas and values as in the central romance to give theirs any reality. Bloody Mary’s
“Happy Talk” only ironically underscores its absence.173
That South Pacific imagines racial integration through white mothering of mixed-race
children, while narratively punishing interracial sex itself, highlights the problematic efficacy of
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the surrogate mother. The challenge of anti-racist progressive ideals is collapsed into the
reassuringly soft and traditional image of the nuclear family that maintains the sexual “purity” of
the white mother and pictures non-whites as cute, non-threatening children. This same
compromise plays out in The King and I (as is discussed in Chapter 3). It seems telling that the
tune for “Getting to Know You” in The King and I, had its first incarnation in South Pacific as a
love song to Liat by Cable, titled “Suddenly Lovely.” It remained in the libretto until the slightly
more hot-blooded “Younger Than Springtime” replaced it in rehearsals.174 This song, whose
basic sentiment is that familiarity can overcome cultural or racial barriers, thus transitioned from
a young white man’s infatuation with a Tonkinese woman in spite of his own prejudices to a
white woman’s desire to bond with a group of Siamese children; a safer proposition. The
surrogate mother is a cultural agent and cultural product of her time and the compromises she
embodies are inextricable from her vital reframing of identity and cultural belonging.
The surrogate mother is able to sentimentally reimagine U.S. national identity in liberal
progressive terms because she integrates contemporary racial anxieties into the apparently
timeless image of the nuclear family (an equally topical concern, in fact, yet one that promised a
supposed return to “old” values).175 Her resonant combination of contemporary specificity and a
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formless nostalgic past is reflected in the musical landscape of South Pacific. Relatively daringly
for a Broadway musical, South Pacific opens and closes in a foreign language: the French Song,
“Dites-Moi.” With basic tonal progressions, to be played “semplice,” and often compared to a
minuet (though technically, not), it is also a convincing imitation of a traditional chanson taught
to children (like “Au Clair de la Lune” or “Sur le Pont d’Avignon”). The song thus not only
introduces the audience to Ngana and Jerome, but also conveys a sense of old Europe; it is
played “à l’antique.”176 Meanwhile, Jo Mielziner’s set design for the original production brings
his characteristic dream or memory-like quality to the exotic setting (the house surrounded by
“flaming hibiscus,” “purple frangipani,” and the vision of Bali Ha’i in the distance), conjuring
the seductive antique quality of Orientalism. Although the music for the mysterious island isn’t
introduced till later, when it does, its “slithery chromatism” produces, as Savran, citing Rose
Subotnik, notes, a sense of “oriental languor and stasis” in contrast to “Western-style
propulsiveness.”177 The instrumental “Company Street” in “tempo di Blues,” which moves us
from Bali Ha’i’s pentatonic-rich motive that owes much to the classic Orientalism of operetta to
the pop U.S. modernity of “Wash That Man” thus provides a temporal bridge in more ways than
one.178
This topical musical opens then with a vivid evocation of the past—a dual image of
intangible antiquity and more specific historicism—before Nellie enters with her easygoing, antiintellectual, U.S. optimism. In defining herself as an optimist, Nellie asserts a future-oriented
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perspective—a future filled with “different kinds of people” to which she believes she wants to
run toward. In “Cockeyed Optimist,” Nellie sings that she is “stuck/ (Like a dope!)/ With a thing
called hope.”179 The line has an almost oxymoronic quality; being stuck suggests stasis, while
hope is an emotion dependent on positive change. Embedded therefore in the song with which
Nellie introduces herself is a foreshadowing of what will become her defining dilemma: she must
unstick herself in order for the hopeful promise of encountering different—potentially better—
people to come true. Nellie’s “unsticking” is not entirely one-sided. Although Emile has more
progressive ideals, it seems that he too has relaxed into lethargy until youthful Nellie inspires
him to heroic action.180
Andrea Most traces the dynamics of Emile’s and Nellie’s musical interaction as a
competition between Europe and the U.S., in which “Emile has a powerful and complicated
effect on Nellie’s singing style.”181 Nellie rejects Emile “with the most American music in the
show”; Emile then appears “criticizing American music, asserts his belief in individual freedom
and asks Nellie to marry him. She assents “by singing a lead-in to a reprieve of Emile’s song,
‘Some Enchanted Evening.’ Emile picks up the verse and takes over the song, with Nellie
offering a couple of lines as counterpoint.”182 Most identifies this as a musical and dramaturgical
turning point: “From the moment Emile asks Nellie to marry him, Emile’s musical style will
dominate […and…] Nellie will defer to Emile musically.” The musical fluctuates between the
competing styles and occasional moments of musical synthesis, but Nellie becomes increasingly
incapable of finishing a song; the mere thought of Emile prevents her from completing her short
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reprise of “Some Enchanted Evening,” and when he is present, Emile repeatedly finishes the last
line of songs for her—including the final line of the musical.183
Jim Lovensheimer, however, argues against the classic interpretation of South Pacific as
a work of two musical halves. His examination of the score reveals a tetrachord that is first
introduced in “Dites-Moi,” and then repeated in “Twin Soliloquys.” Lovensheimer is not
unaware that it is the children’s song that unites Nellie and Emile, before Nellie has even met
them, but doesn’t give this detail its full dramaturgical significance. He uses this tetrachord to
counter Most’s argument that Nellie loses her musical voice to Emile.184 He notes that it is Nellie
who first picks up on the four descending notes in “Twin Soliloquys” and that it then finds its
place again in “Some Enchanted Evening,” “I’m in Love with a Wonderful Guy,” and the
“Finale Ultimo.” In retrograde form, it slips into the opening of “Wash That Man.”185
Lovensheimer interprets the motive to mean therefore that on an emotional level Nellie and
Emile are equals—that their seemingly instant love for each other that has no basis in familiarity
or similarity stems indeed from their wiser instincts. This certainly fits the musical theatre truism
that feelings offer a kind of divine wisdom. He overlooks his own initial observation, however:
Ngana and Jerome first introduce the tetrachord. Nellie and Emile are only “the same kind of
people fundamentally” through their tie to the children.186 More than suggesting that Nellie is
destined for Emile, the motive suggests that Nellie is destined for the children. Nellie does not
cede to Emile’s dominance as Most would have it, nor does he cede to hers. The two children
musically engender their parents. Nellie accepts custody of the miscegenated children to whom
she is musically, but not genetically tied, and in fulfilling her destiny as surrogate mother, her
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romantic narrative may also be fulfilled. Both Nellie and Emile come into their own not to gain
the other, but when they think they have lost them. Emile undertakes the dangerous surveillance
mission after the mournful “This Nearly Was Mine.” More importantly, Nellie is seen with the
children only after she has learned that in all likelihood Emile won’t survive the mission.
“You’ve Got to Be Carefully Taught”—the song that is the acknowledged
philosophical/political heart of the musical—is a curious reversal of an important surrogate
mother narrative trope. Not only is the older, less populist character revealed as being more
ideologically pure where it counts, but also Nellie, the surrogate mother, instead of teaching her
adopted children about freedom and open-heartedness is herself taught—and re-taught. The
incisive song has Cable working through his own racist indoctrination as he makes Nellie aware
of hers. The seeding of intolerance is articulated with sharp candor:
CABLE: It’s not born in you! It happens after you’re born…
(CABLE sings the following words, as if figuring this whole question out for the first
time)
You’ve got to be taught to hate and fear,
You’ve got to be taught from year to year,
It’s got to be drummed in your dear little ear—
You’ve got to be carefully taught!187
The lyrics evoke a near physical violence (the drumming) jarringly juxtaposed with an
endearment and the vision of a childish ear. Their simple repetition is matched by Rodgers’
composition, which has the singsong quality of a children’s ditty. The “carefully” implies the
insidious nature of this education. Tellingly, critics of the song (in reviews and in letters to
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Hammerstein) repeatedly mistitle the song as “You’ve Got to Be Taught.”188 “You’ve Got to be
Carefully Taught” conjures a grossly distorted vision of the guiding adult—a cruel counterpart to
the surrogate mother. The word “care” evokes a maternal figure, (this is an intimate, doubtless
domestic teaching), and its avoidance by those unwilling to accept its message suggests a
subconscious equivalent distaste for the supplantation of the racially insulated family unit by the
integrated family the surrogate mother represents.
Emile and Cable together reject the notion that either values or value are innate. In the
immediately preceding scene, Nellie has told Emile she cannot marry him because of his
relationship with a Polynesian woman, claiming, “There is no reason. This is emotional. This is
something that is born in me,” to which Emile bitterly protests, “It is not. I do not believe this is
born in you.”189 When Nellie leaves and Emile asks Cable “What makes her talk like that?” he
repeats, “I do not believe it is born in you. I do not believe it.”190 In the space of a few minutes
the phrase “born in you” has been repeated four times, emphatically drawing the naturalness of
racial divisions into question. The song also subtly subverts allegiance to the biological family;
you are taught, “To hate all the people your relatives hate.”191
Nellie herself has earlier failed to recognize genetic ties. When first introduced to Emile’s
children she enacts condescending white objectification to a tee: “You’re the cutest things I ever
saw in my whole life! What are your names? You probably can’t understand a word I’m saying,
but, oh, my goodness, you’re cute […] Oh, aren’t they adorable! Those big black eyes staring at
you out of those sweet little faces!”192 She assumes they are the servant Henry’s children, and
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when Emile informs her they are his, cracks, “Oh, of course, they look exactly like you, don’t
they? Where do you hide their mother?”193 Presumably, the children do bear some resemblance
to Emile, but Nellie sees only race. Her clumsy joke reveals her inability to recognize a true
family. Together these details destabilize the conventional image of the genetically defined,
picture-perfect family. Although Nellie is as yet only a deeply imperfect surrogate-mother-inthe-making, there is a direct coherency to the musical’s early questioning of what is and isn’t
innate, and Nellie’s eventual open-eyed choice of a mixed-race family.
Much has been made of Nellie’s commanding hand placement on the children’s heads to
get them to sit in the final scene. For whatever reason, Logan was particularly committed to this
gesture—rehearsal photos show him demonstrating the move (“more forcefully”) to Martin and
it is exactly replicated in the film. Klein reads the move as a facet of the imperialist metaphor:
It makes visible the subtextual claim to power that animates the entire sentimental
discourse of love, family, and adoption. As a form of what Richard Brodhead has called
“disciplinary intimacy,” maternal love becomes here an instrument for exercising
authority over others. By repudiating her racism, Nellie does not so much sacrifice her
authority as gain added influence over her new Asian children.194
Klein’s interpretation supports my own argument explored in Chapter Three that a key function
of the surrogate mother character in cold war U.S. culture is a reframing of U.S. international
expansion as maternal caretaking. Klein sees the final scene as an embodiment of the U.S.French-Vietnamese relationship that was being forged at the time. Nellie/the U.S. invigorates the
aging Emile/France, gains access to his colonial wealth, and maintains the children/Asia in a
state of dependence: “South Pacific anticipates the postwar alliance of American and French
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designed to manage, as it were, Indochina’s transition from colonial status to independence. It
visualizes and narrativizes America’s emerging role in Southeast Asia.”195
Maternal imperialism centers the discussion in Chapter 3, but the characterization here
also reveals how such a potent political metaphor is only possible within the new vision of
motherhood that is the product of multivalent cultural change. It is doubtful that Logan explicitly
had the U.S. colonial project in mind when he coached Martin on the move. More likely is that
he pictured a new mother, still uncertain of how to properly guide children. In this way, Nellie
resembles Julie and Rodger in Penny and their farcical attempts to put their recently adopted
baby to bed without making a sound. They are learning to be parents. In this, they are the
products of an era that newly understood parenting as something to be learned. The rising
popularity of parenting guides correlated to an increasing application of Freudian and Kleinian
psychology and a diminishment of the importance previously placed on genetic bonds, which in
turn eased the acceptance of reconstructed families, such as Nellie’s. Nellie could be taking her
guidance from Dr. Spock when she tells Ngana and Jerome that they will have to “learn to mind
[her]” because she loves them very much.196
Learning is central: Nellie, having been poorly “taught” is now learning to love, and they
are all learning how to be a family. South Pacific thus ends with Nellie’s transition into surrogate
motherhood. The theme of teaching and learning is played out in the story of the musical itself.
In order to win the Pulitzer—and specifically the Pulitzer for drama—the musical had to be
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deemed “of educational value and power.”197 Nellie is the audience’s point of identification, and
unusually for the surrogate mother, Nellie is not the teacher but the student. Through her, the
primarily white U.S. audience learns that their future demands that they accept children of all
colors into their literal and metaphorical families. What is understatedly disruptive in this
message is that it challenges without altogether abandoning the U.S. assumption of supremacy;
of being a moral leader to the rest of the world.
Most quite rightly draws attention to Emile’s own culpability; he is a colonialist.198 As a
wealthy plantation owner it is entirely possible that he is among those French Bloody Mary calls
out as “stingy bastards.”199 The old French planter to whom Liat will be married if Cable rejects
her stands, moreover, as a fleeting, chilling reminder of how relationships between older white
colonials and indigenous women usually go. However historically accurate this may be, few
details in the musical draw attention to Emile’s plantation owner status beyond his glamorous
wealth. The audience does not see the exploitation on which such wealth is built. They do see
him acting as a loving father to his mixed-race children—and they do see his flabbergasted
incomprehension at Nellie’s racism—a mirror for the real revulsion with which much of the rest
of the world viewed the continued racism of the U.S. Nellie’s status as representative of U.S.
racism gained intensity in 1957 when her hometown became internationally infamous for
Governor Orval Faubus’s employment of the National Guard to prevent nine black students from
enrolling at Little Rock Central High following the Brown vs. Board of Education 1954 Supreme
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Court Ruling.200 Without a single African American named character, South Pacific was, and is,
widely understood as a commentary on U.S. racism.201
Klein asserts that the final scene “triumphantly resolves Nellie’s moral crisis.”202 In
principle, this is true, and yet the scene does not register as triumphant; the resolution of South
Pacific does not quite feel resolved. For Most, the troubling quality underpinning this final scene
comes down to Nellie’s silencing. Having progressively lost her musical dominance, in the last
scene, Nellie is no longer singing in her own language—musical or otherwise. She haltingly
sings “Dites-Moi” with Emile’s children. While they are singing, Emile appears and takes the
final line, “La vie est gai!” and “Nellie gazes at him, hypnotized—her voice gone.”203 Nellie’s
first words are “I’m just speechless!” By the end she actually is.
From this perplexing lack of a rousing group chorus, Most concludes:
The simple snapshot of a family at dinner implies that with the proper kind of love, racial
and ethnic difference can be overcome. But the show itself does not support its own
stated ideology. The European has not learned the American songs and the American has
stopped singing altogether. Meanwhile, the Eurasian children simply repeat the same
French song they sang at the opening of the show. What has been learned? What
transformation has taken place here? The image is one of global harmony. But the music
indicates that the image is superficial—the family that does not sing together cannot stay
together.204
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Most’s interpretation of Emile’s character forms part of the larger—very convincing—argument
she puts forth in Making Americans: Jews and the Broadway Musical, in which she asserts “The
Broadway stage was a space where Jews envisioned an ideal America and subtly wrote
themselves into that scenario as accepted members of the mainstream community.”205 This
“writing in” in the musicals examined by Most, including South Pacific, frequently occurs
through a character coded as Jewish. Most’s dissection of the coding of contemporary U.S. types
into the musical’s characters is compelling. She suggests that since Emile, as an “ethnic outsider”
is able “to perform in a style that impresses the Americans, and […] win the hand of the
American leading lady,” unlike the “racial others” who remain largely silent in the musical, he
stands in for Jewish Americans and achieves “some form of membership in the American
community.”206
The Seabees and nurses form an all-American enclave of recognizable U.S. theatrical
types, in which certain social and gender norms are disrupted, but where they can still sing about
“dames,” “jello,” and put on a U.S. vaudevillian show for an almost uniquely U.S. holiday—
Thanksgiving. But the second to last scene shows the dissolution of this little U.S. outpost.
Harbison tells Brackett “Look at the beach… far as you can see… men waiting to board ships.
The whole picture of the South Pacific has changed. We’re going the other way.”207 The scene
ends with an officer commanding, “All right…let’s start those trucks moving out—all units on
the company street. We’re ready to load you. All Nurses will board assigned planes—Seabees to
embark on Carrier 6. All Marines to board LCT’s. Any questions? MOVE OUT!”208 As the
music increases in volume and the various groups disperse, the scene transitions into Nellie,
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Jerome, and Ngana watching the planes leave from Emile’s terrace.
Most’s reading of the final scene complicates her initial argument that “South Pacific’s
success actually lies not in its political radicalism but rather in its presentation of familiar racial
tropes under a mask of comforting liberal rhetoric,” and I would to a degree reverse her
formulation. The success of the musical depends on its presentation of liberal, semi-radical
rhetoric under the mask of comforting familiar tropes—racial and otherwise. Nor is it Emile who
earns membership in the American community, but Nellie who earns membership in the
international community of Others. This is a notable divergence from the musical theatre
imperative that the American community is the site of possibility and progress, the re-invention
of self, and true belonging. Emile certainly seems to have a better understanding of what the U.S.
constitution ideally stands for than All-American Nellie. In her interrogation scene, Nellie leaps
on Emile’s belief in “the free life—in freedom for everyone,” immediately connecting it to the
Declaration of Independence, and is filled with relief when he quotes it back to her. But for
Nellie the Declaration of Independence and the idea that “all men are created” are unexamined
markers of U.S. American values; for Emile it is the reason he killed a man. Emile, not Nellie,
lives his life according to the highest principles of the U.S.209 In South Pacific, the trope of a
united U.S. community wavers, inadvertently revealing a faltering confidence in the nation.
One purely political reading of the scene suggests, as Klein argues, that the future of the
rest of the world is American, that the U.S., having exercised its military force will now take the
reins of international influence from old father Europe with a firmly compassionate maternal
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hand.210 The surrogate mother writ large. Another equally political, but more inwardly focused
reading follows Most’s suggestion that the French Emile is not a cypher for France, but for
liberal Jewish America. In this interpretation, the domestic security (literal and metaphoric) of
the U.S. depends on the nation’s ability to implement liberal ideals of racial inclusion. Of course,
the two readings can co-exist. Resistance to Communism through the white mother’s ability to
adopt non-white children inform both—and informed the interwoven strands of political
discourse at the time.
Progressive Liberalism vs. Red Scare Politics
Considered through the lens of 1950s political tensions, Nellie’s path to surrogate
motherhood responds to the McCarthyist conflation of anti-racist liberalism and Communism.
Michener’s novel makes clear that Emile’s political position is antifascist; he opposes Petain’s
Vichy government. The comparative evasiveness of the musical makes possible an, in fact, more
controversial Communist association without irreversibly rendering the romantic hero
unpalatable to conservative U.S. audiences. The ambiguity and concurrent implication of
potential communist sympathies in someone with liberal ideals identifies South Pacific as being
less a reflection on the recent past than a response to the immediate environment of 1949. In this
context, the threads of anti-Semitism, anti-Communism, and anti-racism form a tightly woven
web, from which it is difficult to unpick sincere progressive intent and political expediency. On
this point, the position of Rodgers and Hammerstein as liberal, Jewish theatre artists in Cold War
America bears close consideration.
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The surrogate mother’s disruption of genetic essentialism rejects the racial blood typing
that was among the issues targeted in the 1940s by anti-racist liberals, such as Hammerstein, but
by the early 1950s, federal loyalty board members saw even objections to blood typing as
evidence of Communist sympathies. South Pacific’s treatment of racial politics therefore
implicated its creators in McCarthyist fears. Hammerstein, in particular (more outspoken than
Rodgers), came under political fire, as did Pearl Buck, who was equally committed to anti-racist
social justice, and whose Welcome House was established to encourage the adoption of Asian
and mixed-race children into U.S. families. Hammerstein, Michener, and Buck shared an
intimate and enduring connection that was political, artistic, and personal. Michener would
describe them as a “kind of triumvirate.”211 The three were all familiar with each other’s work
(Hammerstein had read Buck’s The Good Earth to his wife, Dorothy, during the birth of their
son) and Buck and Hammerstein were, in fact, neighbors, but it was Michener who introduced
them properly when he asked Hammerstein for help in supporting the Welcome House in
1949.212 He and Dorothy would become the House’s most ardent supporters. Hammerstein
served as Board President from 1953 until his death in 1960 and became a Welcome House
grandfather when his daughter Alice was one of the first to adopt a child. Michener too was a
Welcome House parent. He and Vange Nord adopted two boys, though they divorced before the
second adoption was finalized and the child was returned. Rodgers, as a birthday gift to
Hammerstein, paid off the Welcome House mortgage in 1955. The multi-racial family promoted
in theatrical terms by Rodgers and Hammerstein, and in very real terms by Buck—with the
support of the two theatre makers—tellingly drew a careful line between pro-Communism and
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anti-racism.
Hammerstein’s political involvement predates South Pacific and consistently attracted
Red Scare suspicions, despite his best efforts. In June 1936, Hammerstein became a founding
member and executive council member of the Hollywood League Against Nazism, a Popular
Front organization.213 Formed to raise awareness of the threat posed by Hitler and the Third
Reich, the group was also a response to U.S. Nazi sympathizers who spread propaganda accusing
Jews of being Communists, Communist sympathizers, and other menaces to white America.
Hammerstein chaired the cultural and “interracial” commissions of the League. The latter’s
mission was to “combat racial intolerance and thus combat Nazism, which uses intolerance to
attain power.”214 While Jewish liberals like Hammerstein recognized a common enemy and
therefore expressed solidarity with Americans of color, the Nazi tarring of Jews, Communists,
and all non-whites with the same brush successfully placed them in a vulnerable political
position; a vulnerability that intensified in the post-war era. Hammerstein withdrew from the
league around the time of the German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact when the group fell under
close scrutiny of the FBI.
This was not the end to Hammerstein’s political engagement. In 1942 he helped found
the Writers War Board, dedicated to fighting racism and anti-Semitism in the U.S. In 1945 he cocreated the Independent Citizen’s Committee of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions, labeled a
“Communist front” organization by the California Tenney Committee. In 1946 he, Paul
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Robeson, Marc Blitzstein, Lena Horne, Yip Harburg, Alain Locke, Pete Seeger, Woody Guthrie,
and others founded “People’s Songs,” described by the California Committee on Un-American
Activities as vital “to Communist proselytizing and propaganda work,” all the more suspicious
because of its youthful and entertainment-based appeal that operates as “a smooth opening
wedge for Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist propaganda.”215 And in 1948 he joined the Freedom from
Fear Committee to raise money for the legal defense of the Hollywood Ten.216 His liberal
affiliations were suspect enough for the Department of State to require him in 1953 to write a
statement refuting charges against him and demonstrating his loyalty to the U.S. before he would
be granted a passport. Hammerstein wrote the letter and obtained his passport. He included,
however, the statement, “You do not protect rights by abrogating them.”217
Although Hammerstein prudently distanced himself from Communism where possible,
he shared some of its ideals. Christina Klein cites a 1948 letter (credited to Rodgers and
Hammerstein, but presumably written by the latter) to a popular Communist Party newsletter, the
Daily Worker. The Daily Worker had criticized the “patronizing,” “Uncle Tom” portrayal of
Blacks in a 1946 revival of Showboat. Hammerstein responds that the show is “pro-Negro and
anti-Jimcrow” and in agreement with the ideas about race expressed by the paper. This is a
daring public assertion of consensus with a Communist publication after, as Klein puts it, “the
Truman Doctrine had established anticommunism as an ideological foundation of U.S. foreign
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policy,” the institution of loyalty tests in the State Department, the opening of investigations by
HUAC, and the conviction of the Hollywood Ten.218 Further evidence of the conflation of
Communism and anti-racist movements, the letter also demonstrates Hammerstein’s
commitment to racial equality (he joined the NAACP in the late forties), even if several of his
non-white characters succumb to the stereotypes he hoped to challenge with a 1945 essay, “The
Myth That Threatens America.” Along with other left-liberal artists and intellectuals, he
sustained this commitment through a period fraught with political risk.
Buck, like Hammerstein, fell under suspicion for her progressive views, especially as her
campaign for global stability and racial integration through adoption took force. As invitations to
speaking engagements declined and talk of banning her books from public libraries increased,
she philosophically expressed her perspective on the increasing controversy in a letter to
Margaret Mead: “Anyone… who works for human equality and the enlightenment of peoples
about each other is sure to be called a Communist sometimes.”219 The FBI had files on
Hammerstein, Rodgers, and Buck; hers reached nearly 300 pages.220 Today Buck—an intimate
of Eleanor Roosevelt and Eslanda Robeson—might be lauded as intersectional. She was
controversially critical of Chiang Kai-Shek, but adamantly asserted her anti-Communism. Buck
firmly believed that both U.S. militarism and racism only strengthened the Communist hold on
Asia, and she consistently condemned the Allies for failing to include universal human equality
among their war aims.221 Robeson and Buck co-authored a book, American Argument, in 1948
(not long before she founded the Welcome House), which records a conversation between the
two over several days. Notably, they differ strongly in their views of Communist nations—
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Robeson, though not Communist, was more sympathetic to Communist movements and the use
of force to maintain political power—but come together firmly on the “center of corruption” in
the U.S.; the “central wrong that hardens our hearts and corrodes our spirits”: race hatred.222
Buck was an advocate for women’s rights too, but felt the dangers of a chivalric “special benefit”
to women that cast them on a “pedestal of inferiority to men” at the expense of genuine human
equality.223 Buck never shied away from controversy, but as Red Scare pressures intensified, her
efforts were increasingly channeled into the transformative power of the integrated family.
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s connection to Buck is vital, since she explicitly brought the issues
of U.S. racism, intervention in Asia, and the liberal defense to Communism under the umbrella
of adoption and the family—specifically the mixed and/or “constructed” family.
Born and raised in China by missionary parents and the mother of two adopted biracial
children herself (along with three other adoptees), Buck aimed to fill a real need with her
adoption agency, but she also had a profound ideological goal in mind. Buck firmly believed that
multiracial families would facilitate Asian-American relations and prevent future “losses” like
that of China to Communism, through “key children.”224 In this context, the “special good
babies” whom Bloody Mary predicts for Liat and Cable take on a deeper significance.225 These
hypothetical children are, however, as Savran puts it, “a promise that inadvertently becomes a
threat.”226 They are a sharp reminder of the many mixed-race children that are the product of
U.S. military presence overseas and who made Buck’s Welcome House necessary.227 For Cable,
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and for a still segregated U.S., they are a sharp reminder too of how unwelcome Liat and their
imagined offspring would be home in Philadelphia; as impossible for Princeton-grad Cable, as
for Little Rock-hick Nellie. Nellie’s adoptive children contribute to U.S. progressiveness in a
way that Cable’s hypothetical biological children with Liat cannot yet.
The idea that the U.S. can paradoxically reclaim its ideological inheritance through a
romance with Europe and Asia is reinforced by Emile’s question to Captain Brackett: “I know
what you’re against. What are you for?” (Brackett and Harbison condemn themselves in their
failure to answer). The question is a clear echo of Raymond Fosdick, Secretary of State Dean
Acheson’s Far East consultant, who asked in 1949, “It seems to me that too much thinking in the
[State] Department is negative…. We are against communism, but what are we for?”228 Buck’s
influence can perhaps be felt here too. Testifying before Congress against Chinese Exclusion, a
set of restrictive immigration laws passed in 1882 by President Chester A. Arthur, Buck argued
that the laws betrayed the basic tenets of democracy, and that the Chinese themselves modeled a
form of “natural democracy” that predated Jeffersonian politics. The concept was one she had
popularized through her novels and non-fiction writing and was readily picked up by other
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speakers at the congressional hearings. The Exclusion Acts were repealed four months later.229
“Natural democracy” efficiently appealed to a U.S. belief in the fundamental moral worth of
democracy, a natural goodness, the presence of which in others suggests that they are not, in
fact, so different. This aligns exactly with the underlying ideology of the surrogate mother,
although Nellie, as a character only just grasps the idea she herself represents at the musical’s
conclusion
As noted, the final scene of South Pacific is strangely unsettling. It is unsettling from a
feminist perspective in the silencing of our previously bubbly heroine. It is unsettling in the
image of containment created by the new family’s clasped hands that circumscribes the image of
integration also produced.230 And it is unsettling because it takes place as the U.S. troops leave
the island; Nellie stays behind with her mingled family, implying not so much the inclusion of
ethnic and racial Others into the U.S. fold, but the defection of the American to an isolated nation
in which the ideals of equality and inclusion may be more sincerely upheld. South Pacific, like
most musicals, presents a utopia (Hammerstein was disconcerted to discover how often he
included the overused “dream” and “paradise” in his lyrics), but its contradictions and the
bittersweet note in its romantic conclusion evoke the true sense of the word: a non-existent place,
nowhere.231 Both South Pacific and The King and I leave their heroines embracing surrogate
motherhood in a foreign land, but where The King and I concludes with the Siamese busily
enacting Anna’s democratic teachings, South Pacific leaves Nellie in a more uncertain
position—as dependent on her surrogate family as they are on her. In a place dramaturgically
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removed from modernity, hands clutched with two exotic children and a sophisticated European
man, our all-American modern gal finally, haltingly, takes her place in an international, mixedrace family as surrogate mother.
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Chapter Two – Domestic Destinies and Adoptive Agency
Chapter Two examines the surrogate mother’s negotiation of the tension between female
self-determination and the period’s anxious insistence on marriage and motherhood as woman’s
“true” source of fulfilment; her destined role. The films Penny Serenade and Blossoms in the
Dust (both 1941) reflect and reinforce one aspect of the emphasis given motherhood: the
destigmatization and historic increase in adoption rates during and immediately following World
War II. The musical The Sound of Music (1959) similarly illustrates a non-biological route to
motherhood and joins Blossoms in the Dust in merging its heroine’s professional and maternal
callings. All three play with the notion of destiny, simultaneously suggesting both that maternity
is the fulfillment of a woman’s destiny and that such a destiny may be the product of her own
determination. Each constructs a narrative in which the heroine’s internal crises are resolved in
motherhood, but divert the expected fairytale ending to the care of children born to other women.
All three heroines must overcome barriers and make a deliberate choice to step into the role of
surrogate mother—be it by adoption, personal mission, or marriage. As they do, they seem to
“become the woman” they were always meant to be, but by a path completely their own. My
analysis in this chapter also draws attention to the ambivalences and partially resolved
contradictions around a woman’s place in society encapsulated by the surrogate mothers of these
texts.
I will briefly introduce my case studies, Penny Serenade, Blossoms in the Dust, and The
Sound of Music, before broadly addressing the overwhelming push towards suburban domesticity
in the World War II and postwar period, the concurrent increase in adoption and overall
reformulation of kinship and fascination with non-biological parenthood. I will explore the
contradictions of a culture that upheld motherhood as a woman’s greatest achievement at the
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same time as the threat of the destructive mother loomed large. I will then turn to an in-depth
discussion of my case studies, which are chosen for their pointed negotiation of domesticity and
female power channeled through a common underlying theme of fate versus self-determination.
Penny consistently suggests the hand of fate in the protagonist’s transformation into
surrogate mother. Directed by George Stevens and adapted by Morrie Ryskind from Martha
Cheavens’s semiautobiographical, “The Story of a Happy Marriage,” that was to appear in a
1940 issue of McCall’s magazine, the film stars Irene Dunne as Julie Adams (née Gardiner) and
Cary Grant as her husband, Roger. The narrative, which unfolds through flashbacks triggered by
the playing of records, is of Julie and Roger’s adoption of a young girl following Julie’s
miscarriage in Japan. The adopted daughter tragically dies, and grief threatens to end their
marriage. At the penultimate moment, the adoption agent calls to tell them another baby is in
need of a home. Key here is the way in which Julie appears predestined to become a mother to
both these children by forces stronger than biology.
Blossoms tells a highly fictionalized version of the life of Edna Gladney, an early
advocate for the rights of orphaned, abandoned, and illegitimate children in Texas. The MGM
film was adapted by Hugo Butler, Anita Loos, and Dorothy Yost from a story by MGM
producer—and father to a child adopted from the Texas Children’s Home—Ralph Wheelwright.1
It was directed by Mervyn LeRoy and produced by Irving Asher. Greer Garson stars as Edna,
Walter Pidgeon as her loving husband Sam, and Felix Bressart as Doctor Max Breslar. The film
is a valuable case study in this chapter both for the historical material that inspires it, which is
itself evidence of significant cultural shifts surrounding adoption, motherhood, and the
legitimacy of the constructed family, and for its cinematic treatment of this material, which
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imagines Edna’s life work as fulfilling an affective destiny after the loss of one child by
becoming surrogate mother to many. I will highlight the destigmatization of adoption apparent in
both films, as well as the closely related sentimental framing of adoptive motherhood.
Penny includes motifs that explicitly hint at the theme of destiny, while Blossoms and
The Sound of Music present stories of personal vocation, which combined with the historical
weight of their source stories (both of which involve women standing up to prejudice—in
Gladney’s case, the institutionalized ostracism of “illegitimate” children, and in Maria Von
Trapp’s, Nazi fascism), though less direct, similarly invoke destiny.2 Importantly, the fulfillment
of this destiny is inextricable from their mothering of children not technically their own. Stacy
Wolf makes the point that Maria exemplifies the female bildungsroman that typifies so many
Broadway musical narratives, whereby the central character’s development elides with her
heterosexualization and, in this case, her domestication.3 This bildungsroman structure also
implies a pre-written fate that underpins the surrogate mother narrative of these texts; the
protagonist will find her path to what has always been her rightful place. Julie saves her marriage
and Edna saves stigmatized foundlings through her children’s home. Each suffer the loss of a
child early on but find healing and fulfillment through adoption. In The Sound of Music, the
answer of “How to solve a problem like Maria” similarly turns out to be to marry her and
provide her with a ready-made brood of children. Domesticity trumps religion, though in this
instance both value a type of Immaculate Conception. Such sexless (as far as we know)
attainment of a flourishing family is unique to the surrogate mother and in keeping with the era’s
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increased conservatism.
In the most conventional version of the domesticating narrative, marriage and
motherhood are a woman’s destiny; a career, or any more autonomous ambition, is a choice, one
that is read as at least a partial rejection of her motherly role. Destiny—the idea that the future is
pre-determined—serves playwrights well, because they are indeed the architects of their
characters’ future, and as a conceptual construct it points towards a promised ending that feels
natural since “inevitable,” and satisfying since it is the fulfillment of a preordained conclusion.
Reality rarely provides such discernible endings, though the feminine myth (and the persistent
archetypes of fairytale that continue to shape cultural constructs) would suggest that marriage
and motherhood are indeed such an ending.4 Through the surrogate mother the basic narrative in
which female characters are expected to find fulfillment as wives and mothers is, however,
framed as both destiny and choice. Several surrogate mother characters tenuously resolve,
moreover, the conflict between motherhood and career, since they are essentially professional
mothers. Maternal and professional fulfillment is reached in one.
By granting their heroines a greater autonomy in how they achieve motherhood, Penny,
Blossoms, and The Sound of Music suggest that women may attain their fairytale ending without
following the fairytale narrative. There is even the slightest implication that marriage is—if not
irrelevant—secondary. Adoption restores Julie’s marriage, so in some ways the successful
marriage results from the child and not the other way around. Edna begins her surrogate
motherhood while married but commits most fully after she is widowed. Maria is a surrogate
mother before her marriage, which, to an even greater degree than Julie’s, owes itself to her
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relationship with the children. In Blossoms and The Sound of Music still more expansive acts of
heroism emerge (groundbreaking legislation, leading her fugitive family to safety) from their
surrogate motherhood—they are at once the white knight and the damsel.
Produced at the beginning of the 1940s, the films demonstrate a direct narrative interest
in adoption, while the musical, produced eighteen years later (though already in 1959 considered
retrograde by critics, regardless of its popularity) demonstrates an expansion of the surrogate
mother theme, as well as its persistence. Comparison of the three works reveals key similarities.
Both Julie and Edna transcend personal tragedy through adoption. They find too what seems to
be their rightful identity, while Edna and Maria both recognize that their professional and
maternal vocations are one and the same.5 Close analysis of these two films and the musical will
uncover the overlooked nuance between the subsuming domestication of all women and the
surrogate mother, who, on the one hand, appears to more deliberately embrace motherhood, and
on the other, retains an important element of “not-motherhood.”6
Socio-cultural and Political Pressures
The domesticating drive of the 1940s and 50s stands in stark contrast to the libertarian
spirit of the preceding decades, yet where U.S. Americans might have been expected to continue
the revolutionary momentum activated in the thirties and the expansion of women into the
workplace necessitated by the war, most young people in the forties and fifties scrambled
towards the promise of security in domestic bliss. The valorization of domesticity extended into
the political sphere, with figures such as Vice President Richard Nixon weighing in on the
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national importance of motherhood and the home. Yet despite the overarching cultural and
political tide, for many women, a renewed embrace of domestic roles may well have felt more
confining than fulfilling, especially in its reversal of the boundary-breaking participatory vigor
iconized by Rosie the Riveter. The 1940s and 50s were unusually preoccupied with the nuclear
family. This preoccupation reveals itself in the political, social, and cultural trends of U.S. life.
Although the domesticating drive reached full force in the postwar period, the seeds were
planted in wartime. The war prompted a drastic shift from the Depression era in attitudes to
working women. In the 1930s, when jobs were scarce, 80% of U.S. Americans objected to
women working, by 1942 only 13% did. The move of women into the workforce didn’t
transform gender roles, however. On the contrary, men doubled down on their roles as primary
household earners, while women nurtured a vision of domestic bliss. Indeed, Elaine Tyler May
suggests, “Instead of deterring Americans from embarking on family life, the war may have sped
up the process. Women entered war production, but they did not give up on reproduction.”7 With
the war came a reversal of the declining marriage rate of the 1930s. U.S. Americans began
marrying younger and faster. According to May, “over one million more families were formed
between 1940 and 1943 than would have been expected during normal times, and as soon as the
United States entered the war, fertility increased.”8 The birthrate per 1000 went from 19.4 in
1940 to 24.5 in 1945. May remarks, “Thus, a curious phenomenon marked the war years: a
widespread disruption of domestic life accompanied by a rush into marriage and parenthood.”9
The prioritization of domestic life imbued political and cultural discourse. During the war
it was not incongruous for then Director of the FBI J. Edgar Hoover to pen a 1944 article entitled
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“Mothers… Our Only Hope.” In it, Hoover deploys military and professional vocabulary to
assert that good motherhood is a woman’s most vital wartime contribution. He proclaims that a
mother “already has her war job. Her patriotism consists in not letting quite understandable
desires to escape for a few months from a household routine or to get a little money of her own
tempt her to quit it. There must be no absenteeism among mothers…Her patriotic duty is not on
the factory front. It is on the home front!”10 Myriad experts and cultural texts echo Hoover’s
argument, asserting that a woman’s greatest service to her country was a successful pregnancy
and dedicated parenting. Meanwhile, “parental incompetence and neglect” could lead to
perversion, crime, an undermining of civilization itself. The sheer volume of words dedicated to
joining a woman’s sense of worth and ambition to motherhood betrays a deep anxiety that she
may find such a role unsatisfying. A 1946 editorial in The Ladies Home Journal entitled “Are
You Too Educated to be a Mother?” paints an alarmist picture of declining birthrates among
educated women (and its opposite among the less educated), and concludes with the exhortation:
“We must learn to take our babies more seriously and less sentimentally. We must learn that our
educational opportunities are not an outright gift, to be prodigally misspent. We must learn that
we are not too educated to be parents; we must learn that we are too educated not to be!”11
The significant emphasis on domestic gender roles and childbearing during the war
became even more profoundly entrenched after the war when “a unique domestic ideology fully
emerged.”12 The basis of May’s discussion is the remarkable Kelly Longitudinal Study (KLS).
The study, a seven-year investigation of marital compatibility and other aspects of married life,
such as fertility, collected data from 300 engaged couples between 1935 and 1938. In 1954-1955,
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256 of the original 300 couples participated in the second wave of data collection. The volunteers
responded to an extensive battery of physiological and psychological tests and measures and
completed mailed questionnaires containing both pre-coded and open-ended responses.
Movingly intimate stories of hopes and expectations, fulfilled and frustrated, emerge. Several
participants express disappointed surprise that those domestic blisses of marriage and
motherhood, once achieved, are not as magical or satisfying as promised.
Such disappointments are the stuff of life, and yet these young Americans may have
given more weight to the illusion than other generations. Theirs was a generation whose
worldview had been shaped by “emergency as a way of life.”13 The vision of a secure home
offered reassurance in the face of an uncertain future. Autonomy and independence were readily
sacrificed in favor of the middle-class domestic ideal. The family was not, however, understood
merely as the means to personal stability, but also as essential to national security, carefully
containing within the protective wool of domesticity the frightening potentials of postwar
society. In May’s words, “As the cold war took hold of the nation’s consciousness, domestic
containment mushroomed into a full-blown ideology that hovered over the cultural landscape for
two decades.”14
What would become known as the “kitchen debate” between Vice President Richard
Nixon and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev captures the U.S. belief that suburban security—
with mother and wife at its center—guaranteed U.S. superiority. This slightly surreal exchange
between the two world leaders at the peak of early Cold War tensions took place in front of a
“model home” at the American Exhibition in Moscow in 1959. The two competitively needle
each other, and although the fundamentals of their respective political ideologies come up—
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Nixon advocating the citizen’s ability to choose and Khrushchev the unconditional provision of
housing—the conversation is grounded in a discussion of the trappings of domesticity: color
televisions and washing machines. In a telling moment, they seem to speak at cross-purposes:
Nixon: This [washing machine] is the newest model. This is the kind which is built in
thousands of units for direct installation in the houses. In America, we like to make life
easier for women…
Khrushchev: Your capitalistic attitude toward women does not occur under Communism.
Nixon: I think that this attitude toward women is universal. What we want to do is make
easier the lives of our housewives.15
Nixon ignores Khrushchev’s objection that the ideal Soviet woman is not the “universal” woman
Nixon apparently has in mind: the U.S. housewife who, unburdened by drudgery, is better able to
be a charming wife and mother.
Motherhood in Popular Culture
In harmony with these politicized priorities, popular culture no longer celebrated the
exciting, experimental heroines of the 1920s, who either found romance or reinvigorated a
boring and stagnant marriage (in which children rarely featured).16 The strong and autonomous
women of the 1930s did survive the war years to an extent, but their courageous independence is
admirable only as a preliminary state, willingly abandoned in favor of the superior feminine
fulfillment of marriage and motherhood. In contrast to the 1920s, single and career women are
viewed with suspicion. May points too to the new portrayal of female film stars’ off-screen lives:
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“During the war, they were suddenly featured in popular magazines chiefly as wives and
mothers. Joan Crawford, for example, evolved from the embodiment of female independence
and overt sexuality to become a paragon of domesticity.”17 She cites a 1944 piece from
Photoplay in which Ann Sothern describes how she and husband Robert Sterling “began
planning our house—our ‘perfect house.’ Then we began to think about the nursery … and that
become the most important room in the house-to-be, the most important thing in our plans for the
future and it made us feel our sense of responsibility to that future.” Southern continues, tying a
maternal vision of womanhood to that of the returning soldier: “I know that a lot of men are
dreaming of coming back not only to those girls who waved good-by to them. They are dreaming
of coming back to the mothers of their children!”18
But, if motherhood was hailed as the ultimate goal for women—including “regular” U.S.
women, fictional characters, and movie stars—such motherhood need not be genetic. Photoplay
gives attention too to those stars whose children are adopted, emphasizing the fulfillment of
maternal ambitions over the means by which they are achieved. The story of Jane Russell’s
controversial (and illegal) adoption of a 15 month old Londonderry boy is given a highly
sympathetic treatment, with both Russell and the boy’s biological mother Anna Kavanagh, who
reportedly contacted Russell after hearing that she wished to adopt an Irish child, portrayed as
virtuously following motherly desires.19 Indeed, a number of Hollywood’s leading ladies were
adoptive mothers. The list includes Hedy Lamarr, Bette Davis, Jane Russell, Miriam Hopkins,
Barbra Stanwyck, Joan Crawford, and Irene Dunne, star of Penny Serenade.20 Loretta Young, a
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devout Catholic, refused to abort a pregnancy from an affair with Clark Gable, taking part
instead in an elaborate cover-up, which involved her giving birth in secret and later “adopting”
her own daughter.21
A Photoplay piece on Bette Davis emphasizes the softening powers of her newfound
domesticity and her three children, two of whom are adopted. The article remarks approvingly:
Adjusting your mind to Davis as the mother of three, you wander back and decide that on
her, multiple maternity looks good. Except for the poodle cut, she might be the gal of ten
years ago. The strained lines of Margo in “All About Eve” were either etched in by
makeup or they’ve vanished. Certainly there’s no trace of them in the fresh and blooming
phiz [sic] of Mrs. Gary Merrill. Her career used to regulate Bette’s actions. Now it’s more
likely to be her husband or youngsters.22
Dwelling on Davis’s delight in her brood, the author Ida Zeitlin introduces the adoption of the
two younger children in normalizing tones, and then quotes Davis in a way that preempts any
viewpoint to the contrary:
“Two adopted to one you’ve borne is a good proportion. If the day ever comes—mind
you, I don’t believe it will but how can you be sure?—if the day ever comes when B-D
says, ‘Pooh, you’re adopted and I’m not,’ then Margot will have an ally in Mike. One
against one is apt to be a rough deal. If we weren’t in the public eye, I’d be tempted never
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to tell them. I loathe this business of ‘her own and the two that aren’t.” The blue eyes
flamed. “They’re all our own!
Despite the title caption proclaiming, “In the past Bette Davis’ career was the main event. Now
Gary and the kids have turned it into a sideshow,” the article is akin to the surrogate mother
narrative in carefully combining the fulfillment of motherhood with a professional, independent
identity (and does so increasingly as it continues, as if to entice with the party-line before
painting a less conventional picture of womanly bliss). Merrill’s support for Davis’s professional
life is repeatedly pointed out, as is the fact that the couple does not necessarily stick to defined
gender roles.23
As with Hoover’s mingling of military and domestic diction, Zeitlin intertwines
professional and maternal vocabulary. She describes a lull in Davis’s acting career as a year in
which she was “professionally barren.” Davis herself remarks, “I’m the kind of woman who has
to keep busy. So I’ve invented a new job for myself. I always did like new jobs,” to which Zeitlin
adds, “It’s an age-old invention that consists of looking after children.”24 The article encourages
the reader to identify with Davis, who comments on her childrearing that she does “What
mothers all over America do with children.”25 Zeitlin refers to an apparent “recent outcry [that]
protests the de-glamorization of movie stars,” implying that her piece could be seen as one of the
perpetrators, but is rather an honest revelation of Davis’s true character. The piece is indeed less
a de-glamorization of movie stars, than a re-glamorization of motherhood. Davis is here
portrayed as a real-life counterpart to the fictional surrogate mother. The article concludes on this
We learn that “everyone cooks,” for instance, that “[Gary] could run a big fat orphan asylum and have every child
in the place tagging after him,” and that he “understands that without acting, her life would be unrounded and
unfulfilled.” When asked if Davis is “sweet and wifely” to Merrill when he gets home, the couple respond with wry
humor. The gender “reversal” and media interest in this aspect of their relationship is something Davis shares with
Martin, as I discuss later on. Zeitlin, 97, 96, 95.
24
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note:
To call her a new woman would be to repeat a tired platitude that was meaningless to
begin with. Nobody’s new, except a fresh-born babe. Like any actress with the true fire in
her veins, Bette Davis will want to act until she dies. But never again will work be
everything—or even the main thing. New human values have stretched her horizons and
enriched her life.26
Hollywood may have its own reasons for the significant number of adoptive mothers at
the major studios, but they reflected national trends among the less famous also. As E. Wayne
Carp notes:
Between the 1930s and 1940s, the percentage of CHSW [Children’s Home Society of
Washington] children adopted grew dramatically. Various prewar factors that had
accounted for the relatively low percentage of adoptees became attenuated or disappeared
completely. In particular, Americans’ belief that adoption was a second-rate kinship
system weakened. Although adoption would still carry with it a stigma (as it does today),
the Holocaust and Hitler’s eugenics program made any claim based on the superiority of
blood and genes unacceptable. In the place of heredity, Americans embraced the power
of the environment and parental love—nurture was believed to be more powerful than
nature. In an era of pronatalism, optimism, and prosperity, the stigma of adoption waned
as tens of thousands of couples looked favorably on adoption as a solution to
childlessness. Consequently, CHSW officials no longer had to “sell” adoption to a
skeptical public.27
Barbara Melosh (who draws on records from the Children’s Bureau of Delaware) similarly
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writes:
By the 1930s and 1940s adoption had become less strange, accepted by both lay and
professional constituencies. Adoption reached its apex in the 1950s and 1960s. Scarcely a
generation earlier, social workers had accepted relinquishments of children only with
reluctance. Now, imbued with the fervor of new converts, they promoted adoption as the
“best solution” for the growing numbers of children born out of wedlock. Once regarded
as a useful and humane alternative for some dependent children, adoption assumed a
prominent role as social policy. With the support of a broad white middle- class
consensus, social workers supervised an exponential expansion of adoption. Their
advocacy echoed larger social themes of post-war optimism and mobility. Adoption was
a “second chance” for all involved: in one bold stroke, it rescued children from
illegitimacy, offered a “fresh start” to “girls in trouble,” and conferred parenthood on
infertile couples longing to join the post-war domestic idyll.28
The war also triggered a significant rise in the number of single parents relinquishing their
children: up to 65% of all CHSW birth parents during the war, from an average of 41% in 1938.
This increase reflects the nationwide surge in unmarried pregnancies from 88,000 in 1938 to
103,000 in 1940 to 129,000 in 1945. By 1958 the number had reached 201,000 and by 1962 it
was up to 245,000.29
Melosh describes, too, the developing importance given to “fit.” Moving away from
earlier approaches to adoption that were either alarmingly casual or bizarrely prescriptive, in the
twenties and thirties social workers began to develop clear standards for assessing the “fitness”
of prospective parents and child. Newly confident social workers took on a reassuringly official
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allure and the emphasis on masterminding family bonds through “matching”—along with a
growing number of successful adoption stories—convinced the nation and the social workers
themselves that “strangers could become kin.” And yet the idea provokes some challenging
questions: “which strangers? How much difference could an adoptive family embrace? Who
belongs together? What was a good ‘fit’?” As Melosh asserts, “the history of adoption is largely
a history of changing answers to those questions. Over the twentieth century, changes in adoptive
families serve as one telling measure of the shifting boundaries of race, ethnicity, and religion in
American society.”30
Dramatic Narratives of Surrogate Parenthood
Reflecting and reinforcing public attitudes, an informal survey of major Hollywood film
in the single decade from 1940 turns up at least eighty-seven major films in which the narrative
revolves around step-parenthood, fostering, adoption, or other variations on parenting. In The
Lady is Willing (1942), for instance, Marlene Dietrich plays Liza Madden, an unmarried
Broadway star, who discovers an abandoned baby, is overcome with maternal instinct and
proposes a marriage of convenience to pediatrician Dr. McBain (Fred MacMurray), so that she
can adopt the child. In Her Sister’s Secret (1946), Toni (Nancy Coleman) believes she has been
abandoned by her G.I. boyfriend, and so her childless married sister, Renee (Margaret Lindsay)
raises the baby as her own. In Sentimental Journey (1946 and remade in 1958 as The Gift),
actress Julie (Maureen O’Hara) longs for a child, though she and her Broadway producer
husband Bill (John Payne) are unable to conceive. She finds and adopts an orphaned girl Hitty
(Connie Marshall), but dies soon after. Julie’s ghostly spirit guides and comforts Hitty to connect
with Bill, until he finally accepts her as his daughter. These films range from screwball comedy,
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to weepies, to film noir (notably in Bette Davis’s many surrogate mother films). They are not a
homogeneous and glowing celebration of raising another’s child as one’s own but reveal an
abiding fascination with such relationships.
More highbrow fare likewise explores the theme. In William Inge’s 1950 play Come
Back Little Sheba (adapted into a Paramount film in 1952) Lola and Doc Delaney nearly smother
boarder Marie with their parental affections, while the titular missing dog reinforces the sense of
longing for a surrogate child.31 Robert Anderson’s 1953 play Tea and Sympathy (also adapted for
the screen in a 1956 MGM production) sees Laura Reynolds act as surrogate mother to the
boys—and especially one boy, Tom Robinson Lee—at the prep school where her husband is
employed as coach. Laura’s relationship slips from the purely maternal into a benevolent sexual
guidance, complicating the surrogate mother narrative. By 1962 Edward Albee takes the darker
hints of surrogate motherhood to their cynical extreme in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf (also
adapted to film by Warner Bros in 1966), in which the only children and/or pregnancies are
figments of the characters’ troubled imaginations.32 In Albee’s play the cracks in the belief that
the myth of the American family can support the myth of the nation are beginning to show.
The popular films and more élite theatrical works mentioned above are only intended to
provide a small illustration of the degree to which the thematics of family—and particularly
constructed, reconstructed, or even “invented” families—imbued the culture at large. The case
studies discussed in depth here are an important subsection of this general phenomenon. Penny
Serenade and Blossoms in the Dust are Hollywood films, while The Sound of Music is a
Broadway and movie musical. As with all the case studies of this dissertation, however, their

Another of Inge’s plays, the 1957 The Dark at the Top of the Stairs (and its 1960 Warner Bros film adaptation)
deals generally in family conflict, at the center of which is Cora Flood’s over-protective maternalism.
32
As asserted previously, the number of these theatrical works adapted into film demonstrates their cultural weight.
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formal generic categorization is a less important unifying factor in my analysis than the shared
transformation of the surrogate mother into romantic heroine. These heroines represent a
distillation of the general obsession with the family into a specific character, uniquely capable of
channeling the era’s reformulation of kinship and motherhood and its ties to deeper notions of
belonging, identity, autonomy, and nationhood.
“Momism” and Family Anxiety
The myth of the family was never entirely free from anxiety. Deborah Weinstein
identifies a generalized angst about the family, occurring alongside the emergence of family
therapy as a new, immediately influential clinical field after World War II. She notes the
disproportionate attention given the question around this time, citing Margaret Mead’s question
“What’s the matter with the family?” in Harper’s in the spring of 1945, along with “academic
journals and popular magazines alike” that echoed Mead’s query with titles such as “The
American Family: Problem or Solution?,” “What’s Wrong with the Family?,” and “The
American Family in Trouble.”33 Weinstein summarizes, “Whether concerned with the state of
marriage, the ferment of race relations, or patterns of child rearing, public commentators of the
postwar years fretted over the American family.”34
These commentaries coincide with one of the most influential publications of the 20th
Century. In response to what he deems the unhealthy worship and power of the American
mother, Philip Wylie coined the term “momism” in Generation of Vipers; a notion that quickly
became tied to fears surrounding sexuality and gender norms. The editions of Wylie’s text
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correspond closely to the timeframe of my study. Vipers was first published in 1942, with a new
annotated edition published in 1955, and it had a 9th printing in 1965. In the annotated edition
Wylie confidently attests to his own work’s importance. He boasts that the first “four thousand
copies melted fast enough” and that the “book has now sold more than one hundred and eighty
thousand copies and its recent annual sales have approximated five thousand.”35 Critics
responded fervently in both the negative and the positive, but—Wylie claims—the response of
readers, “was awesome and remains so.” He claims to have answered over ten thousand letters
from readers of all walks of life, most positive. He goes on:
In the years that have passed since then I have heard from fifty or sixty thousand people.
“Vipers” has become a kind of “standard work” for Americans who love liberty, detest
smugness and are anxious about the prospects of our nation. […] In 1950 it was selected
by The American Library Association as one of the major nonfiction works of the first
half century. It was used, during the war, as an instrument for “briefing” those British
officers who were to have contact with our troops, on the nature and neuroses of genus
homo, race Americanus. And it no longer seems possible for any author, lay or scientific,
to discuss motherhood and mom without noting that the dark side of that estate was
defined earlier by me.36
Wylie’s criticism of U.S. culture is the sinister parallel to popular culture’s corralling of
the family in a message of universal kinship. Wylie asserts that neither the U.S. nor Britain hold
much over “barbarism,” and that Germany would provide a useful analogue, were not U.S.
Americans so convinced of an inherent German difference: “Acting on the assumption that we
are different and better, we, the American people, educated or unlettered, hold to the asinine
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premise of ‘thank God I am not as other men,’ above all other postulates.”37 His next paragraph
only differs from the basic message embodied by the surrogate mother in intent: “But we are as
other men, exactly. Of one blood, one species, one brain, one figure, one fundamental set of
collective instincts, one solitary body of information, one everything. Superiority and inferiority
are individual, not racial or national.”38
Several aspects of U.S. life and culture come under attack, including Christianity,
science, and—not least of all, middlebrow consumerist culture. Wylie is surprisingly explicit
about U.S. obliviousness to the horrors of war and their part in it: “You won’t read the papers and
collect in your mind the full pile, year after year, of each three hundred and sixty-five days’
worth of human brutality, greed, stupidity, cruelty and barbarism. You will not allow yourself to
realize that the Chinese burning alive in gasoline in Nanking are your responsibility.” He
describes the 1940s generation as being the most determinedly ignorant “in all the swing of the
centuries.”39
The target of his vitriol that elicited the most passionate responses is, however, the
American mother, or “Mom.” (Considering that he also attacks Christianity, in the U.S. this is
indeed telling.) Wylie identifies the myth of motherhood as stemming directly from the
Cinderella myth, the moral of which Wylie sees as having been bastardized in the “American
version” from the fairy tale’s original focus on virtue to one of escaping poverty and drudgery.40
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In proclaiming the shift in viewpoint he hopes to effect, Wylie introduces his subject in terms that conjure beloved
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This “conditioning” of Cinderella—and all U.S. women—leads her to believe the “American
legend” that her rightful destiny lies with “a good-looking man with dough, who will put an end
to the onerous tedium of making a living.”41 Wylie evades the comparison to the classic Horatio
Alger myth, despite unequivocally situating Cinderella within a fundamentally U.S. adoration of
the “rags-to-riches” myth.42 Given his characterization of Cinderella as parasitic, and belief that
“work of any kind […] is natural to man,” Wylie doubtless sees no contradiction in holding true
to the “self-made man,” while condemning Cinderella.43
When Wylie gets to the chapter on “Mom,” a footnote proudly claims it as “the most
renowned (or notorious) passages in modern English letters”:
Mom is the end product of she. She is Cinderella, the creature I discussed earlier, the
shining-haired, the starry-eyed, the ruby-lipped virgo aeternis, of which there is
presumably one, and only one, or a one-and-only for each male, whose dream is fixed
upon her deflowerment and subsequent perpetual possession. […] Mom is an American
creation. Her elaboration was necessary because she was launched as Cinderella. Past
generations of men have accorded to their mothers, as a rule, only such honors as they
earned by meritorious action in their individual daily lives. Filial duty was recognized by
many sorts of civilizations and loyalty to it has been highly regarded among most
peoples. But I cannot think, offhand, of any civilization except ours in which an entire
division of living men has been used, during wartime, or at any time, to spell out the
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word “mom” on a drill field, or to perform any equivalent act.44
Wylie’s extravagant condemnation of the mother figure reflects the predominant reification of
motherhood in this era, as well as anxiety. His reference to soldiers spelling out “mom” on the
drill field comes from writer Hervey Allen, who told Wylie of his exasperation with a newsreel
portraying an infantry division of American soldiers doing exactly that for Mother’s Day. Allen’s
comment on the matter—“There is too much Mom in America”—gave Wylie just the phrase he
needed to capture his planned “treatise on Matriarchy” in his forthcoming book. He explains in a
1946 Saturday Review: “‘Mom’ was the word I needed and ‘Mom’ spelled out by ten or fifteen
thousand soldiers was the proper scale: ‘Momism’ was a natural derivative to describe the
unconscious and abnormal piety of the popular mind.”45
It is hard to look past Wylie’s misogyny and yet elements of his critique are not
inconsistent with those more appealingly disguised in surrogate mother narratives. His is a much
darker spin, but his footnoted warning to those “who are worried about the possibility of socialist
concessions in your precious capitalistic system” that they “would do better to worry about your
chance of being alive at all” essentially agrees with the subtextualized critique embedded in
Auntie Mame and South Pacific (discussed in Chapter One). Reconsidered in the Cold War era
“Mom” might be considered the evil counterpart to the liberal surrogate mother; she “composes
the majority of Senator McCarthy’s shock troops.”46
Penny Serenade
Like Auntie Mame and South Pacific, Penny has a heightened relationship to time and
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nostalgia. The film repeatedly draws attention to the plotting of time in a way that is inseparable
from the theme of destiny. In Penny, which takes place partly in the present moment and the very
near past, the popular music that signals Julie’s modern spirit is also a memory conduit. The
structure of the film is a progression through the past through flashbacks, triggered by Julie is
listening to the records in the present, moments before the final resolution. The very thing that
signals Julie’s modernity—her Victrola and record collection—is what leads her down the
memory lane that constitutes the film’s main narrative.47
Penny opens with Applejack (Edgar Buchanan) placing a record from an album entitled
“The Story of a Happy Marriage” on the Victrola; Julie then enters and tells him that she is
leaving her husband, Roger. As Julie restarts the song—“You Were Meant for Me”—we are
transported back to Julie and Roger’s first meeting, with Roger entering the record store where
Julie works. Most of the tunes on the soundtrack date from the 20s and 30s, but suggest
nonetheless a taste for popular, contemporary music. “You Were Meant for Me” was a 1929 hit
from the musical film The Broadway Melody, but is clearly established as a “new tune” when
Roger enquires about it to strike up a conversation. Julie replies, “yes, it just came in.” The song
thus plays a multi-faceted role: it sets the affective tone of the film, establishes a key theme, and
provides a timeline for Julie and Roger’s relationship.
The record motif also takes us back to a point of looking forward and thus embeds the
evocation of destiny.48 Because the main narrative is a series of memories, the outcome of every
key moment is in a sense already mapped out, endowing the film with the feeling that it is all
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meant to be. Other details trigger the sensation. One of Julie and Roger’s early dates takes place
at a boardwalk.49 They dance to the tune that has already become “their song” and that continues
into the next scene where they are seated with a bowl of fortune cookies in front of them. Julie
opens hers and reads, “you will get your wish – A BABY.” Roger opens his cookie and reads, “a
wedding soon.” When Julie asks about it, he secretly opens another and hands that fortune to her:
“you’ll remain a bachelor.”50 Both act dismissive of the fortunes (Roger more so than Julie,
whose dismissiveness is more shy than genuine), and yet the audience knows that all three are
significant. Julie will get a baby, but not as she imagines. And there will soon be a wedding for
Roger. The third, “fake” fortune too has the potential for at least partial truth—Roger may not
“remain” a bachelor, but at the point at which the audience joins them in their marriage, the
possibility that he may revert to bachelorhood looms.
Penny coyly suggests, but never affirms, the hand of destiny. The film self-consciously
upends the schoolyard rhyme—love, marriage, baby carriage—and yet also retains it. This is
inseparable from the characterization of Julie who, although suitably beautiful, is not some
princess from a far-off time and land but is grounded in the realities of her era. The modernity of
the surrogate mother discussed in chapter one is clearly apparent in Julie. She is more au fait
with modern culture than Roger—not only does she know more about the records, but when
Roger walks her home, it is revealed that, unlike Julie, Roger does not own a record player:
Roger: Oh, ah do you mind if I ask you a personal question?
Julie: Guess not
Roger: Um, have you got a Victrola inside?
Julie: Why, yes, of course!
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Roger: Will you let me hear this one [holding a record]? Otherwise, I’ll have to take it
home and imagine how it sounds.
Julie: Don’t you have a machine at home?
Roger: No.
Julie: Why an earth did you buy twenty-seven…?51
The two exchange a glance, Julie laughs knowingly, Roger nods, she takes the record and leads
him in. In this exchange Julie is more up to date in terms of culture and technology and, in this
moment at least, she holds the upper hand. Roger may have instigated the flirtation, but it is Julie
who literally leads the way. His “personal” question suggests that Julie’s possession of a record
player—a modern device, on which she plays modern music—is tied to her contemporary sex
appeal and provides intimate insight into how she enjoys herself alone, even though the reveal of
the question itself is comedic.
The contemporaneity of Julie’s story is, however, endowed with the characteristics of
fairytale, playing on the tension between the timeless and the modern in a way that romanticizes
her non-conventional path to motherhood. Not only is adoption not inferior to biological
conception there is, the film implies, something magical about it. The fairytale quality is
enhanced by the supporting characters. The prim adoption agent, Miss Oliver (Beulah Bondi), is
explicitly identified as a “fairy godmother” and although the film superficially casts her and
Roger’s unsophisticated friend and employee, Applejack Carney, as opposites, he is in many
ways her male counterpart. Applejack may look most like the kindly woodcutter, but his
intervention in Julie’s destiny is closer to helpful trickster.
It is Applejack who successfully manipulates Julie to consider, and Roger to accept, the
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possibility of adoption. Applejack broaches the subject with “we oughta have a kid around this
house.” When Julie alludes to her infertility, he clarifies “I’m talking about adopting one” and
continues:
Sure, you can get some pretty good ones that way. You know, I were an adopted kid
myself. I know that’s not much of a recommendation, but I didn’t turn out so bad.
Besides, I know a lot of regular kids wound up in jail. Miss Julie, I wish you coulda seen
some of the sons of guns I used to room with. There was the cutest little rascals you could
wish to look at.52
Julie objects, “I don’t think Roger would want a child that way, Applejack—one that wasn’t his
own” and Applejack responds, “Why not? He’s no sucker. He don’t wanna gamble. Well, how
d’you know what it’s gonna be like, if it’s gotta be your own. This way you just walk in and help
yourself to exactly what you want and there’s no guesswork.” Applejack has reversed the old
prejudices against adoption—the idea that an adopted child may have inherited the
“feeblemindedness” or supposed degeneracy of the birth parents—roughly replicating the same
anti-eugenicist, pro-socialization viewpoint gaining traction among psychologists and social
workers (as well as, of course, a complete misrepresentation of the ease of the adoption process).
Julie tells Applejack that she has “thought a lot about that. I want one. But Roger was so
disappointed when… I just haven’t had the courage.” Applejack persuades her that Roger is “all
for the idea,” that the two men had talked about and it is only Roger’s fear that July would have
“some fool notions” that has prevented him broaching the subject with her. When Roger enters,
Applejack attempts to slip away, Julie retains him, and a semi-farcical scene ensues. Julie greets
Roger with “why didn’t you tell me?” who naturally responds, “Tell you what?” Eventually the
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dialogue works its way to the collective conclusion that all think Roger and Julie should adopt.
As Julie exclaims, “Oh Roger, I’m so glad! If it hadn’t been for Applejack letting it slip out, I
don’t suppose I ever would’ve known,” Applejack shyly covers his mouth and departs with
“Guess I’d better go fix that press…” Roger throws after him “Yeah, you fix everything else,
dontcha!” to which Applejack only replies, “Didn’t do so bad with the bathtub.”53
Applejack’s name fits his fixer/trickster role. As well as fairly smacking of rough-hewn
Americana, it sounds like it could be the name of an imp, or sprite. Connotatively, it suggests
that he grew from a seed; an apt image for a fairytale character, but also for a “parentless” child.
Applejack’s adopted child status makes him the perfect advocate for adoption. It also identifies
Julie and Roger as perfect adoptive parents, since they have already—without thinking about it—
welcomed an adopted child into their family. In his naivety, he has retained a childlike aspect,
but it is also Applejack who teaches the couple how to bathe and pin a diaper on the baby. This
casts him on one hand as fairy godfather, but on the other suggests that it is always the child that
teaches the parents how to parent. The “natural” parent does not exist; Julie becomes a mother by
caring for her baby, not by birthing her.
Julie’s love of popular music is further affirmed later in the film, reinforcing her modern
breed of femininity, though this time in relation to her suitability for motherhood. It is the
moment too that decides if Miss Oliver is indeed a benevolent fairy godmother. She arrives
unexpectedly at the house for an inspection and Applejack attempts to prevent her from seeing
Julie, claiming that she and Roger are in church, that “they go there quite a lot – just go there and
sit – fine people they are.” The scene then cuts to Julie vigorously winding up the Victrola to
dance to the Charleston while she cleans. The direct contrast to sitting sedately in pious devotion
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is obvious, and yet the scene urges the audience to sympathize with Julie’s honest fun-loving
vigor over pretentious piousness. Since the audience knows both that Applejack is lying and that
he is a well-intentioned, kind-hearted man, the contrast does not imply that Julie and Roger are
not good Christians, but rather suggests the hypocrisy of excessive religious devotion.
In Caryl Flinn’s reading of this scene she describes Julie’s dancing as “a nonrepresentational decadence that presumably displeases the staid agency worker” and certainly,
the editing plays up the tension of the discovery.54 Miss Oliver hears the music and starts up the
stairs. The scene cuts to Julie dancing, then to Miss Oliver’s view of her dancing feet from
between the banisters, further emphasizing the nature of the dance—although the Charleston,
here heard diegetically, by the late 1930s (the presumed time period of Penny’s rough
chronology) is already imbued, with a touch of nostalgia, it is still no waltz. The perspective
shifts again, and we see Miss Oliver’s apparently shocked expression from the other side of the
banisters. When Miss Oliver finally makes her presence known at the top of the stairs, Julie is
startled, instinctively ducking down behind the radio. She raises her head back up slowly to take
in Miss Oliver, so that for a while the radio continues to hide the bottom part of her face.
Although Dunne’s eyes are beautifully expressive on their own, the shot works intriguingly to
underscore Julie’s dismay and the nerves that render her momentarily mute. With the Charleston
still playing, and the radio—not the source of the sound in this instance, but the image invites
confusion—in the place of her mouth, it is as if Julie cannot prevent the populist, modern, and
unrefined language of jazz (in which she is fluent) from streaming out instead of words. She goes
to shake hands with Miss Oliver mutely as the music still plays, before lifting the needle from the
record and finally managing a proper greeting. Her following offer of a seat only draws attention
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to the case full of records taking up the armchair. The alternation of perspectives builds suspense
as the audience—in sympathy with Julie—tries to imagine the thoughts of the inscrutable Miss
Oliver, who gives only a slight start.55
Rather than presume Miss Oliver’s displeasure as Flinn does, I would argue that the
audience hopes (and given the slightly disingenuous nature of suspense in such films, trusts) that
Miss Oliver will see what they see: that Julie’s dancing should advance, not harm, her case with
the agency. She is fun, youthful, anti-elitist—the ideal surrogate mother. If Miss Oliver were to
prefer Applejack’s invented picture of appropriate adoptive parents, she would only reveal
herself to be unsuitable for the role of granting the wish of children upon couples who require the
magic of adoption to complete their family.56 Bondi plays Miss Oliver with reserve and just
enough of a twinkle in her eye to suggest knowing benevolence.
The dancing scene also highlights, however, a realistic obstacle to adoption for Julie and
Roger; not their musical taste but their financial instability. The latter is enhanced subtextually
by the cultural encoding of the former. The Charleston is a dance with African American origins
(it was popularized by the all-Black revue Runnin’ Wild produced by George White in 1923) and
thus lends Julie both the low social status and stereotyped authenticity of Blackness.57 Since Julie
is in the middle of cleaning and Roger in the middle of building a play set when Miss Oliver
stops by, she is, moreover, dressed in an apron with her hair up in a headscarf, while he is in
coveralls. These gendered work clothes further establish the pair as lower class. The clothes in
combination with the Charleston strengthen the subtle evocation of blackness that is consistently
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coopted in white popular culture as a rejection of hierarchy and a uniquely U.S. identity.58 Thus,
all while remaining safely white American, the seeming misstep of Julie’s dance steps presents
her as an authentically anti-elitist, youthful, and free-spirited mother in waiting.
The protective Applejack was unduly flummoxed by Miss Oliver’s arrival. Having been
given an excruciating and short tour of the ramshackle apartment, Miss Oliver is charmed by the
nursery. And it turns out she has come with good news: a girl, just five weeks old, has come up
for adoption. Roger is taken aback—this is not the two year old boy with blue eyes and curly hair
they had naively requested in the initial interview—but Miss Oliver tells them that this girl “such
an unusual little baby,” and that “off the record” another couple has first pick, “but somehow I
feel she’s exactly the child for you.” Miss Oliver’s magical ability to see something in babies and
parents that others don’t is further emphasized when Julie asks what the baby is like and she
replies, “well, I can’t describe her exactly, but she’s...” pausing for a moment to look into Julie’s
eyes, “well, she’s like no other child.” The phrase becomes spell-like. Transfixed, Julie repeats it
after her and then in the nursery Miss Oliver repeats it twice more as she hands over baby: “she’s
like no other child, that’s why I wanted you to see her first—like no other child.”59 Of course,
any child is like no other child to their parent, lending the slightest touch of dramatic irony to her
words.
Applejack’s gambling analogy reemerges when Miss Oliver asks the Rogers if they
would like to know the child’s “history.” The two easily dismiss any need to know, with Roger
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responding, “if she’ll take a chance on us, we’ll take a chance on her.” As with gambling, the
idea that all of life is determined by chance—including who your family is, biological or no—
mingles with a residual superstition that fate will out. Their happy acceptance of the baby just as
she is reinforces the anti-eugenicist message, although the film has its prejudicial cake and eats it
too, since Miss Oliver had already assured them the child’s history “is excellent.”60 Within the
more contemporary message, fairytale tropes remain—the little girl could well be a princess,
cruelly transported to unfortunate circumstances, yet retaining her innate specialness. Penny
rearranges the Cinderella story.
When Miss Oliver arrives on a second visit during their one-year probation with the
baby, now named Trina, Roger tells the infant girl “this is your fairy godmother, Miss Oliver.”
If, however, Trina’s fairy godmother knows to see past the Adams’s precarious financial state,
the courts do not. Roger and Julie must admit that Roger’s already untruthful claim to earn
$100/week through his newspaper has during that year reduced to nothing. They are to be forced
to relinquish Trina. The scene of Miss Oliver arriving to the vision of Julie’s dancing is inverted,
as once again Julie’s feet are viewed through the bannisters as she readies Trina for departure; as
Roger descends the stairs with Trina in his arms, Julie’s tearful face suddenly appears for one
final look at her baby. Tragedy is averted, however, as Roger—in a truly tear-jerking speech—
persuades the stoic judge to finalize their adoption. A second tragedy still lies in store. Trina is
cast in the school nativity play as the “echo” of the angels singing. Her task is to sneak behind
the scenery holding the star aloft and when the angels sing, repeat it to create “a faraway sound.”
She performs perfectly until slipping at the final moment. In tears on the car ride home, her
parents reassure her that regardless of the mishap, she will, as hoped, get to be “an angel next
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year.” Destiny is again evoked in tragic foreshadowing: in the next scene we learn through a
letter to Miss Oliver that within that year Trina has died of a hopeless illness.61
Grief drives Roger and Julie apart and as we return to the present moment, Julie is
readying her suitcases to leave. The two share their regrets of small unthinking moments before
Trina died, and Roger sadly muses, “If there were only some way for people to know a few days
ahead what was going to happen.” At this very moment, the phone rings; it is Miss Oliver:
It’s a very strange thing, Mrs. Adams, but we have a little boy who is just two years
old… But it’s the oddest thing—he’s the exact image of the youngster you asked for
when you first wrote to me, do you remember? I have that old letter here in front of me
now: “curly hair, blue eyes, dimple…” This is strictly off the record, but really another
couple has the right to see him first, but he’s such a remarkable baby that I thought
perhaps you and Mr. Adams might take a look…62
Penny consistently adopts this playful tone towards its own evocation of destiny. Each child is
remarkable, “like no other,” and perfect for Julie and Roger. The repetition of Miss Oliver’s
discovery of such a child, reinforced by Julie’s likewise repeated plea, “please don’t let that other
couple see him/her before we do,” winks at the idea that each child was somehow intended for
the Adams, without totally debunking the suggestion.63 The implication that both Trina and this
boy were destined for Julie and Roger holds added weight in the surrogate mother narrative. The
earthquake that ends Julie’s ability to conceive could be construed as one form of inevitable fate,
but the film implies that the destiny that defines Julie is the one she makes for herself.
Blossoms in the Dust
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Penny combats the stigma of adoption by implication. Blossoms in the Dust tackles
stigma directly by heroicizing a real-life woman who went head to head with legislators over the
legally and culturally engrained prejudices surrounding illegitimacy and adoption. Edna
Gladney’s first battle was for the children of the Grayson County Poor Farm, instigating their
transfer to Rev. I. Z. T. Morris’s Children’s Home and Aid Society in Fort Worth, on whose
board of directors she would serve from 1910. She also established a free day nursery in
Sherman providing childcare for working mothers. Following a move to Fort Worth, Gladney
devoted herself to the Texas Children’s Home and Aid Society and served as superintendent
from 1927 to 1961. Perhaps her most significant achievement was the successful lobbying of the
Texas legislature to remove the word illegitimate from birth certificates and urging the passage
of legislation to give adopted children the same inheritance rights as other children. Gladney’s
campaign resulted in the Texas state policy of issuing second birth certificates in the names of
adoptive parents—a first for the nation.
Unsurprisingly, the film offers a fictionalized—and romanticized—version of Gladney’s
life. Of the more notable changes made in the adaptation is replacing Gladney’s own illegitimacy
with an illegitimate adopted sister. This change was out of respect to Gladney’s continued
anxiety about her “illicit origin,” as a 1940 letter from Ralph Wheelwright to Gladney assuring
her that it would be kept out of the film reveals.64 The film version of Edna’s life begins in 1906,
with the wealthy Kahly family of Wisconsin preparing to celebrate the respective engagements
of Edna and their adopted daughter Charlotte (Marsha Hunt). Edna’s fiancé at this point is not
Sam Gladney (Walter Pigeon), although he turns up at the engagement party and they begin an
epistolary romance, marrying two years later. Charlotte’s engagement doesn’t come to fruition as
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planned either. Her future in-laws discover that she was a “nameless” foundling and forbid the
marriage. Charlotte’s fiancé insists he will marry her regardless, but Charlotte, who had not
known of her illegitimacy, kills herself. Edna moves to Texas where Sam owns a flour mill.
They have a son, Sammy, whose difficult birth makes it impossible for Edna to conceive other
children. The second tragedy of Edna’s life occurs on Christmas Day, when Sammy is killed in
an accident.
Edna buries her grief in the life of a socialite, until Sam and family doctor Max Breslar
(Felix Bressart) push her to seek fulfilment in caring for the children of others. She sets up a day
nursery for working mothers, but when Sam loses his mill, they are forced to move to Fort
Worth. In court to have a document notarized, Edna witnesses the callous treatment of orphans
and their rejection by prospective parents on the basis of illegitimacy. Unable to help herself, she
brings home two children, including baby Tony (Patricia Barker), who is ill. Edna scrapes
together enough money for an orphanage, but her attention to ensuring parents and children are
well suited (dramatizing 1940s social workers’ concern with “fit”) insults the wife of a member
of the board of supervisors and the home is closed for supposed zoning violations. That same
day, Sam collapses and dies; in his last breath he urges her to continue in her mission. A
donation to the home from a young woman who—like Charlotte—discovered she was
illegitimate when applying for a marriage license inspires Edna to challenge the law that brands
children as illegitimate on their birth certificates. After an impassioned plea before the Texas
legislature and supported by Senator T. R. Cotton, the bill passes. 65
Although all Edna’s orphans are “hers,” much of the emotional appeal of the film
depends on the audience’s understanding that one special child—little Tony who must wear a leg
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brace—is most truly her own child. Tony shares Garson’s famously red hair, and the physical
resemblance between the two suggests that their destinies are so entwined as to replicate genetics
(much like Polly’s cry, “he looks like me!” in Bachelor Mother, although Blossoms transfers
Polly’s subjective and sentimental belief in a familial resemblance onto the audience). Tony’s
adoption into another family at the conclusion of the film assures Blossoms’ status as a “weepie.”
The film began production in May 1940; the same year the Nazis invaded France and
Belgium. Despite its historical setting, the film was always intended to reflect on the
contemporary moment. It was no great leap to draw a connection between the parentless children
of Blossoms and the great number of child refugees from war-torn Europe. Hedda Hopper, better
known for sharp edged Hollywood gossip, wrote, “There’s never been a time in the history of
this world when so many children were hungry, afraid and alone as today. We can’t all build
homes for them, as Mrs. Gladney did, but we can make pictures about them, which I’m certain
will help.”66 And an early idea for the ending of the film was to focus on a child’s face against a
backdrop of war headlines.67
Infertility and Combatting Stigma
Before Edna can fight the stigmas inflicted on others, she must come to terms with her
own sense of shame. The film eliminated her illegitimacy, but reproductive difficulties too
carried a vestigial sense of shame. A significant turning point for Edna in the film comes when
Max, in cahoots with Sam, interrupts one of the fashionable soirées with which she has been
distracting herself from her grief to present Edna with a little girl who is to be adopted since her
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working mother cannot take care of her.68 Seeing through them, and distraught, Edna exclaims,
“The day doesn’t go by that I don’t feel humiliated, cheated, useless! […] [W]hy do you bring
another woman’s child here to hurt me like this?”69 Edna’s phrasing underscores her sense of
inferiority as a woman. The implicit comparison to marital infidelity suggests that—in her own
mind, at least—Edna has lost some of her feminine appeal in losing her ability to reproduce.70
Neither Penny nor Blossoms completely commits to destigmatizing infertility; both Julie and
Edna do conceive children before losing them and the possibility of more.
Edna’s fictionalized anxieties sympathetically reflect, however, what was a reality for
many prospective adoptive mothers well into the mid 20th century who “confronted a subtle but
pervasive stigma attached to their infertility, and as mothers by adoption, […] had to prove their
femininity by meeting social work protocols for appropriate gender performance.”71 Like Penny,
Blossoms assures U.S. women of their continued femininity (Dunne and Garson are icons of
femininity) and the fulfillment to be had in opening themselves up to adoption. These films thus
reinforce the burgeoning change in attitudes towards adoption, which (as discussed earlier) had
become more established in the 1920s and 30s (thanks, it is true, to people like Gladney), “less
strange,” by the 1930s and 1940s, and by the 1950s and 60s “had reached its peak.”72 Beyond
hesitant acceptance to normalization, this reframing of adoption entailed a move away from the
earlier model whereby the child was cared for, but remained distinct from biological relatives,
into one that fully incorporated the child into the family. Edna’s defiance of the board member’s
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wife illustrates her understanding that she is not just placing children but making families. Edna
thus offers a dual model of the prospective adoptive mother in relinquishing an unnecessary
insistence on biology, and of the social worker, who redirects that insistence into finding the
right “fit” in equally practical and sentimental terms; as indeed the real-life Gladney did.
Romantic and Civic Motherhood
Edna and Julie differ from other surrogate mothers in that their romantic relationships
occurs before surrogate motherhood, but one of the defining features of the role is that it
romanticizes and glamorizes motherhood as much as any love story.73 In an interview for
Modern Screen Garson recalled:
I came here [to Hollywood] on the strength of my London stage role as Mrs. Chips, but I
didn’t have too much hope that she would help my chances. The part was too gentle, I
thought, not exciting enough—not glamorous. But now, according to Mervyn LeRoy who
directed me in “Blossoms in the Dust,” no one has to worry about glamour any more. He
says that glamour, as we have commonly understood it, is dated, gone. The movies are
now ushering in a new type in which feminine appeal, the bosomy, womanly kind, will
be ninety per cent of glamour. Out go the vamps and sweater girls! In come the simple
housewives!74
The interviewer, Gladys Hall, who had begun by remarking on the change in Garson—“the gay
and colorful gowns in her wardrobe; the cup of champagne she uses for a shampoo,” the way
Hollywood “has made her clothes-conscious, luxury-conscious, fun-conscious as she never was
before”—then recalls LeRoy’s words from her own exchange with him just a few days earlier:
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As Edna Gladney in ‘Blossoms in the Dust,’ Greer is just as alluring as was the old-time
siren who heaved a sigh, stretched herself on a tired tiger skin and swooned when the
man of her choice hove’ in view. Greer plays the majority of her scenes in a gingham
dress and apron, up to her chin in babies. Yet she has two men madly in love with her and
is admired by men of every description. It’s all perfectly believable because she is more
genuinely feminine than any type of woman you’ve ever seen before on the screen. And
men will react to her because femininity to man is glamour.75
The piece is entitled “Gay Divorcée” and the lead-in reads: “Garson, the super conventional, has
gone a little bit wacky—and you’ll love her for it!” It is a mirror image to the Photoplay item
celebrating Davis’s hominess, but both pieces negotiate a balance of ideal womanhood between
exciting independence and comforting domesticity. The interview is a perfect complement to the
film itself and to the surrogate mother more generally.
Edna goes through four essential stages in the film: marriage and biological motherhood;
hiding from her maternal instincts in a glittering social scene; discovering a new, extended, and
extensive family through her orphans, and especially Tony; and the realization that surrogate
motherhood—running the orphanage—is her vocation, her destiny (independent of a husband or
finally, even one, singular child). Garson’s costumes chart this transformation, evolving from full
and frilly gowns, to sharply cut, glittering silk numbers, to simple yet feminine dresses, often
paired with a bibbed apron reminiscent of a wartime nurse, and finally to tailored dresses in
navies and forest greens—outfits that are flattering and feminine, yet edge a little closer to a
man’s suit. Edna’s fiery independence is tempered slightly by the fact that she is directed
towards her vocation at two key turning points by the men in her life. First, Max and Sam
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conspire to pressure her to take in that initial abandoned child, and then Sam’s dying words lay
out her future. Max tells her that Sam has had a fainting spell Edna as she is coming out of the
council meeting that threatens to put an end to her home. She rushes to his bedside. With only
moments left, Sam asks what she is going to have to do about the home. When Edna brushes it
aside with “it doesn’t matter sweetheart—I’m through with all that,” he insists, “no, don’t you let
them beat you. You’ll never desert Edna, never. You’ll win. Fight for those kiddies of yours, if
you have to ring every door in Texas.”76 The military allusion to deserting leans into the resonant
contemporary rhetoric of the female “home front.” And Edna does insist on referring to her
“home,” not her “orphanage.” Her position as founder of an institution that is also a home
highlights the complex reconciliation of two opposing concepts of female fulfillment that the
surrogate mother achieves.
A nice illustration of this reconciliation is a scene in which Edna bathes the infant Tony,
while laughingly recalling the male senators’ outrage when she stood up to them in their own
sphere. Edna is the image of traditional womanhood, carefully rotating Tony’s bad leg, assuring
him that she loves all the little children, but—bestowing a heartfelt kiss—that “Auntie Edna
loves [him] more than anything else in the whole wide world.” Her natural instincts and playful
surrogate mother traits are highlighted when Max enters, blustering that she doesn’t “take care of
children,” she “plays with them... gramophone music, animals on the ceiling, lions, giraffees,
[sic] elephants...”; Tony and Edna interrupt in unison, “the babies couldn’t see them on the
floor!”77 Max asks how her meeting with the—naturally, old and male—senators went, and she
replies that it was “the same old thing,” imitating their pompous tone: “Not since the Magna
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Carta Madam, has so radical a procedure been suggested!”—Garson trills the “r” on “radical.”
Edna doesn’t lose her feminine poise to Max’s worried fluster and the mental picture of her
unconventional stand amongst a group of flummoxed old men is superimposed on the domestic
scene. She confides, “I need Sam, Max. I need his courage” (a typically masculine quality
associated), but the audience can see she will draw her own courage from her maternal
passions.78
Edna’s maternal feelings are further enmeshed with her political/professional ambitions
when her bill is brought before the senate. The scene opens with Edna’s supporter, Senator
Cotton declaiming on the constitution (“conceived in the sublime faith that all men are created
equal”), and asking, “how under that constitution we can endure the law of illegitimacy as it
stands today.” Out of the brouhaha of approval and outrage that follows, one senator objects, “If
those who transgress the moral code aren’t punished for breaking the rules of decency, what’s
left to hold society in check?” At this, Edna’s voice rings out from the balcony: “Do I hear
correctly Mr. Senator? Punished? Mr. Senator? Did you say punished?” The judge calls for order
and declares a ten-minute recess, and then continues, “Go ahead Mrs. Gladney. Members of the
senate may walk out... if chivalry is dead in Texas!” He at once underscores her femininity and
gives it voice in a male sphere. Edna builds on her qualification as a woman, laying down a
challenge to the objecting senators that is also an invitation into her domestic sphere:
Gentlemen, if you don’t know what it means to a mother who loves her child to give it up
to strangers knowing she’ll never see it again, never hold it in her arms, never hear it call
her “mother,” come to my home in Fort Worth and see! I’ll show you punishment that
will haunt you all the days of your life! I put hundreds of little nameless babies into
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respectable homes, fine homes. And all of them, without one single exception, are
growing up to be morally fit and strong!
The senator’s response allows the 1941 audience to consider the distance between
contemporary and old-fashioned views: “Madam, this is going back to the age-old question of
what shapes human destiny—heredity or environment. That argument has never been answered
yet by the scientists.” The film deliberately assumes in its audience a more uniform consensus
that “destiny” is not determined by genetics than was doubtless felt by all U.S. Americans at that
time. The scene thus feeds, as well as reflects, the socio-cultural movement towards a stance that
validates the constructed family as as-good—if not better—than the biological one. Edna’s
rebuttal again pits her emotional, feminine knowledge against official, masculine knowledge; she
cries: “Then ask the scientists to come to me—I’ll tell them! I never knew a child take a wrong
step that couldn’t be traced to the ones who are bringing it up! To misunderstanding, lack of
honesty, lack of heart!” In lamenting the heartbreaks and loss caused by “the inhumanity of
this... this man-made law” Garson’s emphasis on “man” is equally suggestive of the specific
gender as it is of the nominally intended “humankind.” Edna then delivers her famous line: “Oh,
believe me gentlemen, there are no illegitimate babies. There are only illegitimate parents!”79
Racial Inclusion and Patriotism—Ideals and Failures
Blossoms takes the ideal of the Republican mother (ancestor to the surrogate mother) a
step further since Edna not only demonstrates the worth of the maternal perspective in the
political sphere, but directly impacts legislation. Blossoms also suggests a broader social
progressiveness. “America the Beautiful” plays during the opening credits, priming the audience
to interpret Gladney’s fight as a patriotic enactment of U.S. values. As she has her epiphany that
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she must fight for the word “illegitimate” to be removed from official documents, Edna
proclaims, “Every human being born into this world deserves the right to make his own good
name without bigotry and prejudice.” And when, in a meeting about her proposed legislation,
one fusty senator objects, “One can’t override the tradition and prejudice of centuries Mrs.
Gladney,” Edna responds, “Surely that is what leaders are for? To fight intolerance and
overcome prejudice.”80 There is a nationalistic tone to her words (reinforced by a stately backing
score), which are phrased in such a way that “prejudice” can easily be understood as all forms of
intolerance.
Screenwriter Anita Loos and director LeRoy leave overt social commentary to the
audience’s discernment, but certain details lay open this broader interpretation of combatting
prejudice. In an early scene, for instance, a flour industry associate is astonished by the children
spilling out of the house that Edna has transformed into a day nursery for working mothers. Sam
then opens the back door to reveal a play set and sandpit filled with children of different races
playing together. The inclusion of Black and Asian children in this small moment of reveal
amplifies the risqué nature of Sam’s quip to the astonished Mr. Hedger, “I don’t lay claim to
them all. They belong to my wife.” Non-white women would undoubtedly be among the
workingwomen the nursery is designed to serve, but the happily inclusive sandpit is nonetheless
noteworthy in the context of either turn of the century Texas or 1941 Hollywood.81 Similarly, the
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inclusion of Booker T. Washington among other illustrious orphans displayed in portraits on the
wall, over which the camera lingers as Gladney points them out to an anxious couple, nudges the
audience to contemplate all accidents of birth as secondary to character.82 Images of non-whites
in Blossoms are typically fleeting, but notably more present than in many Hollywood films of the
period.
The stigma of illegitimacy having weakened between the time of Gladney’s advocacy
and the film’s release (in legal terms at least), Blossoms encourages the parallel to other forms of
discrimination still to be combatted in the U.S. Although some critics found Blossoms a move
away from the socially motivated films of LeRoy’s earlier work for Warner Brothers such as
They Won’t Forget (1937) and I am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang (1932), the director defended
the film as having “deep social significance” and asserted Blossoms “made an immediate and
profound contribution to the world we live in. Between it and Fugitive, I think I have contributed
toward making this a better country.”83 Indeed, the film offers an image of inclusivity that was
only just approaching some form of reality in its own time—with adoption services leading the
way. Carp writes:
The war years represented a turning point in opening up America’s child welfare system
to the idea of placing black children for adoption. Progress was slow: for example,
Philadelphia and Cleveland maintained inadequate segregated child welfare institutions
and failed to provide adoption services for African-American children. But in 1939 the
New York State Charities Aid Association for the first time extended adoption services to
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African-American children, placing eighteen to twenty children each year during World
War II. Additional factors paving the way for the expansion of adoption services to
African Americans included black militancy against continuing wartime segregation and
discrimination, a sharp increase in the number of non-white out-of-wedlock births, and
federal and state action and court rulings in favor of equal rights. In 1948, Child Welfare,
the premier journal for professional social workers, reported, “We find over the country a
growing conviction, translated in practice, that the color of a child’s skin, the texture of
his hair, or the slant of his eyes in no way affects his basic needs or the relation of his
welfare to that of the total community.” Years before Brown v. Board of Education
(1954) and more than a decade before the civil rights movement, many of the nation’s
adoption agencies began placing an increasing number of African-American children.84
Nor is it a stretch to frame Edna’s revolutionary stance on adoption as patriotic. Carp
explains that as early as the colonial period, although U.S. Americans “derived their culture and
laws from England, they departed from English practices in the area of adoption.” In both
nations various forms of unofficial adoption were in practice, but England trailed behind the U.S.
in terms of legal recognition of adoption.85 Carp suggests, “English legal opposition to adoption
stemmed from a desire to protect the property rights of blood relatives in cases of inheritance, a
moral dislike of illegitimacy, and the availability of other quasi-adoptive devices such as
apprenticeship and voluntary transfers.”86 Although Gladney’s story makes clear that England
was not alone in stigmatizing illegitimacy, Carp’s point that colonial Americans were less
concerned with biological kinship establishes a link to the Republican ideal and its rejection of
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the inherited powers of monarchy and aristocracy, and therefore warrants the film’s
emblematizing of adoption as enacting a core tenet of the national mythos.
The potent myth of the “self-made man” in the U.S. similarly shuns the determinism of
birth and inheritance. The phrase was coined by Henry Clay in an 1832 speech to the senate, and
later picked up by Frederick Douglass in a series of lectures on the concept from 1859. In an
1872 lecture Douglass defines the self-made man, while denying his existence outside of myth:
“They are the men who owe little or nothing to birth, relationship, friendly surroundings; to
wealth inherited or to early approved means of education; who are what they are, without the aid
of any favoring conditions by which other men usually rise in the world and achieve great
results.”87 Ironies abound in the various ways this powerful idea has been put to use, not least of
all in the context of adoption, which is so often motivated by the desire to provide “favoring
conditions.” The notion, however, that successful men—and successful families—can “make”
themselves, regardless of birth, lends a distinctly U.S. heroism to adoption.88
The Limits of Progressiveness
As in history, so in the film, however, and the national ideals evoked fall short in
execution. Similar to Ito in Auntie Mame (discussed in Chapter One), the character of Zeke
(Clinton Rosemond) exposes the hypocrisy of Blossoms’ treatment of race. Zeke is the Gladneys’
servant. Like Ito, he is a sympathetic character, but, like Ito, his primary defining trait is his
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loyalty to his white employers. Also like Ito, Zeke is so devoted that after the Gladneys lose their
wealth and must start again in Fort Worth, he turns up at their door willing to work for free. A
snatch of “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad” announces his appearance. Zeke is indeed a
vision of folksy humility, uttering dialogue such as “I sho’ is powerfully glad to see you”
throughout the film. Ito is the unfortunate inheritor of the loyal slave stereotype to whom Zeke is
an even closer relation. The other Black character in Blossoms, the dim-witted maid Clara,
provides a further indication of just how blind Hollywood was to these reductive
characterizations (I use the past tense reservedly); by comparison, Zeke is practically a
developed character. The alluring Theresa Harris (who strutted her stuff alongside Barbara
Stanwyck in Baby Face [1931]) is relegated to stereotypical comic relief: Clara is so tasteless
that she adores a tacky vase of which the Gladneys repeatedly try to rid themselves, and so dumb
that she washes a thermometer in hot water and is alarmed at the temperature.89 Clara’s
incompetence helps repress the image of the mammy, which would compete with and racialize
the glamorized, white surrogate mother. The production team obviously saw Zeke and Clara
fulfilling different dramaturgical needs. Rosemond maintains his natural skin tone, while—
perhaps in an attempt to literally mask any trace of Harris’s previous glamor—the make-up team
appear to have darkened her skin; she is basically in blackface.
The surrogate mother represents inclusivity and such stereotyping is sometimes jarringly
interwoven with details intended to convey this aspect of her character. A scene at Edna’s
orphanage, for instance, establishes that she will not reject a child on either the basis of
legitimacy or race. Edna tells Zeke that he needs to set up a crib for two newly arrived babies;
Zeke objects that there are too many babies already, to which Edna smilingly responds, “Alright,
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you tell them so – I’m not going to.” The soundtrack of lilting violins shifts into the banjo-heavy
leitmotif that consistently accompanies Zeke; he looks in the crate, lets out a cry of surprise and
jubilation (“hoo-ee!”), and the camera pans down to reveal two crying Black babies. As Edna
descends the stairs, we hear Zeke call down “I’ll go fix ‘em up right away.”90 Stereotypical
though it is, Zeke’s loyalty and even the attempt at comedy in this interlude are meant as a
positive reflection on Edna’s relationship with her Black servants (and, at a stretch, perhaps the
Black community—her willingness to provide aid, if not more meaningful intervention). Again,
the realization of the ideals embodied by the surrogate mother within the very text in which she
appears remains frustratingly bound to engrained prejudices. Edna cries out in objection to a
callous councilman, “Oh, I wish you’d stop calling them orphans […] they’re children, our
children. Every child born into the world belongs to the whole human race,” but this welcoming
embrace is frequently more confining than inclusive.91 Surrogate mother texts, in mutually
reinforcing accordance with the era’s liberalism, inadvertently suggest that these many children
who belong “to the whole human race” may, once grown, find themselves either pushed out of
the nest or their growth stunted by racist infantilization.
Yet LeRoy’s assertion that Blossoms has contributed to making the U.S. “a better
country,” together with his praise of Garson’s heightened femininity in her maternal role, is just
one indication of the significant binding of political ideals to surrogate motherhood taking root in
the 1940s. Blossoms’ audiences did not just witness Garson glamorously embody a mother, but
also an activist. Edna’s strongly held convictions are both maternal and professional; they stem
equally from emotive compassion and a political sense of justice. The final weepy scenes are
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Edna’s ultimate test in which she determines her own fate. Max again plays an integral part (he is
similar to both Applejack and Miss Oliver in this fairy godfather role). Max has found a couple
to adopt the now healthy Tony, but Edna is prepared to give the orphanage up to keep Tony as
her own, single child. She has their bags packed and her resignation letter written. She utters
those familiar words “he belongs to me” and makes an implicit comparison to biological birth as
she repeatedly protests to Max, “I gave him life!” Max introduces the suggestion of destiny when
he tells her that Sam had once said he thought that God had taken their son from her, so that she
could find homes for other children. His attempts to persuade Edna to reverse her preferred
vocabulary around adoption, insisting “this is not a home, it’s an institution!” and that Tony
needs a home. Edna is determined, but “fate” further intervenes in the form of a policeman at the
door with two children, one feverish, who need a home, theirs having just been raided.92 (It is, of
course, Christmas Eve.) Edna’s destiny is sealed. This scene, molded around the question of
vocation, which incorporates both who one is meant to be and what one is meant to do, captures
the integral paradox of the surrogate mother. Edna sacrifices the dream of domestic motherhood
to one, singular child, in order to fulfil her true vocation of professional motherhood to many,
diverse children.
The Sound of Music
The adoption theme prevails in popular cultural texts of the forties. In the fifties, this
direct articulation of the tension between biological and constructed families finds broader
expression, while maintaining the preoccupation with women who both are mothers and are not.
Like Edna, Maria exhibits the positive values of the motherhood—a determination fed by
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unrestrained compassion that redeems the individual and holds the nation to its better ideals—
while remaining aloof from the era’s anti-maternalism, which exists in tandem to its adulation of
the nuclear family. Rodgers and Hammerstein II’s The Sound of Music (1959) once more recalls
fairytale—precisely, Cinderella (the fairytale they would transform into a TV musical in 1957).93
Unlike Wylie’s Cinderella, however, Maria does not succumb to grotesque “Momism.” She
achieves her Cinderella ending after motherhood, a motherhood that remains removed from the
accidents of biology and sexual attraction and is thus uncontaminated by “Mom’s” icky, all too
bodily existence, her indulgence and fecklessness, her exemption from the dangers and hardships
of war and civil duty.
The Sound of Music is, like Blossoms, based on a historical figure, and also takes great
liberty with historical accuracy. Regardless of accuracy, the momentousness endowed by the
historical source enhances in both cases the dramaturgical suggestion of a woman discovering
her destiny.94 Mary Martin, who would create the role of Maria (as she had Nellie in South
Pacific) approached Rodgers and Hammerstein in 1958 to ask that they write a song or two for a
planned musical play, produced by Leland Hayward and with a book by Howard Lindsay and
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Russel Crouse, primarily drawing on the actual repertoire of the Trapp Family Choir.95 Rodgers
reasonably balked at his compositions sitting alongside those of Beethoven and Haydn (by his
own admission). He and Hammerstein felt that an all-classical or all-Broadway approach would
be best, and so countered with the idea of a musical for which they would write a full score.96
Female Bildungsroman
The spine of The Sound of Music is the heroine’s development from girlishness to
womanly maturity as a surrogate mother. Maria is indeed in surrogate status throughout the
musical, though not at first as a mother. In keeping with the linguistic and symbolic conventions
of Catholicism, she is “child” to the Mother Abbess. She is, moreover, consistently referred to as
a “girl” in these first scenes and “Maria” (more commonly recognized as “How Do You Solve a
Problem Like Maria”) explicitly introduces her as unfinished—a “problem” to be solved, as well
as “a girl,” “a child”—even as the ways in which she is problematic firmly establish for the
audience that she is playful, natural, and loyal. The song makes clear that Maria will be
transformed, but also that she has the right qualities to transform others; especially the right
qualities for a surrogate mother whose redemptive effect on her chosen family can often be
distilled as “heart over hierarchy.”
Maria’s development—as with many characters of musical theatre—is also her
“gendering”; a process that elides with that of her heterosexualization.97 As Wolf notes, “as
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[Maria] comes to understand her life’s true calling, she moves from one idealized image of
‘Woman’ to another, occupying over the course of the musical the two stereotypical edges of the
good feminine: nun/virgin and wife/mother,” with the role of wife/mother clearly positioned as a
right and natural development—a liberation from the (literally) cloistered world of the nuns
(albeit likeable nuns).98 Martin’s wedding dress costume in the production actually retains some
elements of a nun’s habit.99 The feminized bildungsroman narrative identified by Wolf typifies
the surrogate mother text; her adoption of her new family is a completion of her destiny and an
accession to full womanhood. Wolf skips over, however, a key transitional phase in Maria’s
development—her time as governess. This complicates—without negating—the ideal feminine
narrative from virgin to wife and mother, since Maria occupies an essential role as “professional
mother” during her time as governess, which is not merely a temporal step on her journey, but
integral to capturing the Captain’s heart. When Maria becomes the Captain’s wife and more
officially the mother of his children (though, as stepmother, still maintaining her surrogate
mother status), she has already established her domestic authority. In her first interactions with
him, Maria directly challenges the Captain’s militant authority over his whistled commands, and
he falls in love with her because he learns to accept the changes she has wrought in his family
and in his household. Maria matures, but her essential character does not change.100 She changes
others.
Free Spirited Americana
Some familiar surrogate mother characteristics prove key to this redemptive power.
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Transported to a different country, Maria is nonetheless of the type to be caught dancing the
Charleston or be unable to contain herself around stuffy bigots. Such social “flaws” are, in the
surrogate mother, evidence of her authentic and natural spirit. Dirndls aside, the musical genre
itself endows the heroine with the glow of Americana. Rodgers commented to the New York
Times:
We had to fight operetta. We’re in operetta country with this show. The minute you say
Vienna, everyone thinks of a chorus of boys in short pants, and the minute you have a
waltz, you’re sunk. We had to work to keep this story convincing and believable, not
letting it get into the never never land operetta lives in.101
The Broadway musical arguably lives in simply another type of “never never land” (certainly,
scholars have pointed to its utopic nature), but as Rodgers himself hints, operetta is European
fantasy, musicals are U.S. American.102 The Sound of Music conveniently overlooks the Nazi
valorization of folk culture in order to contrast Maria’s Americanized (i.e., pseudo-Austrianized)
folkishness with (relatively benign) European snobbery, and (considerably less benign) European
fascism. U.S. folk music is recognized as an essential ingredient in the Broadway musical sound,
and it is this variety of folk—not Volk—that informs Maria’s characterization and all the musical
numbers.103 Maria even has a touch of the modern to her, despite the historic setting: Brooks
Atkinson suggests that Martin who “is very much a child of the twentieth century” saves the
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musical from overdone cuteness.104 The Trapp Family singers were, in fact, best known for their
singing of Renaissance and Baroque music, such as madrigals. Even “Edelweiss,” an ode to
Austria, and now often taken for an authentic Austrian folk song, is a classic Rodgers and
Hammerstein II creation.105 Consciously, the audience understands that Maria is Austrian, but
affectively she is U.S. American; an effect only enhanced by quintessential Broadway star
Martin creating the role and retained even in the casting of British star Julie Andrews for the
Hollywood version. Wolf comments, “Julie Andrews, […] may be British in origin and speech,
but she has come to represent the all-American girl.” Rick Altman (also cited by Wolf) similarly
remarks, “nowhere is it so much as implied that Julie Andrews is playing an American, yet the
set of character traits and values that she represents make her identity as a ‘symbolic’ American
quite clear.” 106
European Maria is not fluent in U.S. popular culture like Nellie, but her authenticity is
reliably signaled through her identification with the natural world. The trait appears both in her
songs and in songs about her. Maria is not only at one with nature, but part of it. In the nuns’
opening number she is compared to a moonbeam, the weather, a feather, a cloud, and a wave, as
well as various creatures both real and folkloric (hornets and will ‘o the wisps). This
identification with the natural is an indication of her free spirit, her affinity with children, and
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also tensions embedded in Maria’s relationship to femininity (woman is to man as nature is to
culture). On the one hand, discovered at the opening of Act 1, scene 2, “lying on her back at the
base of [a] tree […] with one foot high in the air and her petticoat showing […] unpostulantlike,” Maria is the quintessential tomboy.107 On the other hand, the natural world is typically
associated with the feminine.108 Maria thus exhibits the surrogate mother’s reconciliation of male
and female traits. Wolf in her lesbian reading of three iconic musical stars (Mary Martin, Ethel
Merman, and Julie Andrews) identifies Martin as “the tomboy” and Andrews as “femme.”109 The
success of both Martin the tomboy and Andrews the femme in the same role is just one
indication of the dual femininities inherent to the character. The transformation that takes place
when Maria enters the von Trapp’s home is a kind of mutual softening. Maria admits the natural
and the emotive into a rigidly masculine world—she feminizes it—but the wilder attributes of
her femininity are tamed in the process. Her domestication is in a sense a “civilization.” By
coming indoors Maria exchanges the wild eternal feminine of the natural world for the mild
contained femininity of the domestic sphere—a femininity in service of the masculine, although
ultimate her rescue of her new self and family depends on her knowledge of the mountains.
Fans’ sense of Martin’s unconventional femininity surely informed their reception of
Maria, but Maria’s feminization also informed the public image of Martin. Wolf cites a reporter
remarking on Martin “letting her blond hair grow for the part” and Atkinson’s review also notes
Martin’s comparatively longer hair.110 Martin herself commented, “I have played very young
parts for so long […] Here, as Maria von Trapp, I start off young, but have to grow up and
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mature, become a woman with a husband and seven children. […] I’m delighted, because I do
want to play a woman.111 A parallel is implied between the character’s female development and a
newfound womanliness in the star. And yet that parallel would have little interest were it not for
Martin’s existing resistance of 1940s and 50s definitions of “true womanhood” in her star
persona.112 Of Martin’s marriage with Richard Halliday, Wolf notes:
Through the 1940s and 1950s, when ideals of femininity were “infused with especially
potent images of domesticity,” Martin and Halliday reversed stereotypical gender roles.
[…] Later articles that focus on the couple’s home life constantly reiterate Martin’s
dependence on Halliday. She is presented as domestically incapable, unable to cook,
garden, or knit, while he is shown as knowing how to run a household.113
Wolf also describes a moment in a 1954 TV tribute to Rodgers and Hammerstein II where
Martin comes on stage following a General Foods commercial showing women using its
products, “shaking her head and laughing.” Wolf remarks, “Not a housewife, Martin distances
herself, by both gender and class, from the women who are preoccupied with cake mix and
Sanka.”114
Wolf’s observations are directed towards drawing out the lesbian undertones in the star
personae of the women who are the subject of her discussion, yet they also highlight the
mother/not-mother status attached to these stars in a mutually reinforcing relationship to the
surrogate mother roles they play. She notes, for instance, that in her star-making roles, “Martin
offers an image of a woman allied to children but not mother to them, close to her daughter but
Peckboston, “They Made ‘the Sound of Music.’”
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by way of her work.”115 There is a suggested coherence between the faintly masculine public
image that adhered to Martin and the roles she created, which similarly resist a total sublimation
to conventional domesticity. Andrews meanwhile became so associated with the character that
she and her surrogate mother roles frequently become conflated. Wolf references a 1990s tabloid
article on Andrews in which she cannot escape her two famous surrogate mother characters and
in which, “strangely, they call her ‘Mary Poppins’ even though the photos show her as Maria, as
if the image of that nanny overtakes all other images of Andrews.”116 In other words, the article
inadvertently acknowledges the characters’ interchangeability, while also treating them as so
formative as to be inseparable from the actress.
Although Maria’s domestication is the conventionally required happy ending, the natural
world and her untamed femininity is her true strength. In order to discuss Maria’s defiance that is
a classic surrogate mother identifying trait, it is worth including a song added for the film version
with both music and lyrics by Rogers (Hammerstein had died in 1960). “Confidence in Me” at
the very least suggests Rodgers’s perception of Maria’s character, and although I am focused
primarily on the stage musical and the film falls outside my timeframe, the 1965 blockbuster
directed by Robert Wise is an important reference. Like the original stage show, its commercial
and emotional success, despite critical disdain, marks it as a cultural phenomenon.117 The
Broadway production was already catching the last peak of the “integrated,” sentiment-driven
musical, which would eventually give way to the concept musical. The film adaptation was even
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more of a last gasp—but what a gasp. Both demonstrate that even as the industry moved towards
more emotionally distant, less idealistic fare, audiences had not yet lost their taste for unabashed
sentimentality.118 The film also holds a strong link to its source material and to the previous
decade in that the rights were secured by Fox in 1961, although a clause stipulated that the studio
couldn’t release the film until “all first class stage presentations of the musical have closed in
[Anglophone] countries or December 31, 1964, whichever is earlier.”119 The film is heralded as a
particularly faithful adaptation and, moreover, as Flinn remarks, “It didn’t take long for
Hollywood’s The Sound of Music to become a master referent, eclipsing even its own
prehistories in the Broadway show, the German films and the actually Trapp family history. In
fact, the film consolidated its own cultural authority with such force that people tend to view all
its antecedents as variations of it.”120
“Confidence in Me” explicitly pairs nature and self-assurance. Maria sings, “I have
confidence in sunshine, / I have confidence in rain. / I have confidence that spring will come
again! / Besides what you see I have confidence in me.” The question of Maria’s future is a
constant theme. As if picking up on the nuns’ “problem-solving,” Maria sings: “What will this
day be like? / I wonder. / What will my future be? / I wonder.” Although Maria’s excitement “to
be out in the world / To be free!” (emphasis mine) is immediately followed by trepidation, the
song is an anthem to independent self-reliance. While vowing to “show them” she’s “worthy,”
more important is her vow to “show [herself].” The number’s power to “make it so” through
performance is a dominant motif of the Broadway musical, but in 1965 lyrics prioritizing selfconfidence over external validations in the mouth of a young woman resonate on a particular
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level. When Maria sings “I have confidence in confidence alone! / Besides, which you see, I
have confidence in me!” she is more reminiscent of Rosie the Riveter or “women’s lib” than of
the sweetly dependent wife conjured by “Sixteen Going on Seventeen” who is “unprepared […]
to face a world of men.”121
The song’s insistent repetition of “me” now anticipates (though postdating it in terms of
composition) the rather awkward lyric, “me—a name I call myself” in “Do-Re-Me” (does
anyone think of “me” as the name they call themselves)? The first-person object pronoun
conveys a defiant, vaguely naïve, assertion of self. When Herr Zeller commands the von Trapps
to sing to prove their intention to participate in the Kaltzberg Festival (Maria’s hastily devised
ruse to save the Captain from having to immediately report to the Nazi naval base), Maria
quickly cues her family in with “Do-Re-Mi.” After she and children sing the first two lines,
Maria “facing Zeller” sings “Me, a name I call myself”—an implicit refusal of all the names that
others may call her, or anyone else. Ensuring that the audience is attuned to the connotative
implications of this act of singing, when Maria gestures for the Captain to join in, he comes in
“explosively, a beat late” with a line equally rich in subtext: “Far, a long, long way to run.”122
Significantly, Maria is in charge and defiant; the Captain is belatedly following her cue, and
aware that running away lies in his future—an act that is, in this case, admirable, but not
conventionally “manly.”
Wise and Rodgers added “Confidence in Me,” but took out another song that also turns
on the idea of oneself: “No Way to Stop It.” Sung by Max and Elsa, with the Captain joining in,
it is of a completely different tone, advocating compromise and apathy in order to simply look
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out for “little Number One.”123 Interestingly, the word “me” occurs only rarely in this egocentric
song; “I” is the pronoun of choice. After “You’re a fool if you worry / Over anything but little
Number One,” Elsa and Max respond “That’s I,” “And I.” Only the Captain comes in with “And
me!” It appears in a comparable phrase to “a name I call myself” when the Captain sings that
every star, planet, and constellation “revolve around the center of the universe, / A lovely thing
called I!” The final lines cement the emphasis on “I”:
All: […] as long as I’m living, / There’ll be nothing else as wonderful as
Elsa: I!
All: I-I-I / Nothing else as wonderful as I.124
Equally awkward, (if technically correct) the comparable phrasing implies that “I” is the laissezfaire, arrogant pronoun of the upper classes, while “me” is the defiant, honest assertion of self
against dominant forces.
Politics and Outsiders
Maria’s surrogate mother status is also closely bound to her political integrity. This is
primarily illustrated through contrast to her romantic rival, Elsa Schraeder. Maria’s
outspokenness, inseparable from her symbolic Americanness, contrasts with Elsa’s self-serving
willingness to compromise. In the stage show it is a difference of political opinion between the
Captain and Elsa that ends their engagement. Elsa asks, “Georg—I feel I know what’s going to
happen here. Can’t you see things my way?” and he replies, “No—not if you’re willing to see
things their way.”125 Little else is said, but the significance of the small exchange is
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understood.126 The film eliminates this political aspect to their relationship, reducing the conflict
to one of cliché female rivalry between glamorous ice queen and homespun sweetheart.
Elsa shares her lack of political integrity with Max Detweiler. Neither fit within the ideal
of mid-century white U.S. heteronormativity. Max is coded as both Jewish and gay. Flinn notes
the casting of Jewish actor Kurt Kasznar in the stage production and the “vaguely Semitic
appearance” of Richard Haydn in the film, as well as the character’s “heavily clichéd concern
about money.” Flinn observes too that, “No Way to Stop It”—the duet cut from the film in which
Max and Elsa assert that it is mutual wealth stymieing the Captain’s love for her—hints at
klezmer music “with its prominent bass clarinet, its bass/chord rhythms, half steps and dearth of
accidentals.”127 The Sound of Music lacks the Broadway musical’s typical secondary romantic
duo; Max and Elsa stand in its place, but there is no sexual potential in their pairing. Max’s
association with glamorous Elsa only reinforces his suspect singleness. Flinn notes “a revealing,
nearly censored moment filmed at the villa,” when “Georg patronisingly pats Max’s cheek after
Max signs up the Trapp children to perform.” 20th Century Fox president, Richard Zanuck
“wrote a note objecting to the gesture, and Wise responded: ‘What you feel is “nance” I consider
“nuance” in a performance.’”128
For all her beauty and elegance, Elsa does not fit standard gender roles either. In the stage
version she is not just a wealthy baroness, but a corporation president. Fluent in “capital gains,”
the external signs of wealth she claims as hers in “No Way to Stop It” are not diamonds and
pearls (though presumably those too), but “a plane and a diesel yacht.”129 The ideological
apathy/political expediency that some would blame for America’s late entry into the war is here
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transferred onto two outsider characters: a gay Jew and an ambitious career woman.130 By
deflecting the crime of Nazi compliance onto a man who would have been a Holocaust target on
two counts and a woman whose independent professional success is devalued by the cult of the
family, and by having a white, maternal, symbolically American woman rescue a European
family from the Nazi threat, The Sound of Music simultaneously reminds white middlebrow
America that the crime of compliance was—and is still—theirs, while indulging a fantasy in
which those who were never victims can be heroes.131
Strength in Motherhood, Submission in Marriage
Maria is at her most powerful when she is a surrogate mother as governess, but not yet as
wife and stepmother, although her power returns in the final escape. The musical’s rearranging
of the standard order of things—love and marriage, then children—affirms the dominant cultural
ideology that shifted the emphasis from marriage to motherhood in the search for female
fulfilment.132 But because Maria mothers without, in the strictest sense, being a mother, she is
able to exceed motherhood, while also demonstrating its power.133 Laura Mulvey’s argument that
the fantasy escape afforded by film melodrama is also marked by traps that are “recognizable,
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real and familiar” to “identifying women” in the audience is borne out by The Sound of Music.134
At the same time, Jeanine Basinger’s negation of the assumption that the last five minutes of a
“woman’s film” in which the heroine embraces her feminine fate somehow defines the film over
the preceding eighty-five during which the audience has been able to luxuriate in a powerful
woman testing the boundaries of convention is equally true of The Sound of Music.135
Flibbertijibbetiness aside, in Maria, female audiences saw a woman—a parentless,
penniless woman in a dress “that has been designed by an enemy of the female sex”—be told by
a wealthy navy captain that she is “in command” and then coolly reject the instructed style of
command (the whistle) in favor of her own approach, later schooling him on his own children.136
Maria’s story is a Cinderella story, but one with greater personal agency that thus veers closer to
the Horatio Alger (i.e. masculine) myth than classic fairytale. Maria does not captivate the
Captain by her appearance (indeed, he is struck not by her, but by the ugliness of her dress). He
falls not for what she looks like, or by magical feminine presence alone, but for what she does;
for her upheaval of his rule as head of the household. And yet, what she does is mother. Is this
reconciliation or contradiction? Both? The Sound of Music impels a stream of “and yets” in the
consideration of Maria’s relationship to female autonomy and domesticity.
Although a study of twenty-first century women, Wolf’s “Ethnographic Interlude on
Nostalgia and Spectatorship,” in which she collects the anecdotal experiences of female fans in
their emotive responses to Maria and The Sound of Music is revealing.137 Among the lesbian and
feminist identifying women Wolf surveys (in accordance with the focus of her work), she notes
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“the desirous attachment of many heterosexual women to Julie Andrews and The Sound of
Music” which indicates that “spectating practices are more connected to cultural competencies
than to identity.”138 As well as expressing a desire for Maria, many women expressed a desire to
be her. One woman cited by Wolf shares, “I was captivated by her short hair and by the fact that
she ran around on the tops of mountains by herself waving her arms about. She just had such a
spirit of abandon. I loved ‘How Do You Solve a Problem Like Maria’ because no one could
domesticate her.”139 But, as Wolf comments, “not one of them wanted Maria to fall in love with
the Captain, and not one of them wanted to be Maria falling in love with or marrying him.” As
one woman relates, “I do have a memory that once she got married and she turned heterosexual,
there was something sad about it. At that point in the film, my identification switched to the
Captain. Then it seemed more fun to have her than to be what happened to her.”140
Allowing for a different historic and cultural context, it is still likely that The Sound of
Music’s original female fans possessed a similarly complex relationship to the adored musical
and its heroine. Indeed, Wolf’s observation elsewhere in her book that “The relationship between
Maria and the ‘problem’ is one of metaphor and approximation. […] And the fact that there is a
problem like Maria—rather than say, the problem that is Maria—suggests there could be similar
‘problems’ elsewhere” begs the question of how many U.S. women in the 1940s might have felt
that they were a problem like Maria.141 The Sound of Music, like the prevailing cultural pressures
of its time, suggests that motherhood is the solution to the problem—the problem of, perhaps, too
free a spirit, too great autonomy—but it also reserves for its audience a part of Maria that is not
beholden to some sort of biological fate. The reframing of motherhood as a noble profession
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echoes the political discourse of the time and is poor compensation for women with professional
ambitions akin to those of men, but they are given half the musical to relish in Maria’s gumption
and leadership. And if this is quelled in the second half—in Maria’s “mature” state—it is
resurrected when it counts: Maria leads her chosen family and herself out of the house and to
freedom. Her excessive, outdoor femininity is still the key to her heroism.
Nor can it be overlooked that in a musical about music Maria does most of the singing.
Most of her singing, furthermore, is with the children; she and the Captain share only one duet.
Her musical dominance is such that Plummer objected to the stage characterization of von Trapp,
complaining, “Every time Theodore [Bikel] opened his mouth to say something, Mary Martin
would sing fourteen verses of a song and drown him out. Here was this man, this great actor, and
he had nothing to do.”142 “Edelweiss” was indeed introduced rather late, during tryouts,
expressly to provide Bikel with more of a singing role. Dramaturgically, the scene that provides
something more “to do” for the leading man in fact has him imitate the actions of the leading
woman. Having eliminated music from his household precisely for the painful association it
carries to his late wife, the Captain witnesses his children singing for Elsa, the potential new
wife, as taught by Maria, the genuine wife to be, and is compelled to join in with his own song—
the melodic “Edelweiss.” Singing thus identifies the “right”/destined surrogate mother who also
teaches the Captain how to be a good father.143 As his children gather around him in a domestic
circle, the Captain learns to connect with his children through the now feminized act of singing.
Circles and Lines and Maternal Sacrifice
The domestic picture is important here too. Maria’s alteration of the von Trapp household
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is visible, not just in the introduction of cheery play clothes for the children, but in the
replacement of lines with circles. This symbolically weighted geometric language is a strikingly
recurrent visual element in Rogers and Hammerstein II’s surrogate mother works. As discussed
in Chapter One, the final image of South Pacific is the enclosed circle of the family, resonant
with connotative meaning from the sentimental (inclusion) to the political (containment), but
also the residual sense that the circle is too closed, both exclusive and suffocating. The circles of
The Sound of Music—and, as we shall see, The King and I—partially rectify such against the
grain connotations.144 One significant difference between the circle formed by Nellie and her
chosen family and those formed by Maria and Anna and theirs goes some way to explaining their
less oppressive affective impact. Nellie’s family circle is formed by clasping hands with her
husband and children. As well as being a closed line, Emile and her new children literally hold
her in position. For Maria and Anna, they are the epicenter of the circle with the children
radiating out. No man is even necessarily present, though Maria’s circles invite the Captain to
join. Without negating the metaphor of containment, radiating outwards, these circles are equally
suggestive of inclusion and the magnetic force of a loving mother figure.
The domestic circles of The Sound of Music replace the straight, regimented (almost
literally), and hierarchical lines that structure the Captain’s household prior to Maria’s arrival;
the children stand in order of age and height, instantly evocative of rank and discipline. With
Maria, they cluster around her, receiving comfort and enlightenment. The lines do not entirely
disappear, but they are less rigid—where height is still the organizing principle, the children face
sideways, more reminiscent of a family of ducks than the front-facing lines of the military. At
other times, they act as ciphers for musical notes, whereby the geometric line moves from
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military to musical, and the image of the scale is a dynamic one—open to creative disruption and
holding the potential for melody. In Maria’s first important interaction with the children, when
she begins to win them over with “Do-Re-Mi,” she first leads them in a march, but then as she
sits the “children group around her.”145 The children again “sit in a semicircle” at the foot of the
bed where Maria sings “The Lonely Goatherd” to distract them from the storm.146 The stage
directions are not always so explicit and the restrictions of sightlines in a stage production often
preclude a complete circle, but production shots from the original and later productions, and the
choreography immortalized in film demonstrate the recurrence of circular clusters and suggest
that multiple directors have felt the nudge towards this familiar blocking.147
The connotative imagery of such formulations aligns with well-known binary
oppositions. Straight lines convey authority, order, hierarchy, reason, and masculinity. Curves
and circles, meanwhile, convey nature, unity, inclusivity, emotions, and femininity. In the U.S.
Cold War context, as well as in the setting of the narrative, these images also draw on
associations of fascism versus democracy, thus placing fascism alongside the authoritative father
figure, and democracy alongside the all-embracing mother figure.148 Bruce McConachie applies
the cognitive psychology of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson to the question of visual
metaphors in the theatre in a number of pieces on the subject.149 His discussion affirms my
instinctive certainty that the consistency of the circle and line imagery and the positive
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reinforcement of the encircled surrogate mother found across Rodgers and Hammerstein II’s
work in this era channels and embeds a weightier cultural meaning than is apparent on a surface
level. In the simplest terms, Lakoff and Johnson posit that certain “image schematae” are more
persistent, consistent, and universal in the metaphors with which we interpret the world, because
they are rooted in basic physiological experience—the conception, for instance, of the body as a
container, which leads us into linguistic metaphors such as “being unable to contain oneself,” or
experiencing “an emotional outburst.”150
This metaphor of containment is what concerns McConachie as a visual suggestion in the
King and I that explicitly recalls the Cold War vocabulary of political containment (I shall pick
this up in Chapter Three). The cultural potency of such images, however, are not the product of a
simple one to one formulation. When the multifaceted nature of the image of the containing
circle is fully considered it is clearer how this political ideology and associated cultural
constructs were able to take such firm hold of the U.S. psyche. A Venn diagram (appropriately
consisting of circles) would show the spheres of gender, emotion, domesticity, cultural
acceptance, internal political fears, and external political powers all intersecting in an intense
distillation of 1940s and 50s anxiety and aspiration. The girlish and impulsive Maria is certainly
“unable to contain herself,” but she also—like all surrogate mothers—teaches her chosen family
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that “it’s what’s inside that counts.” When applied to the image of the family circle—so recurrent
in these texts—the emotive lesson can be extended to suggest that the people within the circle
“count.” Such imagery is simultaneously inclusive and exclusive (much like similar colloquial
phrases, such as a “social circle” or “circle of friends”). If you feel the “right” way, you can join
the circle, at the center of which is a (symbolically) U.S. woman.
In an unintentionally subversive subtext, Maria enacts the classic narrative of maternal
sacrifice. Indeed, in all three texts, the heroines perform some variation on the sacrifice myth.
For Julie and Edna in Penny Serenade and Blossoms, a first sacrifice is forced by the cruel hand
of fate when their biological children die. For Julie, fate again robs her of a child—the adopted
Trina. Her near marriage-ending grief proves that romantic love is second to maternal love, and
she is rewarded by a second “miracle” adopted child. Edna’s second sacrifice is a deliberate,
though painful, choice. Her sacrifice in giving Tony up to an appropriate nuclear family,
abandoning the possibility for a similarly nuclear family of her own, so she can continue to serve
as mother to innumerable “parentless” children is, in essence, a question of moral virtue applied
to what is at its core a socio-political concern. Edna’s sacrifice narrative signals the surrogate
mother’s expansion as cultural agent from the straightforward normalization of adoptive or
otherwise constructed families to a still more politically tinged, metaphoric conception of
motherhood and national virtues.
Maria does not sacrifice a child or dreams of personal domestic fulfilment (quite the
opposite); she sacrifices her own independence. Having brought the children “out of themselves”
and broken up the suggestively fascist straight lines of the von Trapp household, Maria brings
them into her democratic circle. Once there, both she and they are contained: the Austrian
children from the threat of Nazi influence (Liesl’s romance with Rolf hints at the threat of
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ideological, as well as military assault); Maria from searching for fulfilment outside of the
domestic sphere. In coherence with the semi-paradoxical logic of Cold War ideology, the
containment of the children and the Captain is also their liberation. For Maria, however, the same
exuberance that has such a freeing effect on the Captain and the children is then delimited to the
appropriate realm of maternal influence. The children are emancipated—first from the restrictive
paternalism of the Captain, then from the exponentially more oppressive Nazi regime (though the
hint of one in the other is nonetheless significant)—while Maria must give up her girlish
scampering over mountains (her almost feral instinct for joyful abandon) and her independent
self-confidence for the domestic confines of marriage and motherhood. The convent could only
act as an external restraint; her domesticity is an internal one.
And yet, the musical urges its audience to understand this both as Maria’s destiny and her
innermost desire—unknown until brought forth by the Captain and his children. Once again, said
destiny is also framed as Maria’s choice, to a degree not possible for the biological mother. The
love declaration scene between Maria and the Captain touches on each aspect:
Maria: The children told me that you were going to marry Frau Schraeder.
Captain: We found we just couldn’t go the same way. That door is shut.
Maria: Sister Margaretta always says, “When God shuts a door—”
Captain: I know—“He opens a window.” Maria, why did you run away to the Abbey?...
What made you come back?
Maria: The Mother Abbess—she said that you have to look for your life.
Captain: Often when you find it, you don’t recognize it.
Maria: No.
Captain: Not at first. Then one day—one night—all of a sudden, it stands before you.
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Maria: Yes.151
Quoting the Reverend Mother (another fairy godmother?), Maria gives voice to a central
paradox of the surrogate mother romance: a preordained destiny exists for her, but she must seek
it out, she must choose it. The notion of destiny assures audiences that the move away from the
celibate religious life to one as wife and mother is good and right, while Maria’s conscious
choosing of this future acknowledges the free spirit with which she was first introduced, even as
her marriage appears to tame this spirit. Maria’s romance almost deceptively appears to resolve
the hopes and apprehensions captured in “Climb Every Mountain,” sung by the Mother Abbess
before Maria returns to the von Trapp home. The more heroic and satisfying resolution comes
when Maria really does take to the mountains again—this time with family in tow.
Penny Serenade, Blossoms in the Dust, and The Sound of Music further exemplify the
contradictions surrounding and encapsulated by the surrogate mother. Not having physically held
the children within the circle of her womb, the surrogate mother encloses them in an emotional,
cultural, and ultimately political circle, while also encouraging their personal growth through her
uniquely youthful and free-spirited maternalism that distances itself from the unhealthy, selfish
(s)mothering of Wylie’s “Mom.” The heroines of these three works give form to the civic
promise that motherhood can be as fulfilling and as nationally important as professional pursuits.
As surrogate mothers they ambivalently establish, moreover, a reconciliation of female identity
between semi-masculine independence and all-encompassing motherhood—between selfdetermination and idealized female destiny. Each text, however, also admits the slightest chink
of doubt that this is indeed the fullest expression of their aspirations as women.
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Chapter Three: Maternal Imperialism
Chapter Three explores the significance of the surrogate mother in the framing of the
U.S. as an international redemptive power. The attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 and the
subsequent U.S. entry into World War II officially decided the nation’s move away from its
isolationist stance and towards international intervention. The Cold War cemented the U.S. role
as a dominant international force. Communism overtook Fascism as the greatest threat and
Southeast Asia occupied an increasingly important place in U.S. policies and in the national
psyche. The metaphor of the universal family, dominant throughout the mid-twentieth century,
became especially potent following World War II as the U.S. took on a more internationally
expansive role. The U.S. distinguished its international interventions from aggressive empire
building by evoking instead a firm, but compassionate guiding hand—much like that of a good
surrogate mother. Alongside this new wave of U.S. imperialism, reframed as cultural liberation,
U.S. citizens were encouraged to view international humanism through the lens of the family, to
inhabit the surrogate mother role literally and metaphorically, rescuing children of the world
from poverty, Fascism, the aftermath of war, and the evils of Communism.
Analysis of the play and film Tomorrow, the World (1943/44), the film Anna and the
King of Siam (1946), and the musical The King and I (1956) draws out the anxiety surrounding
inclusion and exclusion lurking behind the united international family the surrogate mother
evokes. Because the surrogate mother is not genetically tied to her charges, she opens up the
possibility for a family that does not resemble each other physically. Affective bonds are shown
to be equally, if not more, valid than genetics, the implication being that people are all alike (i.e.
“white”) under their skin—once they learn to love each other. While this resonates easily with
international humanism—the “family of Man”—it also exposes unresolved racial conflicts at

home. The surrogate mother embodies the modern woman and modern spirit (as established in
Chapter One) and mediates topical concerns, while also recalling the eternal mother. She is thus
simultaneously of her moment and of all time, bringing the archetype of the compassionate
mother, responsible for the overall wellbeing of the nation, to bear on contemporary World War
II and Cold War anxieties.
In this chapter, I will briefly introduce my case studies which I have chosen for their
engagement with U.S. international relations through the affective lens of motherhood and the
family. I will then lay out the historical and political context that at once placed America’s
international role in question and created a newer national mythos of global savior—redirecting
the country’s sense of exceptionalism from independence to intervention. I will discuss how this
global vision worked internally also, shifting the lines determining belonging by privileging
ideological accordance and “feeling” over genetic, ethnic, or national identifiers.1 I will
demonstrate how adoption—literal and metaphorical—played a key role in this new vision on a
domestic and international scale, and how the surrogate mother thus provided an ideal
embodiment of the nation’s increasingly interventionist and imperialist position that maintained
its idealist, freethinking, emotionally open character in the U.S. imaginary. I will then delve into
a close reading of Tomorrow, the World (play and film), Anna and the King of Siam, and The
King and I.
In the hit play and film Tomorrow, the World (1943/44) Jewish teacher Leona Frame
(Shirley Booth created the role on Broadway, Betty Field on film) transforms a young Nazi into
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a properly feeling U.S. American boy. 12-year-old Emil Bruckner (played by Skip Homeier in
both play and film), the orphaned son of a Nobel Prize winning German anti-fascist, comes to
live with Professor Michael Frame, or “Mike” (Ralph Bellamy on Broadway, Fredric March in
the film): his uncle and Leona’s fiancé. The boy quickly reveals himself to be fully indoctrinated
into Nazi ideals, appearing in his Hitler Youth uniform, “Sieg Heil”-ing, destroying his father’s
portrait, attempting unsuccessfully to enlist housekeeper Frieda (the “good” German immigrant)
and university janitor Fred Miller/Müller (semi-successfully) into the Nazi cause, killing a dog,
and instigating a one-boy hate campaign against Leona. Mike and his daughter Pat (Nancy
Nugent/Joan Carol) are both instrumental in Emil’s final redemption, but it is Leona who finally
overcomes his robotic recitation of Nazi ideology; he breaks into the natural sobs of a suffering
child and is embraced into the U.S. family..
The surrogate mother’s effectiveness in the politics of emotion comes to the fore too in
the film Anna and the King of Siam (1946), and the stage and film musical The King and I
(1951/1956). The Oscar-winning Anna and the King of Siam, directed by John Cromwell, is an
adaptation of the 1944 novel by Margaret Landon who had herself been a Christian missionary
with her husband Kenneth in Siam (now modern Thailand), and who based her work on Anna
Leonowens’s highly fictionalized memoir, The English Governess at the Siamese Court,
published in 1870. Darryl F. Zanuck reportedly read Landon’s book in galleys and immediately
bought the film rights. The motivation for the musical reportedly came from theatrical lawyer
Fanny Holtzmann’s desire to find a star vehicle for her client, Gertrude Lawrence. Rodgers and
Hammerstein had reservations about an adaptation of the novel but were persuaded by the 1946
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film.2 As with a number of my case studies, the series of adaptations provide compelling
evidence that the character of Anna struck a chord.
Anna Leonowens is British on paper, yet her character is essentially U.S. American. She
possesses an Englishwoman’s clipped tones (though technically Welsh) and her dictums and
etiquette convey the charm of Old England through American eyes.3 These mannerisms,
however, somehow throw into relief her American spirit. As David Hollinger writes:
Margaret’s Anna displayed enthusiasms that broad-minded American readers of the
1940s recognized as their own: personal autonomy, fair-mindedness, democratic
institutions, the progress of science and technology, and a belief in expanded
opportunities for women. Landon’s Anna urged the Siamese royalty to read Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and to adopt the liberal and reformist views Stowe
advances in that novel of the 1850s. Medieval ideas, whether found in the West or the
East, were to be overcome by the civilizing forces of the modern West. American readers
warmed to Anna in her capacity as the willing ally of progressive King Mongkut, who
wanted to protect his country by equipping it with the tools of modernity being developed
in the West. The king was a decent, intelligent, but headstrong man who served to remind
American readers that the Siamese were capable of responding positively to what
America had to offer. Anna was a great Westernizer who gradually convinced the king
that many aspects of the West he had not understood were even sounder than he had
suspected. King Mongkut was an ideal American client.4
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These aspects of her character are only enhanced in the 1946 film and 1951 musical (the detail of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin is notably expanded in the musical, in particular).
Once again, she—like other surrogate mothers—understands that one’s identity is what
one makes it. If Anna can teach the Siamese children how to feel and how to act U.S. American,
then the children can, in a sense, become Western too. It is clear that the real transformation of
the Siamese Kingdom stems less from Anna’s scientific knowledge than from her affective
impact. More than geography, Anna teaches her brood of constrained Siamese children about
feelings—the heart of U.S. identity per such texts.5 The King’s sixty-seven children and many
wives are less of a family than the widowed Anna and her single son, Louis, until Anna’s
presence at the court establishes the Siamese children as her surrogate brood, also transforming
their father. An Americanized governess thus moves Siam towards democratic ideals, conjuring
a vision of U.S. imperialism as protective, modern, maternal, and distinct from the aggressive
paternalistic dominance of Soviet Russia and older European empires. The musical cements the
universal humanist ideals evoked by the film, which highlight human similarities (especially on a
sentimental level) over exotic strangeness, while still characterizing U.S. culture as best
exemplifying freedom—sentimental and societal—and furthers the affectionate, mother-like
bonds between Anna and her Siamese family, as well as the allusion to the U.S. Emancipation.
The musical also recalls, however, U.S. domestic shortcomings; the more insistent use of the
Uncle Tom analogy nudging at a history and present of racial injustice at home that was
considered by liberals such as Rodgers and Hammerstein as the real vulnerability for Communist
infiltration, since, on the one hand, disenfranchised Black Americans had good reason to look to
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the communist promise of an egalitarian society, and, on the other, racism opened the U.S. up to
justified critique from other nations—including the Soviets.
U.S. International Relations and World War II
The 21st century perception of the U.S. participation in World War II as a fight for
humanity and justice is a powerful one; so too is the formulation of democracy as a way of life—
as, indeed, an entire worldview—and not simply a political system. Yet these ideological frames
are as much cultural product as stimulus in the U.S. turn from isolationism to intervention. The
existing tendency to conflate U.S. democracy as a style of governance with moral egalitarianism
and individual freedoms, though not completely absent prior to WWII, was most powerfully
mobilized in this period, firmly establishing its place in the national mythos. National support for
financial, not to mention military assistance to the European allies and China required a
reimagining of U.S. involvement in international politics—a replacement of old, paternalistic
imperialism with something more akin to the liberatory guidance of a surrogate mother.
Prior to the Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor that drew the U.S. into World War II in the
end of 1941, the question of U.S. involvement in the global conflict was hotly contested. In the
years leading up to the entry into World War II, President Roosevelt enacted a series of measures
in attempted compromise between the isolationist standpoint that held that the U.S. should stay
out of the war at any cost and the view that the defense of Britain and Europe would ultimately
prove the best self-defense. In the early days of the New Deal, Roosevelt’s foreign policy
strategies had focused primarily on trade agreements and the intent to keep the U.S. out of war.
With the threat of European war growing, however, accords such as the “Good Neighbor”
policy, initially interpreted by Secretary of State Cordell Hull to mean no unilateral U.S.
intervention in Latin America, developed into collective-security and mutual-defense
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agreements. Roosevelt’s stance was sometimes ambiguous, or perhaps simply wavering. Having
supported neutrality agreements with acts passed in 1935, 1936, and 1937 to limit U.S.
involvement in wars after World War I, he then gave what came to be known as the Quarantine
Speech in Chicago on October 5, 1937, responding to the advance of Japan into Northern China.
In it, he went further than the text prepared in part in the State Department and with the
collaboration of Secretary and close adviser, Norman Davis, and advocated collective security:
Peace-loving nations must make a concerted effort in opposition to those violations of
treaties and those ignorings of humane instincts which today are creating a state of
international anarchy and instability from which there is no escape through mere isolation
or neutrality…. There is a solidarity and interdependence about the modern world, both
technically and morally, which makes it impossible for any nation completely to isolate
itself from economic and political upheavals in the rest of the world, especially when
such upheavals appear to be spreading and not declining.6
In the rest of the speech, he compares war to a contagion that is quarantined to protect the
collective health of the community.7 It was not immediately apparent just what the President
intended by “quarantine” (later this was revealed as extreme sanctions against any aggressor, i.e.
any nation like Japan, that had sent troops into the territory of another nation). The speech was
enough, however, to spark “a strong and country-wide protest, among Democrats as among
Republicans, which serves well as evidence of the popular aversion to any program of common
action with other nations.”8
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An exchange between sociologist Talcott Parsons, a firm advocate for U.S. participation
in the war, and senators David I. Wals and John Cabot Lodge Jr. of Massachusetts captures two
sides of the argument. In a letter dated September 28th 1939, following the Senate majority’s vote
for an embargo on military aid to Britain and France, Parsons warned that in accepting the
provisions of the Neutrality Acts, “we are going to pay a heavy national price for whatever
protection of our neutrality they may yield.”9 Lodge, in his reply, asserted that Parson’s view
would sacrifice long-term defense of democracy for short-term success: “To my mind, we can
take sides or we can stay at peace. We cannot do both […]. I do not feel that as an American
official I have a right to have any goal other than that of preserving peace for America.”10
Against the tide of such isolationist sentiments, Roosevelt nudged the nation towards war.
In 1939, the “cash and carry” provision modified the Neutrality Acts and allowed belligerents to
buy arms in the United States. In March 1941, he won enactment of a Lend-Lease program that
gave Britain and its Allies continued access to U.S. arms and supplies despite deteriorating
finances. The $7 billion appropriated by Congress eventually reached $50 billion. Hitler’s 1941
invasion of Germany’s one-time ally, the Soviet Union, and attacks on British shipping in the
North Atlantic drew the U.S. further into the war with Lend-Lease being extended to the Soviets
and the American navy offering protection to British ships. The “Atlantic Charter,” signed with
Winston Churchill in August 1941 further stretched the limits of Roosevelt’s stated anything
“short of war” policy.
As the President and his advisors weighed the resistance at home to the shifting balance
of power abroad, much of the internal debate centered on the nature and vulnerability of
democracy. In a memorandum by the Council of Democracy (founded in August 1940 to
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synthesize information from scholars and research organizations and place it at the public’s
disposal) Parsons argued that U.S. democracy was vulnerable to Nazi psychological warfare.11
As Uta Gerhardt explains, to guard against “the destructive effect of nihilism and negativism
exacerbated by Nazi propaganda, the public began consciously to develop a positive image of
community spirit. Commitment to the common good was recognized as vital to the strength of
democracy that defended itself against totalitarianism. The catchword was morale.”12
A key concern in strengthening morale was the problem of social integration, or lack
thereof. To combat the weak points of the U.S. social structure open to exploitation by Nazi
propaganda, Parsons, among others, argued that the U.S. must develop “real and visible national
unity without regard to race, creed, or party” and advocate universal national service “without
distinction of class or color, thus making it clear that the nation stands united and strong in its
determination to preserve American liberties.” Such aims were among the measures established
by the American Defense Harvard Group, founded in 1940.13 These preparations—practical and
ideological—were abruptly propelled into actuality by the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in
December 1941. This extension of Democracy from a system of government to be defended to a
deeper-reaching sociological ideal (as well as an essential element of psychological self-defense)
nonetheless proves significant in the national conception of the war and the ongoing ideological
position of the U.S. on a global scale. The raising of democratic citizens as a safeguard of
national and international welfare and the internalization of democratic values so as to be
inseparable from personal identity is this sociological ideal that the surrogate mother
encapsulates.
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Imperialism and the Cold War
Following its entry into World War II, the U.S. entered also what could be considered its
second wave of imperialist expansion. Commerce with China (for tea, porcelain, and silk—then
some of the world’s most sought after commodities) prompted the first U.S. forays into the
Pacific, and during the nineteenth century the U.S. took control of Hawaii, Wake, Midway,
Guam, and Samoa; an expansion that eventually culminated in the acquisition of the Philippines
from Spain in 1898. This first wave of U.S. imperialism was a trade-driven rejection of George
Washington’s advice to avoid “entangling alliances” to which the nation had closely adhered in
1800. World War II provided motivation for a second wave. In the years from 1945 to 1952, the
U.S. extended its already substantial presence in the Pacific, as the U.S. established military
bases on numerous Pacific islands as part of its occupation of Japan, which gave the U.S. control
over the main islands, as well as the outlying island chains the Ryukyus, the Bonins, and the
Volcanos. Okinawa was under almost total U.S. control and turned into a major military base. In
1946, the U.S. obtained 99-year leases on more than twenty bases in the Philippines. The
following year, key islands within the Micronesian archipelagos of the Caroline, Marshall, and
Mariana Islands (including the Bikini atoll on which the U.S. had tested atomic bombs in 1946)
became U.S. trust territories. U.S. forces also occupied the southern half of Korea. These
territories joined those U.S. bases maintained in China until 1949, when Mao Zedong defeated
Chiang Kai-shek and the U.S. “lost” China to Communism. The imperial thrust to U.S.
expansion was raised in a 1946 memo by the chargé to the Soviet Union to the Secretary of
State, noting the “unusually broad scope” of its plans and referring to a New York Herald
Tribune piece revealing that the “satisfaction of American claims would turn Pacific Ocean into
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an American lake from San Francisco to Philippines.”14 In 1954, President Dwight Eisenhower
himself gave voice to this precise aim asserting, “We’ve got to keep the Pacific an American
lake.”15
Such a clear articulation of imperialist ambitions runs counter to the characterization of
U.S. democracy as inherently liberatory and egalitarian—those qualities presented as the
essential defense against first Fascism, and then Communism. The nuclear family of
individuated, barely hierarchical, loving U.S. Americans defied the uniform nationalist clan of
the Nazi regime, which placed loyalty to the symbolic dictator-father above personal family
bonds. The threat of Communism, however, was more complex and placed antiracism, in
particular, is an unusually ambiguous position. Communism offered the disenfranchised—which
in the U.S. largely meant African Americans—a community of equals, focused on achieving the
alluring promise of a truly egalitarian society.16 Because of this overlap between the Black civil
rights movement and Communism, U.S. racism was a clear weak spot in the defense against both
Communist infiltration and its potential to tip the power scales internationally. Antiracism was
thus viewed with suspicion for its leftist associations to core principles of international
Communism and the Popular Front.17 At the same time, in order to offset the infamy and clear
hypocrisy of the Black/white divide in the U.S. that provided critics of the nation’s international
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ambitions with a clear target, expressions of racial tolerance and inclusiveness were essential to
Cold War political rhetoric. U.S. racism threatened the establishing of international bonds
urgently needed to defeat the Soviets in the contest over decolonizing Asian nations.
It was (as discussed in Chapter One) a difficult line for progressive liberals such as
Hammerstein to toe.18 Middlebrow texts like South Pacific and The King and I reflect the
position of liberal thinkers like Rodgers and Hammerstein in McCarthy’s America, who argued
that racial injustice exposed the U.S. to the threat of communism more effectively than any
Soviet propaganda.19 Pearl Buck too believed that both U.S. militarism and racism only
strengthened the Communist hold on Asia, repeatedly denouncing the Allies for their neglect of
universal human equality among their war aims.20 Drawing on established conceptions of
motherhood as civic duty, but transforming the mother who safeguards the nation into one not
bound by biological ties, and who can therefore include children who don’t necessarily look
“American,” but can become so, Hammerstein and other liberal cultural producers aligned
antiracist inclusivity with global Democratic ambitions. They thus reconciled Cold War fears and
progressive liberal imperatives in the sentimental narrative of surrogate motherhood.
Most scholars of the Cold War and popular culture have focused on containment as the
core ideological foundation of the era. Christina Klein persuasively argues, however, that
containment and integration constituted equally important pillars of postwar foreign policy and
the global imaginary. Containment offered “a heroic model,” with the Cold War “a crusade
against communism” and the American people democratic crusaders, although much of its
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energy “was directed inward and aimed at ferreting out enemies and subversives within the
nation itself.” Integration, in contrast, proposed an outward-looking model of sentimental
education.21 Both models “violated a long-standing tradition of avoiding permanent alliances
outside the Western hemisphere, provoked public opposition,” and had to combat “a lingering
isolationist sentiment, which worried political leaders throughout the 1950s.”22 In contrast to the
concrete aims of World War II, the abstract nature of the Cold War made the task of instilling
zealous conviction in a war-weary public, eager to return to domestic comfort and security,
especially challenging. Both containment and integration models had to capture the hearts as
well as the minds of the U.S. public, and in each, the surrogate mother is an emblematic figure.
In his 1947 speech requesting military and economic aid to Greece and Turkey, President
Harry Truman asserted, “The free peoples of the world look to us for support in maintaining their
freedoms. If we falter in our leadership, we may endanger the peace of the world—and we shall
surely endanger the welfare of our own Nation.” The Truman Doctrine of containment was
essentially a fear-driven policy focused on providing active support to nations opposed to Soviet
Russia. The relatively neutral-sounding policy grew, in fact, increasingly aggressive and would
eventually mutate into paranoid McCarthyism, intent on routing potential Communist
fomentation at home. If Truman’s speech can be considered—as it often is—as the articulation
and initiation of the ideology of containment, then (Klein argues) a 1957 speech to educators in
Philadelphia by Francis Wilcox, “a mid-level State Department official,” could in turn be
considered to articulate the ideology of international integration.23 Wilcox, “recast the problem
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of foreign resistance to U.S. expansion into an issue of domestic pedagogy.”24 He explained that
the expansion of Communist powers that had once taken place on the military plane had, in the
Cold War shifted to an “all-out war of ideas, ideologies, propaganda, and subversion.”25 Wilcox
emphasized the need to educate U.S. Americans, still caught in the pre-Pearl Harbor “isolationist
era,” in the importance of decolonizing nations such as Indonesia in the U.S./Soviet competition
for global influence and resources. Pointing to a future in which many Americans would work
and travel abroad, he called for an “education for overseasmanship,” which, he implied, “would
not entail the learning of new information so much as the cultivation of new feelings.”26
Crucially, Wilcox believed that U.S. Americans had to cultivate empathy towards the people of
these nations whose allegiance was up for grabs in the fight to defeat the Soviet Union—it was
not their cultural, linguistic, or geographic knowledge that was key, but their emotions.
Independence movements across Asia threatened Western hegemony, but at the same
time the dissolving of European empires, viewed by Washington as potential Communist and
anti-Western “incubators,” as well as obstacles to economic integration, was not entirely
unwelcome to U.S. political élites.27 U.S. support or opposition to any given nationalist
movement generally depended on its relationship to communism. Nationalist movements in
Indonesia and the Philippines were offered support, for instance, whereas the movement led by
Ho Chi Minh in Indochina was not.28 In the 1940s and 1950s, U.S. efforts to expand the
capitalist global economy and “contain” Communism were thwarted by major setbacks in Asia.
Mao’s 1949 victory in China was viewed as a serious “loss” of “500 million friends” and global
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power.29 Added to this was the unsatisfying end to the Korean War in 1953 and the division of
Vietnam in 1954. A relentless Communist wave seemed to be encompassing the region, along
with strengthening anti-U.S. sentiments.30 To combat this, stronger ties with Asia were essential.
The effort to forge relationships with Asia consisted of two branches: promoting a
positive image of the U.S. abroad; and stimulating interest and empathy for Asia at home. As
acting assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern, South Asian and African Affairs, Raymond
A. Hare articulated this need in 1950: “What we have to do is to convince not only their minds
but their hearts. What we need to do is to make the ‘cold war’ a ‘warm war’ by infusing into it
ideological principles to give it meaning.”31 In one sense, anti-Communism had to achieve what
The Popular Front had in the 1930s and 1940s: an empathetic internationalism that joined
affective and political fervor. Aligning this with the missionary tradition of conservative
Christianity, the Truman administration managed “to forge a new historical bloc, a hegemonic
alliance that would incorporate the divergent interests and constituencies of both left-liberal and
right internationalism” to gain much needed support for his “Cold War consensus.”32
Washington worked hard to distinguish U.S. incursions into Asia from European
colonialism, yet efforts to identify the U.S. with independence and propaganda touting America
as “the first post-colonial nation” had to combat accusations of imperialism from Asian and
African nations. The U.S. and the Soviet Union, both attempting expansion, routinely traded
accusations of the hotly contested term. U.S. allies were likewise acutely aware of the challenge
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in convincing the decolonizing nations at stake that the U.S. was not yet another colonial
power.33 The administration’s efforts were impeded too by a significant domestic weak spot:
racism. Klein explains:
Imperialism in the 1950s was seen as inseparable from racism, and critics of the U.S.
most often validated their accusations of imperialism by pointing out the unequal legal
and social status—the internal colonization, as it were—of black Americans. The Soviet
and Asian press paid close attention to race relations within the U.S.; State Department
officials estimated that half of the Soviet’s anti-American propaganda focused on racial
issues.34
Events such as the lynching of Emmet Till in 1955, the expulsion of Autherine Lucy from the
University of Alabama in 1956, and the desegregation crisis in Little Rock in 1957 were given
close attention by world media. Striking while the political iron was hot, between 1946 and 1951
three civil rights organizations presented formal petitions to the newly formed United Nations
protesting continued discriminatory treatment of black Americans. Newsworthy-enough on their
own, with race deeply embroiled in Cold War concerns, such petitions could not be ignored—
either by the international press or U.S. policy makers. The administration scrambled to seek out
African Americans willing to dispute its claims and critics of one petitioning organization, the
Communist-aligned Civil Rights Congress, branded its supporters “disloyal” Americans.35
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The domestic press offered mixed support for such appeals, but even those papers critical
of the timing or the involvement of an international body in U.S. domestic concerns
acknowledge that such global attention forced necessary consideration of the country’s most
pressing problem. In response to the NAACP petition, for instance, the New York World
Telegram wrote that it was a “reminder for us to take a look inward at ourselves while we are
declaiming about the shortcomings of people elsewhere.” The Atlanta Daily World commended
the NAACP for directing “the world’s attention to a miserable failure of democracy here in the
United States,” and the Chicago Defender similarly commented, “If this appeal... does no more
than awaken white America to a full realization of the menace of racism to our national
wellbeing and security, it will have achieved a noble purpose.” Even warnings—from both
conservative and liberal writers—that “tattling on [one’s] country to the United Nations” (in the
angry words of the Birmingham Post’s John Temple Graves) would “embarrass the United
States before world opinion and will, in all probability, be used as ammunition by the Russians”
(in the sympathetic words of liberal columnist Saul Padover for New York’s PM) reveal the
strategic effectiveness in exploiting Cold War fears in the battle for equal rights.36
Clearly, racism undermined the U.S. claim to act as “Leader of the Free World,”
protector of liberty and independence. Secretary of State Dean Acheson described domestic race
relations as the “Achilles’ heel” of U.S. foreign relations, warning in 1946, “The existence of
discrimination against minority groups in this country has an adverse effect on our relations with
other countries.”37 “Asian resentments and suspicions of the West,” hampered the achievement
of U.S. goals in Asia, while the communists successfully presented themselves as champions of
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“the national revolution against western imperialism.”38 The American Civil Liberties Union
likewise acknowledged increasing global concern over “the American dilemma.” Its year-end
review of 1946 noted that the year's “most striking development was the new international
significance of the treatment of racial and national minorities by the United States.”39
Fearing that Asian leaders might reject any alignment with a nation viewed as hopelessly
racist and be irrevocably “lost” to the U.S, the Truman and the Eisenhower administrations
variously tried to “minimize the deleterious effects of U.S. race relations on foreign policy.”40
Truman promoted early civil rights legislation and supported civil rights cases in the Supreme
Court. Eisenhower’s support was much weaker, and he did little towards changing racist
institutional and legal structures. Verbally, however, he, like Truman, expressed support for the
principles of racial tolerance and equality. As Klein puts it, both “worked hard to manage the
international perception, if not always the material conditions, of American race relations.”41
The recuperation of the U.S. image abroad was also put to individual Americans as
unofficial diplomats, who were tasked with redeeming racism and bigotry in themselves. Such
internalized concern served the dual purpose of stimulating interest and support from U.S.
citizens for the anti-Communist international project and of preparing them to be good cultural
ambassadors. Tourism and travel-writing boomed in this period. The ties to global expansion and
ambassadorship were both explicit and implicit. James Michener, author of Tales of the South
Pacific was a significant contributor to the genre, but so too was Philip Wylie, who after
Generation of Vipers, in which he coined “Momism,” penned The Innocent Ambassadors.42
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Wylie explicitly asserts that a motivating factor in writing his travelogue is the badly understood
threat of Communism; that “the fate of America itself hinges on a reversal of the Red world
mission by Americans […]. The so-called cold war is not what we think it. The striving of great
military powers is not involved. […] What the cold war concerns is human belief: primarily your
belief!”43 Often succumbing to casual Orientalism himself, Wylie condemns the tourists he
observes as too fixated on cultural difference and oblivious to “the universality of human ends
and means and being.”44 The 1958 bestseller The Ugly American offered a fictional warning of
the diplomatic repercussions of cultural insensitivity.45 From 1954 the State Department began
putting a pamphlet into every passport issued advising travelers on “how to behave as political
actors.” From 1957 a letter from Eisenhower himself was included in each passport, reminding
travelers, especially in countries where America was “less well understood,” that as
representatives of their nation, they would “help to mold the reputation of our country.”46 The
administration actively supported middlebrow literature that enhanced the cultural project of
getting Americans to see themselves (in the words of one such writer) as “citizens of the world,”
and to discover through either literal or vicarious travel that “that there are no geographical
boundaries to the human heart.”47
The Adoption Metaphor and International Humanism
The surrogate mother of theatrical works like The King and I easily fits this cultural
mandate. She provides an appealing self-image for U.S. Americans in terms of their
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interventionist role in Asia, stimulates empathy towards Asia through its children—who are “just
like us,” or at least could be—and models good integrationist behavior towards foreign nations.
The surrogate mother has an even more emblematic role to play in the closely related
humanitarian movements of the wartime and post-war era in which adoption was the central
metaphor of international humanism—encouraging U.S. Americans to see themselves as
surrogate parents to deprived foreign children. The core concept of the global family was
invariably politically inflected. Edward Steichen titled his 1955 photography exhibit at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York “The Family of Man” after a phrase in Carl Sandburg’s
epic 1936 patriotic poem The People, Yes. Steichen’s exhibit, depicting family life from around
the world was designed to prompt an empathetic communal response, and made the stakes of
neglecting such connections clear; it included towards its end a sole, solitary, color photograph
of an exploding hydrogen bomb.48
Popular media likewise suggested the high political stakes of the success or failure of
U.S. Americans’ ability to connect on a human level with foreign countries. Middlebrow
publications contrasted the U.S. ideal of a white, prosperous, secure and loving family unit to the
apparent devastation of family structures under Communist government. Klein cites, for
instance, a 1958 Newsweek article, that quotes a teenage Chinese girl on commune life, “The
family does not count anymore.... We provide all needs,” and also includes three photos showing
men raising guns in the air, women carrying hoes in a field, and children lined up in formation,
respectively captioned, “Men Without Women,” “Women Without Men,” and “Children Without
Parents.”49 The global outreach advocated by international charitable organizations, such as
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China’s Children Fund—whose “adopt a child” program became the definitive model for a
number of charities—stemmed from a desire to counter the ill-effects of war, while advancing
the same sense of a maternal Western “responsibility” to intervene in the wellbeing of other, less
fortunate countries.50 China’s Children Fund provided a double motivation to middle-class U.S.
Americans: the sentimental reward of human connection and the need to offset the poverty that
made Asia vulnerable to Communism—save a child and save democracy. And if the securityseeking domesticity of 1950s America left the childless and/or single out in the cold, regular
testimonials in CCF publicity promised that they too could obtain the pleasures of “parenthood.”
They could become surrogate mothers themselves.
Amerasian Children and Pearl Buck
Surrogate mother narratives, adoption, and U.S. intervention in foreign affairs intersect in
the most concrete way at Pearl Buck’s Welcome House. Buck established her adoption agency in
1949 to find homes for U.S. born Asian and mixed-race children and later extended to ostracized
“Amerasian” children born in Asia who for placement in U.S. homes.51 As touched on in Chapter
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One, Buck, born and raised in China by missionary parents, and herself mother to five adopted
children, two of whom were biracial, had two aims: one practical, concerned with the real need
to help such “unadoptable” children; and one ideological, based on her conviction that these
constructed multiracial families would act as a key to friendly international relations, especially
between the U.S. and Asia.52 Buck essentially worked to make the metaphor evoked by the
aforementioned organizations a concrete reality.
The thematic similarities between Buck’s work and the maternal role of Anna Leonowens
in her position as teacher to a brood of Southeast Asian children in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
The King and I are strong enough, but the connection between Buck and the latter work runs
deeper. Hammerstein’s friendship with Buck and substantive support for the Welcome House,
cemented on a personal level when his daughter Alice was one of the first to adopt a child and
including the final mortgage payment, which was Rodgers’ 1955 birthday gift to his friend and
collaborator, (as detailed in Chapter One) coalesced with his artistic talents in a musical, With the
Happy Children, performed for Bucks County locals to publicize the Welcome House. But The
King and I is surely Hammerstein’s better-known, if less directly acknowledged, “Welcome
House musical.” Even if the initial impetus for the musical was unrelated, it is hard to imagine
that Hammerstein was not inspired by his friendship with Buck and his involvement in her
international adoption project while working on a musical centered on the maternal relationship
between a symbolically U.S. woman (signaled by her demeanor, liberal attitudes, and textual
affiliation with Abraham Lincoln) and East Asian children.
Bad Moms and Good Surrogate Mothers
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Within the overwhelming importance given the nuclear family, the mother was adulated
and condemned in equal measure. The anxiety surrounding motherhood during this period is
exemplified by Wylie’s “Momism,” discussed earlier. Wylie’s condemnation of “Mom” being in
response to the near worship afforded the mother and the associated dream of the secure nuclear
family, it is evidence of both said worship and his own harsh yet wildly popular critique. This
conflicted attention paid to motherhood was perpetuated in psychology. Dr. Edward A. Strecker
directly validates Wylie’s specious distinction between “moms” and “mothers” in his 1945
lecture, significantly titled “Psychiatry Speaks to Democracy,” and 1946 book Their Mothers’
Sons (with a second edition in 1951).53 Although Strecker writes that Wylie’s “mom is described
in too vindictive terms to satisfy a trained psychiatrist,” his book largely replicates the same
ideas, endowed with the professional allure of psychiatry.54 Like Wylie, Strecker does not hold
back either in suggesting U.S. “moms” imperil the entire nation by their rearing of
“psychoneurotics.”
One effect of such alarmist treatises on bad motherhood, is to encourage a turn towards
expert advice of good motherhood, and the destabilization therefore of Victorian ideas about the
essentialist angelic maternal impulse with the assurance instead that motherhood could—and
should—be taught. It also elevates the bond felt by an adoptive mother—an increasing presence
figuratively, but also statistically—as not only not inferior, but potentially superior. Again, the
biological prerogative is made secondary to culture and education, paving the way for the
surrogate mother as democratic heroine. As Glassmeyer articulates in reference to the film
version of The King and I, such a rendition of Anna’s maternity “would have been impossible
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without shifts in postwar attitudes toward maternity. Increasingly in the 1950s, motherhood was
constructed as a learnable practice, a set of skills to be mastered—as a profession, albeit
uncompensated, rather than a function of biological reproduction.”55 Glassmeyer references
Melanie Klein, but John Bowlby is perhaps more representative of this trend in child and family
psychology. Bowlby’s major conclusion was that to grow into a mentally healthy adult the child
“should experience a warm, intimate, and continuous relationship with his mother (or permanent
mother substitute […]) in which both find satisfaction and enjoyment.”56
The surrogate mother enters into this context then not only as a figure of domestic (in
each sense) U.S. values and socio-cultural changes, but also as a way to envisage the U.S. as a
player in the international field. During the war, the surrogate mother as heart and head of the
constructed family created a positive vision of the U.S. as an egalitarian, multi-ethnic nation,
bonded by values, not genetic purity; a domestic rejection of Nazi ideals. As we shall see in the
neglected play Tomorrow, the World, the surrogate mother also provides an early suggestion of
the U.S.’s maternalistic responsibility for the psychological well-being of the world’s children
for the good of all nations.
In the post war period, the surrogate mother continued her global reach. Her constructed
family cohered with the Republic’s anti-imperial founding ideals and maintained the national
self-image as benevolent, while also—since it is formed through emotional bonds that are
internally structured into parent and child—maintaining a hierarchical relationship between West
and East that informed Cold War culture. This mixed family carefully mediated, moreover, the
“‘A Beautiful Idea’: The King and I and the Maternal Promise of Sentimental Orientalism,” The Journal of
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ingrained racism of the U.S. that threatened the nation’s position abroad. As Cristina Klein notes,
“in the late 1940s and 1950s, the issues of Cold War geopolitics and American racism intersected
with the burgeoning discourse of family formation.”57 The “hybrid, multiracial, multinational
family created through adoption became a familiar feature of middlebrow culture” and offered a
way to imagine international integration as bonds formed by choice, and not biology or military
force.58
Tomorrow, the World
Tomorrow, the World is little heard-of today, but when it opened on Broadway in 1943 it
was a massive hit. The play ran for fifteen months and authors Arnaud D’Usseau and James Gow
were awarded a medal for “Best New Play of the Season” by New York’s Theatre Club. It was
followed the very next year by a United Artists film version directed by Leslie Fenton—also a
hit. The work evidently answered to cultural desires of the time in its dramatization of the
transformative powers of a U.S. surrogate mother on her foreign and deeply misled young
charge. Doubtless the reason Tomorrow does not garner attention today is its now rather
embarrassing propagandistic nature, but in 1943 critics acclaimed its “serious” and sensitive
treatment of what was viewed as a genuine and profoundly troubling problem: what to do with
the many German children indoctrinated into Nazi ideology?
Tomorrow exists in a mutually constitutive relationship to the reframing of the national
mythos in the U.S. turn from isolationism to international intervention. The play struck a nerve,
one equally concerned with ideological infiltration as with military success and losses. In this
context, adopting a young Nazi seems an evident risk—one recklessly entered into by Mike and
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Leona in the blind faith that the determination to “love him” will be enough—but although one
critic remarks on the remaining 11,999,999 children still to be rehabilitated through the love of a
U.S. family, the play nevertheless suggests that the surrogate mother’s ability to re-educate such
children in the art of true feeling is by extension the role the nation is morally and politically
compelled to take in relation to the rest of the world.59
The largely rave reviews of both the play and film consistently underline that Leona’s
conversion of a Nazi-indoctrinated boy “adopted into an American family […] is a problem with
far greater overtones for us than the domestic drama of the picture.”60 The problem in question is
both the threat and the promise of a child’s mind. Critics consistently praise the play for its
contemporary (even prescient) emotional dramatization of the danger of “12,000,000 such
mentally distorted children in Germany for the world to deal with before the Nazi infection is
scoured out” through the microcosmic lens of a single child in an American family.61 Even First
Lady Eleanor Roosevelt weighed in and, while not as effusive as critics, commends Tomorrow
“as an absorbing play dealing with the problem which must be faced in the future, not only by
one family, but by the nations of the world.”62 Comments such as, “What to do with the
monsters, once this war has been won, is the real theme of the play. It’s one to make everyone sit
up and take notice” channel anti-Nazi sentiment (often in more vitriolic fervor than the play
itself), while praising the play for its more nuanced approach to “anti-Nazi theatre.”63 The
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reviews indeed often appear more concerned with the threat of indoctrinated children than with
the psychological trauma that led to Emil’s Nazification in the first place.
Mike and Leona are intellectuals but Tomorrow underscores their easy-going U.S. style.
Emil’s inability to grasp U.S. slang becomes a motif in Tomorrow and a symbolic indicator of
U.S./German difference. Affection and egalitarianism define Leona and Mike’s small makeshift
U.S. family. Mike tells the stiff and formal Emil, who is struggling to come to terms with
American slang, to call him Mike since “everyone does” including Pat. When Emil asks, “Is that
American, too?” Mike replies, “Not exactly. But it’s a custom in this house. No barriers here
between youth and age. We’re all equal, we’re all friends.”64 The quintessential U.S. ease of the
Frames signifies their liberalism—and suggests that theirs are national values—in opposition to
the rigidity of Fascist Germany. The equation suggests that assimilation into this U.S. American
way of being is the path to redemption. When Emil says he will “apply [him]self” to learning
American slang, Mike responds “You shall apply yourself to having a good time. […] This is
your family; we’ll love you, and we hope you’ll love us.”65
The Frame family exemplify U.S. values and the dialogue highlights their slang-rich
Americanness. They are not, however, the classic family unit in the traditional sense—they are a
blended family of progressive thinkers, and Leona is not just any step/adoptive mother, but a
Jewish one, tasked with transforming a young boy who when first encountered, announces that
he had to sit next to a “big fat Jew” on his flight, and responds to learning that Leona is Jewish,
with “You are joking?” and then “That is regrettable.”66 The dialogue highlights the
exceptionality of U.S. freedom in the planned interreligious marriage:
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Leona: Emil, in about two weeks, I’m going to marry your Uncle Michael. I’ll be your
mother.
Emil: (Slowly) Then it is true. Such marriages are still permitted in America.
The play imagines a greater normalization of Jew/Gentile marriages and overall lack of
anti-Semitism than was reality in 1940s U.S. America. Although discrimination generally, and
antisemitism, in particular, were steadily less aggressive (helped along, no doubt, by its newly
unacceptable association with Nazism), it was by no means absent. Todd Endelman, writing on
“Integration and Intermarriage Midcentury to the Present” observes, for instance:
[I]t was not apparent in the 1940s and 1950s that unprecedented access to elite circles and
institutions was in the cards. So British and American Jews who wanted immediate,
unimpeded access to society’s glittering prizes continued to labor at obscuring their
background. Passing remained an option, especially among those whose sensibility and
outlook had been shaped by the virulent antisemitism of the twenties, thirties, and
forties.67
Although Jewish social mobility and social intimacy with non-Jews increased in the 1960s, the
change was one of “indifferent” assimilation (an assimilation that some in the Jewish community
feared would translate as erasure). Even after the war, Holocaust survivors often hid their
origins—either, as Endelman suggests, from a desire to draw a clean line under a traumatic time,
or to escape discrimination towards themselves or their children.68 Such fears were not
unreasonable and exclusionary practices (such as Jewish quotas at elite universities) were still in
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place into the late 1960s, despite progress elsewhere.69 Social mixing remained rare until the
1960s. Endelman cites a suburban Jewish housewife who told an interviewer in the 1950s:
The ghetto gates, real or imagined, close at 5 p.m. “Five o’clock shadow” sets in at
sundown. Jews and Christians do not meet socially even in suburbia. If we do, you bet
that it is to help promote some cause or organization where they think we Jews may be
helpful. But after five o’clock there is no social contact, no parties, no home visits, no
golf clubs—no nothing!70
In its normalization of a Jew/Gentile marriage Tomorrow does more than simply reflect
an idealized U.S. couple; the play is an active cultural agent that highlights U.S./Nazi difference
along ideological lines and—more specifically—identifies the U.S. with more progressive, antidiscriminatory views than were widespread reality.71 Jennifer Fay points out that one poster for
the movie, showing Leona and Mike in an embrace with Emil’s words, “Do you know what that
woman is?” blazoned above them, falsely leads the audience to anticipate a revelation that will
jeopardize Mike’s love for her.72 The discrepancy between what the film publicists believed
would capture the attention of the public and the deliberately anti-sensationalist treatment of
their relationship in the film itself is telling. Tomorrow creates the illusion that the ideological
work in which it is entrenched has already been accomplished, affiliating any intolerance with
fascist, anti-U.S. thought.
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Tomorrow is part of what would become the post WWII cultural turn away from group
identification dictated by ethnic, cultural, or religious oppositions and towards a “loosely
bounded culture,” in which group identification is seen as “voluntary, contingent, fluid.”73 Those
coming of age in the postwar period experienced a quite different society than their parents and
parents; one of greater independence, social mobility, and social mixing, of which a significant
bump in the rate of intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews was an unsurprising consequence.
The active rejection of fascist conformity and genetic determinism advanced by surrogate mother
narratives like Tomorrow not only contributed to the gradually increasing permissibility of
religious intermarriage, but also allowed for different religious identifications within the family
unit (as in the Frame household). The “chosen family” she emblematizes is the logical and
furthest extension of this shift in the framing of group identification.74
In fact, audiences at Tomorrow would depend entirely on Mike’s revelation to Emil of
Leona’s Jewishness to know it themselves. Her name reveals little. Instead of ethnicity, “Leona
Richards” might evoke Richard Lionheart—an apt reflection of her character’s courage, but no
Jewish icon.75 The play text describes Leona as “dark” but among the brunette actresses who
played her on Broadway such as Ruth Matteson (or Barbara Robbinan in the tour company),
there are as many fair-headed women such as Uta Hagen (German-born but not Jewish) and, of
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course, Shirley Booth who originated the role.76 Betty Field in the film is likewise more fair than
dark. There is, moreover, no mention of Leona’s family, even when Mike proposes and one
might expect perhaps a call, or at least reference, to her parents or other relations. But, bucking
convention—though in keeping with surrogate mother narratives—it is daughter Pat’s
permission (and, as an after-thought, Jessie’s approval) that is sought.77 The absence of any signs
of Leona’s Jewishness reinforces the fundamental surrogate mother mythology that “we are all
alike.”
The United “Mongrel” States
Tomorrow ensures too that all U.S. Americans are identified as enemy to the Nazis and
united by national values, not ethnic purity. After Emil appears in his uniform and proclaims that
he is prepared to die for the führer, Mike urges him to accept his new country, promising him
happiness if he can “accept what we can give you. And if you will accept us.” But Emil
“Standing up stiffly” responds:
I am a German, and I shall always be a German. America is a cesspool. To be an
American is to be a member of a mongrel race. The American blood stream is a mixture
of the scum of the earth. The only pure-blooded American is the Sioux Indian.78
Genetic diversity is distinguished as fundamental to U.S. identity. Emil’s “insult”
prompts U.S. audiences (Sioux aside) to take pride in their “mongrel” nature.79 The comment is
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recalled several scenes later when Leona points out to Emil—puzzled at his uncle’s ability to
outwit the German Miller—that Mike is “Irish, French, Swedish…” and the latter cuts in with “A
mongrel. An American.”80 Mike’s “mongrel” nature and Leona’s Judaism, both of which are
essentially invisible in the play, default to WASP as a kind of unmarked version of
Americanness, but reinforce the surrogate mother mythology that U.S. commonality exists in
free-thinking and emotion; that feeling supersedes identifiers such as ethnicity or religion.81
Jewish Leona not only belongs, but also teaches her would-be enemy how to belong in
the U.S. family. Feeling is the crux of Emil’s transformation. Emil frequently launches into a
“forensic” recitation condemning his father: “In 1918 Karl Bruckner betrayed Germany on the
home front. He fomented revolution. If it had not been for him and the Jewish Bolsheviks,
Germany would have won the war. He was one of those who made Germany weak. He was
responsible for the inflation and the Communists.”82 It is this robotism that Leona must break
through. Leona notes his lack of humor and at her weakest moment, after Emil has written
obscenities about her on the sidewalk and called her a “Jewish whore,” confesses to Mike how
much his lack of emotion troubles her:
Leona: […] that child frightens me. He never cries. No matter what happens to him, he
won’t cry.
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Michael: Old Teasdale’s theory of the regenerative value of tears.
Leona: Exactly. Whatever he feels, he keeps locked up inside of him. That isn’t healthy.
And there’s nothing spontaneous about his being bad. He plans it. There’s something evil
about him.
Michael: Sure. He’s a bad boy. But you’re talking as if he were a monster.
Leona: No. Just a Nazi.83
Ironically, both the Nazis and Leona (the personification of liberal America) override the
significance of biological bonds. Karl Bruckner is held up as a semi-saintly political martyr,
lending a certain ambiguity to the play’s dismissal of genetic determinism, as it is his son who is
ultimately redeemed. Leona indeed teases Mike for his confidence that Emil will “turn out all
right. He’s Karl’s son,” by evoking such passé notions: “Mike, you’re wonderful. Every now and
then you go back to the lovely, old-fashioned belief in inherited characteristics. Blood’s-thickerthan-water. I knew his great-grandfather. Good stock there, Major.”84 Yet the Nazis’ violent
indoctrination of Emil temporarily destroys his love for his father, while Mike and Leona restore
it by choosing to make Emil part of their mingled family.
Anti-conservatism and Anti-sexism
Leona’s progressive free-thinking (which she shares with Mike) is part of her typical
surrogate mother characterization. Their opening dialogue illustrates a mutual disdain for
stuffiness and their liberal politics: Mike has rejected an invitation to appear on the Chicago
Round Table on “Chemistry in Our Changing economy,” (“now there’s a subject they can kick
around safely”) on the grounds that he’s “no good at that kind of double-talk” and Leona wryly
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reports the “elaborate horror” of the Dean’s wife at both of their “libertine” ways and “radical
ideas.”85 Leona is not intimidated by such conservative busy-bodies. The progressively
egalitarian spirit of their soon-to-be family includes gender. Leona is principal of the
Experimental School; something the Dean’s wife “deplores” and that, more importantly, Emil
points out would not be permitted in Germany.86 When Mike proposes, it is made clear that her
desk will join his in the family living room; there shall be no “relegat[ing] mate to kitchen” for
“Michael Frame, notorious liberal.”87 Nicknames aurally eliminate gender distinctions, as well as
hierarchy: Michael is, of course, “Mike,” Patricia is “Pat,” and Leona is “Lee.” Pat tells Emil she
has dolls but likes trains better, and objects to his insistent reminder that she is a girl.88 In the
film, when Emil comments on the “strange” conversation of U.S. women, Pat retorts, “We’ve
got rights, that’s all. My grandmother fought for ’em.”89 Her remark situates suffrage as a
fundamental part of U.S. history and identity (though the embryonic Black civil rights movement
goes unmentioned).
The film version of the proposal scene retreats somewhat on Leona’s own prioritization
of her career, while also raising the stakes and further underscoring her abilities. She calls Mike
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in the morning to tell him the “wonderful news” that she has been offered “complete charge” of
an experimental school but would have to move to Chicago. Mike responds, “but it means
they’ve been paying some attention to your articles; it’s what you’ve always hoped for.” The
“articles” make it clear she is a serious career educator. When they meet later that day, he
suggests if she decided to stay, they could get married and explains that he hesitated because he
“thought about it from [her] point of view”:
Mike: I thought, you have your work and possibly a very distinguished career.
Leona: I’ve heard of women who combine their work and marriage…
Mike: And too, I figured you’d want to start at the beginning—have your own home,
your own family.
Leona, of course, tells him that the only way she could be happy is to marry him.90 The film thus
elevates her status by demonstrating her intellect and professional aptitude, as well as her
devotion to Mike, while communicating that her “own” family is the one she loves, not the one
she births.91
Ironically, Leona’s professional ability is one of the characteristics that qualify her to
relinquish further career aspirations and become stepmother to Pat and Emil. Although Leona
protests that mothering is not like teaching, we know that Patricia is thrilled with having her as
mother because she already loves her as a teacher, and when Emil comments that female teachers
“make boys soft,” we understand that softness is just what he needs.92 In the care of one boy
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Leona undertakes the “de-education” and “re-education” of Germany “for Democracy” that Vice
President Henry Wallace called for in his 1942 national radio address, “Postwar Policy at Home
and Abroad.”93 “Education,” as a term, is a double-edged sword in the play. Although Leona’s
immediate reaction to Emil’s troubled state is to wish to have him as her pupil, Emil’s tirade on
the mongrel nature of Americans, concludes with “You see, I have been educated.”94 When Emil
brands his father a “traitor to the Third Reich,” Leona responds, “I suppose a great many people
have told you that? Your teachers… Your military instructors….”95 Both education and the
family are shown to be perverted by Nazism. Leona, an educated mother and motherly educator,
restores both.
Leona’s career is also important since, as a teacher, Leona is a surrogate mother to her
pupils even before she is a step mother; in her mother/not-mother status she exceeds
motherhood.96 Mike’s sister, Aunt Jessie—domestic, linen-fixated, politically conservative, and
jealously possessive of her brother—is a foil to Leona. The bitter spinster aunt of yore, she
presents a kind of defective surrogate mother, throwing into relief Leona’s modern verve and
open mindedness. She is apolitical and holds to conventional gender roles.97 Nourishing a deep
resentment of her dead sister’s dead husband—in precise inversion of Mike’s profound
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admiration for the Nobel prize winner—Jessie ignorantly complains that Karl was “always in
some fight, some political squabble […]. Look what happened to him. Practically a criminal, and
then died in prison.” Mike cries back, “For God’s sake, Jessie! He died in a concentration
camp!”; she shrugs, and says, “Well, he must have done something.”98 She also resents Leona
whom she views as a rival for Mike’s attentions. Indeed, so rejected does she feel by their
engagement that she decides to leave for Mexico, commenting, “(a little too brightly) I shall be
part of the Good Neighbor Policy”—an allusion that seems designed to encourage the audience
to contemplate U.S. Foreign Affairs and the role of culture and good will.99 Leona asks her to
stay, protesting, “Surely we can work things out. I have my own work—and you’re much better
at running a house than I am—I’d never dream of interfering,” to which Jessie snidely replies “I
know, dear. It would be convenient for you to have me as a housekeeper.”100 Jessie later tries to
school Leona on housekeeping and worries to Mike “I’m sure she doesn’t even know where we
keep the linen…”.101
Tying all her self-worth to her domestic role with no real appreciation of the political
ideals at stake, and stewing in her antipathy towards Leona, Jessie is vulnerable to Emil’s
manipulations. She is initially opposed to his arrival and at one point lets loose an anti-German
tirade: “We’re at war, aren’t we? He’s the enemy. He’s a German, just as I knew he would be.
They’re all the same. Lying, arrogant, deceitful—goose-stepping. If it was up to me, I’d
exterminate the entire German race!” When Leona “mildly” reminds her of Frieda, their loyal
housekeeper, Jessie spits out “Oh, I know you and your progressive education!”102 But Emil
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worms his way into Jessie’s sympathies by disparaging Leona: “Please, Aunt Jessie, you and I
know what kind of a woman she is.”103 When Emil almost kills Pat, Jessie regretfully admits,
“Leona is so different from me. That’s what shocked me, somehow. It’s hard to for me to like
people who are different […] It’s water under the bridge now, but she never even asked me
where we keep the linen.”104 Jessie’s obsession with the linen—a domestic fetish object—is
bound to her intolerance.105 Her words also prompt contemplation of the difficult moral
imperative to like people “who are different.”
The press paid some attention to the nature of the role, with features like “Dorothy Sands
Plays an Aunt and Her Fan Mail Shows It.” Carefully distinguishing the beloved actress from the
character, the interview describes the dismay of some fans at her taking on an unlikeable role,
but noting that, although the men mainly recall similar aunts “with much annoyance and little
affection” in their fan mail, the women “understand Jessie and feel spiritually akin”; they
“appreciate her loneliness.”106 The piece is full of contradictions—doubtless not unlike the
contradictions felt by many women. The character has “many of the traits [Sands] despises most”
and anticipates Wylie’s “Mom,” yet Sands also concludes, “that aunts are the most
misunderstood of all relatives. Only an occasional woman realizes that Jessie pours out her
devotion for nothing.”107 As an aunt, Jessie might well be expected to play the surrogate mother
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role to Patricia and later Emil, but her caretaking is confined to housekeeping. Jessie is oldfashioned in two ways: within the world of the play, as a conservative and conformist character;
and dramaturgically, as a remnant of older versions of surrogate motherhood—the unromantic,
supporting role type—the spinster aunts, old ladies, and wicked step-mothers, who are always a
secondary character to someone else’s heroic and romantic triumph. She is doubly replaced by
progressive, independent, attractive, and compassionate Leona, the surrogate mother of the
1940s and 50s.
Capitalism and U.S. Prosperity
Capitalism too plays a role in converting Emil. One of Leona’s first moves is to suggest
that Emil wears his Nazijugend uniform because it is all the clothes he has. She then comments
on its threadbare condition and asks, “If Der Führer is so generous, why does he give you only
one suit and one uniform?” She tells Mike to buy him long trousers, saying—”without
sarcasm”—to Emil, “I hope you won’t mind if we buy you quite a few clothes.”108 In the
concluding scenes, after Emil has seriously injured Pat, Leona reveals that Pat had not only
bought all of the presents for Emil’s birthday party, but that she had paid the other boys twentyfive cents each to attend, and had borrowed the money from Leona, having already spent her
money on her own gift for Emil. Leona then prods a reluctant Emil to open the present—it is a
watch with an illuminated face, just as Emil had longed for and that Pat had said she couldn’t
afford. Emil finally sobs; “Leona watches him for a long moment, a look of satisfaction entering
her face. From a box she deliberately takes a cigarette, lights it. She inhales deeply, carefully
deposits the burnt match in an ashtray, then goes and sits down on the couch beside Emil.”109
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This measured piece of stage business makes clear that Leona’s orchestration and insight brought
about Emil’s transformation. It is strangely cool and amaternal and yet her satisfied lighting of a
cigarette recalls the cliché post-coital act; almost suggesting that this is an act of conception—
that this is the moment that Emil becomes her child.
This transformative moment takes place, moreover, immediately after Mike—overcome
with rage—has almost choked Emil to death. Leona implies that the success of their marriage
depends on not giving up on Emil—and more: “If you and I can’t turn one little boy into a
human being—then God help the world when this war is won, and we have to deal with twelve
million of them!”110 With Mike still determined to turn Emil over to the police, Leona needles,
“Yes, Michael. And if the police would only come and take him away we could all have
breakfast, couldn’t we?”111 When he too glimpses the recovering humanity in Emil and sees his
belief in the Nazi demonization of his father falter, Mike echoes Leona’s line, acknowledging her
clearer vision: “We’re going to keep Emil here. I’ll tell the police we don’t need them—and then
we’ll have breakfast.”112 The domestic breakfast table further highlights that the U.S. will
ultimately overcome foreign powers by transforming them into Americans, by making them part
of the U.S. family.
The film pointedly conveys the U.S. melting pot through Pat’s Polish and Chinese
classmates. This cultural mix also sets the U.S. up as a reflection of the world, and particularly
those nations most directly implicated in the war. Pat introduces Emil to her friend Stan
Dumbrowski (Rudy Wissler) and Emil comments, “Dumbrowski? That is not an American
name?” to which Stan replies, “Sure it is! ‘Cept my old man came from Poland.”113 Emil’s
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response echoes his reaction to Leona’s Jewishness: “That is regrettable. You perhaps know that
I am a German?” Stan easily responds, “Sure, what of it? I won’t hold it against you. Ain’t your
fault where you were born.”114 The global parallels of this microcosmic world are further
expanded when Pat introduces Emil to her group of (all male) school friends. Emil suddenly
lights up when she introduces Charlie Lee. Having only nodded at the other boys, he
enthusiastically shakes Charlie’s hand and says, “Hello! Japanese?” When Charlie responds,
“No, Chinese,” Emil falls silent and turns away.115
Film Publicity and Ideological Pervasiveness
United Artists’ promotional tactics doubled down on the film’s civic relevance. Engaging
the American public, and especially children, in the problem of Emil’s rehabilitation, the
extensive publicity amplified the “teachable moment” represented by Leona many times over.116
Their publicity department suggested that exhibitors invite civic, educational, and religious
leaders to the film’s première, urging, “get them to talk about the picture from pulpits!” and that
the following editorial be sent to local papers:
Can we, having defeated in battle an army and a people imbued the Nazi ideology, turn
our backs on our victory and face the possibilities that our children will in twenty years
once more face these boys as full-grown enemies? We believe that our attitude towards
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the Germans, our willingness to accept our responsibilities to the world along with our
allies, is the first test of how we understand the issues of this and the nature of the present
German state.117
The caption of an advertisement with three images showing Emil’s progression from
miserable Nazi to cheerful U.S. boy also makes explicit that Emil’s redemption is the “Making
of an American.”118 Children were encouraged to engage with the knotty question through Senior
and Junior Scholastic, which, in addition to running cover stories on Tomorrow, asked young
readers to submit to their teachers essays explaining how they would “re-educate a boy or girl of
[their] own age who came from Germany to live in America, so that he or she might become an
accepted citizen of the world?” Comic Cavalcade too ran an essay competition, as part of its
rendition of the drama, which leaves the resolution unresolved, asking: “What would you do with
Emil Bruckner?” and adds the thrill of potential prizes:
Those of you who have seen the stirring play or motion picture “Tomorrow the World”
[sic] may or may not agree with its authors and producers as to its ending: Even Professor
Frame is not sure in his own mind... and so we offer ... $ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
IN PRIZES$ ... FOR THE BEST LETTERS TELLING US “WHAT YOU WOULD DO
WITH EMIL BRUCKNER!119
The discussion at the heart of the hit play and that the film extended into other forms of
popular culture was in total coherence with “serious” thinking of the day. The national radio
address given by Vice President Henry Wallace 1942, quoted earlier, addressed the anxiety and
possibility of a national psyche and education:
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The German people must learn to un-learn all that they have been taught, not only by
Hitler, but by his predecessors in the last hundred years, by so many of their philosophers
and teachers, the disciples of blood and iron.... We must de-educate and re-educate
people for Democracy.... The only hope for Europe remains in a change of mentality on
the part of the German. He must be taught to give up the century-old conception that his
is a master race.120
Psychological models were frequently applied, and as Uta Gerhardt explains in her introduction
to Talcott Parsons’ National Socialism, the dilemma of preserving the liberalism of U.S. culture
and psychology and re-educating Nazi Germany without resorting to practices that would be
inherently anti-democratic themselves was a recurrent sticking point. In addition to quite literal
concerns about the future impact of the many young indoctrinated Germans, Nazism itself was
considered as a form of nationwide disturbed adolescence. Erik Erikson would later include a
chapter on “The Legend of Hitler’s Childhood” in his influential 1963 work, Childhood and
Society, in which he explicitly analyzes Hitler as stuck in an “unbroken” adolescence into which
he seduced his supporters.121 Tomorrow extends the notion of motherhood as civic responsibility
to include international influence through U.S. surrogate motherhood of literally or
psychologically childish foreigners.
Such thinking cemented support for prolonged U.S. occupation in Germany. Tomorrow is
therefore a significant artifact in the move towards an increasing U.S. presence in nations
characterized as troubled or endangered children, including more problematic interventions in
South East Asia during the Cold War. In this troubled child analogy, military presence takes on
the shape of a concerned surrogate mother swooping in to set things right, refusing to abandon
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even the most wayward child. The U.S. now holds in the national imaginary a moral imperative
to intervene internationally, putting paid to any lingering isolationist sentiments. By defining
Americanness against fascism, Tomorrow, the World equates U.S. values with progressive
values, encapsulated in a family unit that is simultaneously untraditional and more “American”
than the average American—a “mongrel” melting pot of slang-talking, generous, and educated
free-thinkers.
The King and I
This inclusive family remains situated in the U.S. in Tomorrow, even as its title suggests
a more global reach. The title—taken, of course, from the Nazi slogan, quoted by Emil—could,
in fact, be redirected to suggest that it is the U.S. that will (by gentler means) take over the
world. Although conveyed as historical biography, compared to the pointedly contemporary
fiction of Tomorrow, Anna and the King of Siam and The King and I lean equally heavily on
contemporary anxieties and further the implied beneficial influence of the U.S. on the rest of the
world. To grasp the full cultural significance of Anna’s surrogate mother role in The King and I,
her combined reflection and formation of several interwoven threads needs to be considered: a
widespread turn towards a nurture over nature approach in psychology and social work that also
fed into a growing field of parenting “experts,” and increasing normalcy of adoption; the
mobilization of family imagery to support aggressive anti-Communist intervention in Southeast
Asia; and the belief that good foreign relations and good race relations were essential in
protecting the U.S. from Communism.
Several scholars, notably Klein (whose discussion of containment and integration during
the Cold War I have drawn on extensively above), Bruce McConachie, and Danielle Glassmeyer,
have picked up on the historical relevance of Anna’s maternalism in The King and I. Klein
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interprets Anna’s motherly treatment of her infant and/or infantilized Asian charges through the
Cold War’s political and economic imperative to generate affective support for the global
imaginary of integration. McConachie is likewise concerned with Cold War metaphors, but more
particularly those of containment, while Glassmeyer demonstrates how such metaphors operated
in a reciprocal relationship to changes in psychology and social work.
My own analysis parses the interconnected nature of these ideas, while arguing that the
valency of Anna’s surrogate motherhood to Asian children should be viewed as part of an
existing lineage of such character types that have not had the same scholarly attention. As
Tomorrow illustrates, the groundwork for the surrogate mother as democratic savior was laid
prior to the Cold War when the U.S. was first compelled to reimagine its international
relationships and framed this expanding role in affective terms. In many ways, Anna’s cultural
value is legible because audiences already understand the character. Furthermore, in discussions
of maternalism in popular culture, including The King and I, scholars collectively elide
motherhood and surrogate motherhood—with the distinctiveness of the latter only occasionally
eliciting a passing mention.122 The evocation of any form of maternalism equates to motherhood,
quite simply. Foundational to my central argument, however, is the conviction that in the 19391963 period when the definition and practice of what was considered legitimate motherhood
changed drastically and provided a particularly apt metaphor for the formation of bonds across
genetic and national borders, the distinctiveness of a mother character who is not quite simply a
mother but a surrogate mother cannot be overlooked.
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And so, although The King and I is one of the more examined texts in the context of the
Cold War and the maternal metaphor, its analysis within not only the political historical context
of the Cold War, but also within the popular cultural context of a subgenre of surrogate mother
texts, and in conversation with neglected works (such as Tomorrow) provides new insights as to
its significance. Anna’s maternal relationship to the Siamese is motherhood with a difference—
one that has not been seen before in this characterization and yet is suddenly everywhere. The
surrogate mother metaphor of international outreach would not have resonated were she not
already a familiar (no pun intended) and beloved figure of popular culture. Nor could either the
metaphor or the fiction exist without less figurative changes in psychology and social work,
though arguably such practical changes in the formulation of the U.S. family (notably in the
practice of adoption and family therapy) could not have taken hold without this fictional
reinforcement either. The socio-cultural, fictional, and political narratives all exist in a deeply
reciprocal relationship.
In what follows, I more explicitly connect the social, cultural, and political movements
that made the metaphor of maternal imperialism both legible and resonant in The King and I,
diving a little deeper into the specific Cold War political priorities that inform the text, and
providing background to the novel that inspired first the film and then the musical. I will only
touch briefly on the film, since it hews very close to the novel, but will draw out certain essential
features, especially those that Rodgers and Hammerstein expand in their version, thereby also
giving greater impact to Anna’s surrogate mother qualities and role as U.S. ambassador of
feeling and freedom, before moving onto a more exhaustive close reading of the musical itself.
Nineteenth Century Anna Enters the 1940s
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In the year that Anna and the King of Siam opened, the United Nations held its first
meeting, UNESCO and UNICEF were formed, Winston Churchill coined the phrase “Iron
Curtain,” atomic testing on the Bikini Atoll began, the McMahon Act was signed, creating the
Atomic Energy Commission to oversee the creation of nuclear weapons and to advance the
peaceful use of nuclear energy, and the U.S. and the Philippines signed the Treaty of Manila. As
the Cold War intensified, the U.S. positioned itself as maternal savior of Southeast Asia from
under the authoritarian thumb of Communism. In this context, it is not surprising that the story of
an Asian ruler struggling to assure a future for his country in the “new world” connected with
U.S. audiences.
But the novel on which the film is based is more intimately connected—figuratively and
literally—to U.S./Southeast Asia international relations than is commonly realized, since
Margaret Landon’s husband was “central to Washington’s diplomatic, military, and intelligence
operations concerning Southeast Asia throughout the war and its aftermath.”123 Kenneth
Landon’s career with the U.S. government began in 1941, when Colonel William Donovan (later
General), leader of what would soon be named the Office of Strategic Services, desperately
needed an expert on Thailand to guide the President’s military policies in Southeast Asia should
the U.S. end up at war with Japan. Donovan found the former missionary to Thailand teaching at
a small college in Indiana and requested his immediate presence in Washington. Four of the
articles making up the slim intelligence files on Thailand shown to Landon by President
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Roosevelt’s son, James, were Landon’s own. He quickly became the government’s top expert not
only on Thailand but on most of Southeast Asia.124
Kenneth Landon’s defining influence on U.S. policy stemmed from his immediate
skepticism of the assumption that U.S. interests were of a piece with those of the European
colonial powers. Before his arrival in Washington, the standard practice of the U.S. government
when wanting to know something about Southeast Asia was to “ask our allies, the British, the
French, or the Dutch.”125 Landon refused to blindly accept the British classification of Thailand
as a collaborationist power with the Japanese invaders, seeing it rather as an occupied country,
perilously caught between the Japanese invaders on the one hand and the British, who had their
own imperialistic motivations for treating the country as a belligerent enemy.126 He brought
down the house at a roundtable with State and military bigwigs by informing them that the Thais
understood what many didn’t: “Britain was done for as the prime power in the Far East unless
we won her battles for her.”127
Landon accrued increasing influence and status in Washington. Those who doubted his
position were dramatically silenced when, after the Thai government officially declared war on
the U.S. in accordance with their Japanese occupiers, the Thai ambassador to the U.S.,
Ambassador Seni Pramot, refused to present the declaration, instead renouncing the document in
front of Undersecretary Adolph Berle and declaring solidarity with the Allies.128 By 1942 the
U.S. officially considered Thailand “an occupied nation rather than a willful collaborator.”129
Having helped to organize an underground Thai resistance while at the Office of Strategic
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Services (OSS, formed from the Office for the Coordination of Information and what would
become the CIA after the war), Landon moved to the Board of Economic Welfare and then to the
State Department, where he was in an even better position to direct the U.S. government’s
perspective on Thailand along different lines from those of the British or Chinese Nationalist
allies. The Free Thai networks that Landon worked to create and preserve also helped the U.S.
maintain a close relationship to Thailand through a succession of governments.130
A fortuitous dinner attended by Kenneth Landon in 1942 brought Margaret’s still
unfinished book on Anna Leonowens to publication. Accounts differ in the details, but the gist is
that Kenneth met Pearl Buck’s husband Richard Walsh, head of John Day publishing house, and
convinced him (possibly with the assistance of Miss Else Weil, managing director of Asia
Magazine, a John Day publication for which Landon had written articles on Siam) that,
Margaret’s book was going to be “great.”131 From a commercial perspective, they were not
wrong: Anna and the King of Siam appeared in 1944, selling close to eight hundred thousand
copies. Fictionalized as the source material already was (very), Margaret Landon fictionalized it
further. While her use of the original text lent an alluring “authenticity,” Landon’s
characterization of Anna, in particular, was resolutely her own. Most notably, Anna is Welsh in
name only; her anti-elitism, values, and worldview are legibly American and of a piece with her
surrogate mother characterization.
The character created by Margaret Langdon affectively reinforces the exact political
perspective and military policies Kenneth Langdon advanced in Washington. Siam/Thailand is a
promising and precocious child who, if inculcated with modern U.S. American values, can evade
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the imperialist ambitions of Great Britain and Japan, while bolstering the United States’ own
position abroad. The immediate political valence was not overlooked at the time of the book’s
publication either. A short review in Time magazine gives most attention to the novel’s supposed
historical accuracy, the “barbaric” and “cold” “Oriental” manners, and equally heavily on
contemporary analogues: the reviewer refers to the King’s spies as a “nocturnal Gestapo” and
writes, “Anna was a more subversive influence than anyone knew.”132 As Hollinger puts it,
“Anna and the King of Siam’s simultaneous rejection of British imperialism and acceptance of
the idea of Western tutelage of an Asian population fit wonderfully with a popular American
geopolitical mood in 1944. The postcolonial world awaited the generous and sensible help of the
United States.”133
There is an unquestioning consensus between heroine and reader that Westernization is
the best path for Siam. Anna’s cultural conversion of the children (especially the young prince,
but also the adult Tuptim) is emblematic of a projected U.S. influence on Thailand.134 The
Siamese are personalized for a U.S. audience, and their charming childishness renders the
Southeast Asian nation at once non-threatening and sympathetic, while also offering a gratifying
portrait of U.S. government in the guiding surrogate mother figure of Anna.135 Commenting on
the 1946 film, which only extended the narrative’s popularity, educator F. H. Law readily
dismissed concerns of its historical or geographical accuracy as secondary to the merit of Anna
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and the King of Siam in showing the influence of “one woman teacher” in “shaping the affairs of
the world.”136 Anna and the King of Siam achieves what purely political reasoning cannot—a
sentimental motivation for the nation to distance itself from British imperialism while
establishing inroads into Southeast Asia that are flatteringly reframed as moral liberation.137 As
Susan Morgan expresses it, once the story hit the silver screen, U.S. “theater audiences could not
get enough of this version of themselves.”138 Rodgers and Hammerstein’s musical exploded
Anna’s popularity even further, and with the 1956 film reached its apotheosis. The popularity of
the film musical is indeed such that in his history of the kings of Thailand, Prince Chakrabongse
Chula writes of the “frightening” consequence, especially for historians, “that a musical film
based on a novel, which was made for commercial purposes, should have been able to alter
history in the minds of hundreds of millions of people.”139
With each adaptation of the story, Anna’s surrogate mother character is increasingly
defined. In the novel, Anna’s vison of herself as a “liberator,” eagerly looking forward “to
influencing a nation through its royal family” is explicit, yet her character is not completely
fleshed out as a surrogate mother.140 Audiences at the 1946 film, however, would have been
primed to receive the cinematic Anna as surrogate mother through the casting of Irene Dunne,
who starred as Julie in Penny Serenade only five years earlier. The Anna of the film resembles
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Edna of Blossoms also; most particularly in her semi-anachronistic, proto-feminist outrage.141
Through Anna, Landon’s repulsion with the Harem system is in the film transformed into the
brand of feisty feminine defiance, common to many an “exasperating” yet attractive 1940s
Hollywood heroine, and every surrogate mother. As with Tomorrow, the dialogue sets up a clear
contrast between the liberated woman and the oppressive regime she must transform. Anna’s
indignant, “Women don’t count for very much out here—how can a king be wrong and a woman
be right!?” provide her with a progressive prerogative in asserting herself against Siamese
tradition, while the contemporary tone of the line signals Anna’s essentially modern attitude,
regardless of her flouncy skirts.
The film approaches dramatic irony when Anna, having met all of the King’s children,
remarks, “They’re a wonderful looking family, your majesty—you make me wish I had 67.” The
King responds, “Ha! Is impossible! That is very funny.” Anna’s face falls, but it is clear these
children shall indeed expand her family to over sixty-seven.142 The notion of mothering as a civic
duty is evoked too when Louis comments, “That king doesn't have very good manners. His
mother certainly didn’t teach him not to shout.” As Anna taught Louis not to shout, she shall
teach the King not to shout—literally and metaphorically. And the film really spells out that
Anna’s “liberation” of Siam from its “medieval” regime begins with a sentimental education. In
Anna’s first class she announces, “The usual way to begin would be with the English alphabet,
but I should like to impress his majesty with the way English people feel. Therefore we will
begin with learning a song—or two, or a sentence or two, which will express English feeling.”
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The songs and phrases are part of Anna’s ruse to push the King into keeping his promise of a
house; “English” feeling is thus associated with the domestic space and Anna’s strong-will.
Although the musical loses major plot points, such as the death of Louis, it retains—and
enhances—these aspects of Anna’s character.
Anna, the U.S. American
One of the ways that both the film and the musical ensure a subtextual reading of Anna as
U.S. American is by linking her ideals to Abraham Lincoln. Although King Mongkut did in fact
write to Lincoln with the offer of elephants (one of the few genuine historical details included,
though still a misrepresentation of Mongkut’s acknowledged intelligence), the filmmakers were
clearly determined to enhance the Lincoln connection.143 In a September 6, 1945 memo
Twentieth Century-Fox production chief Darryl Zanuck told producer Louis Lighton and director
John Cromwell: “If we cannot find a great Lincoln quote we should write one. The best Wilson
quote in the picture Wilson was written by Lamar Trotti and no one ever questioned it.”144 The
fraudulent quote spoken by Anna attributes to Lincoln a sentiment engrained in surrogate mother
narratives: “True progress must bear some relation to man’s character. It must have its roots in
his heart.”
Importantly, although the Landons were missionaries and the theme of the East’s
edification by the West fits the classic Christian missionary project, Landon’s Anna (and
Cromwell’s and Rodgers and Hammerstein’s) has no interest in religious conversion. Anna is
driven by her Christian values but, while she is horrified by many Siamese practices, their
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Buddhist and Hindi piety inspires, if anything, a mutual understanding. Consider, for instance,
the following passage when Anna chances to call on Lady Son Klin “on the Siamese Sabbath”:
As a slave led her to a little room that they had dignified with the name of “the study,”
she saw her friend kneeling in prayer in an adjoining room. On the altar before which
Lady Son Klin had prostrated herself was a gilt image of the Buddha, while on either side
hung pictures of the King and her son […]. The sun shone through a window on the dark,
upturned brow of Hidden Perfume. Her eyes were closed and there was a mysterious joy
in her plain face that transfigured it completely. She seemed to be holding direct
communion with the Infinite Spirit, oblivious of all else. Anna stepped quietly into the
study and waited until the devotions were finished.145
The “Siamese Sabbath” and “the Infinite Spirit” elide religious differences into a question of
vocabulary, while the romantic depiction of Son Klin at prayer suggests a spiritual uplift
completely in tune with that of the most devoted Christian.146
The musical picks up Anna’s Lincoln affiliation and magnifies it through the play within
a play, “The Small House of Uncle Thomas.” A minor detail in the source texts, it becomes one
of the most memorable scenes of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s work and is discussed in greater
detail below.147 Here it is worth noting that Landon’s smoothing over of religious difference in
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favor of moral solidarity finds fruition in the assimilation of Buddhism into the narrative of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin—a fundamentally U.S. Christian work. Buddha sends an angel to freeze the
river for Eliza’s to cross and when Eva dies, she “goes to the arms of Buddha” (despite the fact
that neither miracles or this conception of the afterlife are really consistent with Buddhism).148
As has been seen with Leona, Christianity is not an essential feature of surrogate motherhood,
but democratic egalitarianism and cultural inclusivity are.149 The conversion enacted by Anna is
cultural and political, not religious.150 The surrogate mother is ultimately a secular redeemer.
Getting to Know You
Although in the novel, there is (as noted by Hollinger) little reciprocal learning, in the
film and musical, while remaining the primary bestower of affective knowledge, Anna undergoes
some sentimental transformation also.151 The musical suggests that the King possesses an
initially clearer knowledge of Anna’s heart than she herself when he cuts short her argument
over her living situation by cannily insisting she meet the children. During the parade of
individualized yet uniformly adorable children “Anna has obviously fallen more and more in
love with the children.”152 After each child has greeted her, Anna “slowly moves to the center of
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the room. She looks back at the KING, who nods understandingly, then slowly she starts to untie
the ribbons of her bonnet.” The scene ends when Anna removes the final pin in her bonnet, a
child gasps, and they rush to surround her as one: “She leans over and hugs all those she can
reach, and it is obvious they are going to be fast friends as the curtain closes.”153
“Getting to Know You”—the song that encapsulates the underlying diplomatic and
affective philosophy of the musical—opens with Anna singing, “It’s a very ancient saying/ But a
true and sincere thought/ That ‘if you become a teacher/ By your pupils you’ll be taught.”154 Her
young students only teach her, however, that they are loveable human children. She, on the other
hand, models for the children, the wives, and U.S. audiences, the (deceptively) simple and sweet
progression from shy acquaintance to love and—implied in the cross-cultural relationship—
understanding. “Getting to Know You” retains the touches of the giddy and naïve love song it
originally was when composed for South Pacific with lines such as “Getting to like you/ Getting
to hope you like me” and “Haven’t you noticed?/ Suddenly I’m bright and breezy” and “Putting
it my way, but nicely/ You are precisely/ My cup of tea!”: the shy approach towards increasing
intimacy, but also the transformative power of emotion.155
The very general nature of the transformation, however, and lack of specific attributes,
along with the irony of an especially Anglo-American idiom to express intrinsic similarity under
cultural difference does little to suggest deep and mutual cultural understanding and exchange.
As a love song from a young man to his beloved, as it was for South Pacific, it remains a
straightforward expression of feeling, but in The King and I, the refrain is taken up by “the wives,
old American parents” and states that he wants their child “born in the U.S.A.” They fight and the earthquake that
causes Julie’s miscarriage occurs immediately after. The pathetic fallacy would suggest that their conflict manifests
the pregnancy-ending natural disaster.
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Amazons [sic], and children,” with the effect that Anna has shown the Siamese how to love her
back. Bowlby would approve. The impression of affective modeling is reinforced by the action:
“ANNA teaches them handshaking, and Lady Thiang learns to curtsey. One wife performs a
dance with a fan and ANNA, imitating her, dances with her. Then she dances with the
children.”156 The aural and visual demonstration and repetition is a clear lesson, not unlike the
proverbs Anna teaches the children that instill both form and philosophy. Anna rouses herself
from the giggling group on the floor with “Goodness me! This started out to be a lesson! Now,
let’s get back to work!” but it is clear that the song was the lesson, with the real work already
begun.157
Modeling, teacherly and parental, is a recurrent theme in The King and I. Anna models
whistling to feign bravery for Louis, and she famously teaches the King the polka. In a short
intermediate scene between Louis and Chulalongkorn, the latter adopts his father’s mannerisms
and distinctive turns of phrase, while the two echo lines from the King’s “It’s a Puzzlement.” As
the boys contemplate the confused and confusing adults, they seem not just pals, but brothers.
The scene, with exchanges like “I do not think my father will allow your mother to go” / “I do
not think my mother will allow your father not to allow her to go,” is ever so reminiscent of a
slapstick romantic Hollywood comedy (like The Parent Trap a decade later). As the brotherly
friends pair their parents in syntactically mirrored conversation, a romantic pairing of the
parental couple is also suggested.158 The oft-commented upon romantic tension between Anna
and the King in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s version of the story, although unfulfilled, helps
complete the picture of a Siamese-American blended family.
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When Anna and Louis first arrive, they are a reduced family; lacking a pater familias or
siblings, they are allies in a strange land. Although it is soon to be quelled by the affective power
of children and song, the initial strangeness of Siam is emphasized in the opening scene. Louis’s
unfiltered responses to the Siamese on their arrival allow the audience to ascribe similar qualms
to Anna, while admiring her compassionate reserve:
Louis: Mother! The Prime Minister’s naked!
Anna: Hush, Louis, that’s not a nice word. He’s not naked. (She looks again) Well, he’s
half naked.159
Louis’s comment that “They all look rather horrible, don’t they, Mother?” followed by “Father
would not have liked us to be afraid, would he?” provides Anna with her first opportunity to
demonstrate performing as a path to being. Whistling their way to courage, Anna and Louis are a
brave little pair, momentarily overcoming their fearful prejudice, which would mark them as
“ugly Americans,” damaging to relations with Asia. Rather than finding their place within the
Siamese community, however, Anna opens up her family of two to include the numerous
Siamese children.
One of the more noteworthy choices in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s The King and I is to
have the Siamese language rendered only in music. This amplifies the sense of a strange exotic
world, while also evoking its strangeness in pleasingly aesthetic terms. The Siamese characters
are rarely shown with linguistic fluency, restricted primarily (but with some notable exceptions)
to either infantilizing accented and ungrammatical English, or this musical language that, lacking
semantic meaning, merely becomes part of the ambient soundscape. Rodgers and Hammerstein
thus partly silence the voice of the people whose personhood they wish to uphold, as in South
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Pacific. The King and I has the benefit, however, of a majority of Asian key characters, who are
individuated and given solo numbers. Tuptim, a tragic and sympathetic secondary heroine,
speaks fluent English.160 More notably, Thiang’s English undergoes a transformation when she
sings to Anna of the King’s complex personality and need for Anna’s understanding. Her
dialogue moments before is filled with the usual grammatical errors (“He need help”), but when
she begins to sing, these drop away: “This is a man who thinks with his heart….”161 Her sudden
fluency accords with the musical theatre convention: truth in song that often surpasses the
character’s usual capacities. It is unusual, however, in that, although reminiscent of a torch song,
it is not a solo number of unrequited love (despite the barest suggestion in Thiang’s character
that hers is a self-sacrificial love that must submit to a stream of rivals, who may not have her
status, but have youth and beauty) but sung to Anna, and is an instance where a Siamese
character shows greater emotional wisdom than Anna. The effect is that this depth and
understanding of feeling is associated with cultural progress. Thiang demonstrates a Western
level of linguistic and affective fluency. Where such English might be equated with
“civilization,” it is here equated with “feeling,” though in The King and I these are presented as
essentially the same thing.
A House of One’s Own
In Tomorrow, Leona’s desk symbolizes her independence; in The King and I Anna’s
house symbolizes hers. Leona’s independence is potentially (and realistically) threatened by the
conventional female domestic role, while for Anna, it is quite the opposite. In Siam, Anna fights
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to preserve her femininity and domestic autonomy in her professional role. For both, the melding
of their professional and maternal roles is intrinsic to their successful redemption of child/ren and
nation, and typical of the surrogate mother. (Like Leona, Anna is both an educated and an
affectionate woman. Unlike Leona, Anna is also a biological mother, but in many ways, this only
serves to emphasize the distinction of her new, surrogate mother role.) The precarity, as well as
the importance, of Anna’s femininity in this context is underscored by the Siamese insistence on
addressing her as “sir.” The inability of the Siamese to imagine a scientific female flatters U.S.
pride by ascribing to the West a liberal, more advanced attitude to gender roles. By the same
token, it also encourages the actual progress of such attitudes within the U.S.
And yet, the expanded conceptualization of the female realm of influence does not here
truly encompass science, but rather civic influence through the very traditionally feminine
domestic realm. The repeated references to “scientific” thinking prompt some familiar
dichotomies: female is to male what emotion is to science, and what East is to West. There is an
interesting reversal in having Anna, a feminine, emotive vehicle, bring masculine Western
modernity to the male leader of the feminized Orient. Rather than primarily characterizing Anna
as an educated woman in a man’s field, these references emphasize that her real “science” is that
of the heart—a traditionally “female” form of knowledge. Is feminine maternity the Trojan horse
to Western modernization, or is “scientific thinking” the Trojan horse to Western “feelings,” or
both at once? What is clear is that only the surrogate mother who successfully acts with ultimate
femininity (womanhood as defined by maternity), while preserving masculine education,
professionalism, and independence, in her disembodied version of motherhood (since not of her
body) resolves the dichotomy of feeling versus civilization/modernity.
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By insisting on the feminine space of the house as a way to remain independent, The
King and I reframes female independence to include domesticity. It is tempting to hear in Anna’s
request for twenty pounds a month and a house of her own—as Laura Donaldson does—
”Virginia Woolf’s prescription for women of five hundred pounds a year and a room of one’s
own.”162 There is an essential difference in the solitary room of an independent woman, and the
domestic house, emblematic of the nuclear family, yet here they rather ironically share the
signification of freedom and respect.163 Since, moreover, the Western domestic model is
liberating for Anna, it is also understood as liberating for the Siamese. Both U.S. and Siamese
political and cultural values are encapsulated by their respective domestic models: the intimate
nuclear family and the impersonal hierarchical dynasty. The domestically oriented arguments
between Anna and the King stand in for the competition between Western ideologies and Eastern
traditions. Because Anna is both “modern” in her surrogate mother chutzpah and explicitly
brought to Siam as part of the King’s conflicted efforts to modernize his country The King and I
taps into modernization theory through the sentimental lens of the reconstructed family.
Therefore, although the Siamese are portrayed as viewing Anna’s profession and assertiveness as
masculine, for U.S. audiences, she feminizes the task of modernizing Siam. She regenders the
masculine conquest of the East by the West into feminine liberation.
Skirts and Circles
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The musical’s joke about Anna’s dress—the childish Siamese idea that Anna must wear a
hoop skirt because she is shaped that way—provide a bodily example of basic human similarity
underneath the trappings of cultural difference. Anna (in an act surely not likely from a well-bred
woman of that era) lifts her skirt to reveal, not legs exactly, but “pantalettes,” which is close
enough to convince the Siamese women that she is indeed a woman like them.164 Anna’s
costuming of the King’s wives in similar hoop skirts for his dinner with English diplomats
prompts a number from the wives, “Western People Funny,” which attempts to dismiss cultural
difference by turning the tables on white audiences and pointing out that their cultural habits are
as unusual to the Thais, as Asian culture is to them. It gets right to the point with “To prove
we’re not barbarians/ They dress us up like savages!” and alludes to more nuanced (and
hypocritical?) critique with “They feel so sentimental/ About the oriental” yet the use of broken
English syntax in the refrain “Western People Funny” undermines the message.165 The song ends
up condescendingly recreating a “cute” stereotype of giggling Asian women, offering Western
audiences a critique of prejudice without upending their sense of superiority. The effect is
curious; as if the Mikado grew a social conscience.166 Further discussion of Anna’s dress and
what’s underneath immediately follows “Western People Funny.” The King scoffs at the
“useless” pretense of Anna’s “swollen skirt.” She explains that it is “symbolic”: “the circle
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within which a female is protected.”167 When the King asks if undergarments are also symbolic,
Anna gives the remarkably vague answer, “sometimes.”168 The scene leaves the King—and the
audience—contemplating the actual purpose of Western dress, as well as everything that lies
beneath Anna’s skirts.169
Anna’s skirt, which she herself has anointed a symbolically protective circle, transfers its
symbolism from Victorian womanhood to the surrogate family. As touched on in Chapter Two,
McConachie’s analysis of The King and I centers on the relationship of image schematae and
metaphors of containment to Cold War politics and U.S. military intervention in South East Asia,
applying the cognitive psychology of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson to the question of Cold
War U.S. Theatre (following his more wide-ranging monograph, he devotes a later article with
the same angle exclusively to Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “Oriental Musicals”: South Pacific,
The King and I, and Flower Drum Song).170 McConachie argues:
Anna occupies the center of the symbolic Family Circle in The King and I; as in typical
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cold war families, the nurturance and success of “her” children depend on Mom. Whereas
the primary metaphor of containment made the Family Circle legible and significant in
the musical, the schema of “part-whole” gave Anna preeminence within it. Simply put,
Anna is the usual “part” of the family that represents the “whole” of it. A dancing,
singing synecdoche, Anna often embodies in her actions the present and future good of
the King, the children, and herself as a family unit.171
Although McConachie does not discuss Anna’s skirt as a circle (aside from the observation
“[Gertrude] Lawrence’s hoop-skirted gowns contained her body and added masculine
forcefulness to her character’s brisk actions”) what clearer way to situate Anna as the
synecdochal center of the Family Circle than by visually turning her into a circle?172 (When she
is compelled by the King to literally sink to his level, the hoop skirt creates an especially obvious
circle, which—it might be noted—also resembles the globe itself.)173
Because there are so many of them, when the children cluster around Anna (as they often
do) they naturally form another circle. In the 1956 film of the musical, at one point the children
hold hands and encircle one of their mothers in imitation of Anna’s skirt—although the moment
places a Siamese woman and not Anna in the center of a circle, the two woman sway side by
side, drawing a direct comparison, with the children bodily replicating Anna’s cultural trappings
around the ethnic mother. (Jerome Robbins, who won a Donaldson Award for his “The Small
House of Uncle Thomas” ballet, also choreographed the film.) Here there are circles within
circles: Anna’s skirt, the circle of children around her, and the internationally encompassing
circle of U.S. maternal imperialism. McConachie sees in the image schematae of The King and I,
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the structural metaphor of containment guiding U.S. Cold War policy, but these circles which are
partly made up of East Asian children perhaps more closely represent the combined policies of
containment and integration that Klein argues governed the dominant cultural and political
mindset of the era.174 Anna’s skirt protects her and draws the children in. The surrogate mother’s
influence radiates out and encloses within.
The presence of these circles throughout The King and I highlight its similarity to The
Sound of Music—both encourage the repeated stage/screen image of an attractive white woman
surrounded by a ring of children—and in both she teaches the children about love and frees them
from a too stern paternalistic rule. They both contrast the circular figurations of the mother with
a linear paternally-mandated entry march, with the difference that when the Siamese children
enter “to the strains of a patrol,” they are deferent, not insolent.175 Slip-ups in this military-style
introduction, such as the little girl who “goes straight to her father, arms outstretched”
underscore that such behavior is not “natural” to children.176 The Sound of Music would be an
almost an exact transplant of The King and I from Asia to Austria, except that in The King and I
the romantic plot must remain subtextual and unresolved, and the oppressive regime and
oppressive father are literally one and the same. These similarities on the level of narrative,
character, and visual imagery in two of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s most popular musicals
within a single decade, suggest a more deeply-rooted phenomenon than creators repeating a
successful formula (though the success of the formula would be significant in itself), and
although McConachie does not include The Sound of Music, lend support to the idea that The
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King and I is part of a larger pattern of cognitive structures in symbiosis with cultural trends.
Pickaninnies, White Mothers and Uncle Tom’s Cabin
An obvious difference between The Sound of Music and The King and I is that the
children who encircle Maria are white, while those who surround Anna are not. The specific
image of a white woman surrounded by children of color may tap deeper into cultural
memory.177 Around the turn of the twentieth century, a popular Vaudeville format featured a
white female performer accompanied by a “pickaninny chorus.”178 There were two types of these
performances: one in which the leader donned blackface, often explicitly adopting the “mammy”
character; and one in which she remained white, often gorgeously attired, and refined in contrast
to her chorus. Both posited a maternal relationship. As Alison Kibler describes it: “The white
women leading pickaninny choruses became, in many ways, mammies onstage, relying on the
race relations that trapped the black mammy but reversing the racial and pseudo familiar roles by
becoming the surrogate mothers of black children.”179
Both the black-face caricature of “mammy” and the glamorous white mother
simultaneously evoked and subsumed in racial masquerade the exploitation of Black mothers,
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but of the two it is the latter who offers the clearest theatrical ancestor to the surrogate mother of
40s and 50s U.S. film and theatre. Performers like Ethel Whiteside and Mayme Remington were
praised for their attractive appearance and ability to manage their “lively” juvenile co-stars.180
Reviewers consistently emphasize the attractiveness of the chanteuses, frequently commenting
on their elegant outfits also, such as one who writes of Leona Thurber, “Miss Thurber dresses in
rare good taste and not at all flashily. She wore a black velvet spangled dress last week that must
have put an awful crimp in her bank account.”181 Adding to the allure of the white benefactress is
the illusion that these performances were not labor for the children; one reviewer writes of the
children in Thurber’s Orpheum show, “They caper and twist and pose and dance and do
acrobatic stunts, every one with a defiant grin of ‘You-have-got-to-like-us,’ which wins. We did
like them. […] The little blacks seem to enjoy their work as much as we enjoy watching
them.”182
The image of the white entertainers as guiding maternal figures extended off stage. As
Kibler notes, “publicity about some of the pickaninny acts emphasized the respectability of the
white women as well as their maternal authority over the young black performers.”183 One
particularly remarkable piece describes Thurber as a teacher and philanthropist. The interviewer
doesn’t dwell on the fact that Thurber’s original education of the children (which took place in
her dressing room) was to “escape the New York laws,” emphasizing instead her continued
interest and pride in their progress. The piece gives the impression that, without Thurber, these
children would be parentless: “Poor little kids—they have no one who cares particularly for them
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and I want to help them all I can.”184 Although the article is titled “Actress-Teacher,” “mother” is
the additionally implied role: “The second year the actress found that her erstwhile family had
outgrown her and she sought a new quartet. These, too, she taught with unceasing care. Whether
in or out of a state which compelled her to care for the children’s education, she did so for the
pure love of watching the mental development of the youngsters.”185 Other performers are
similarly characterized, with a report on Josephine Gassman evoking a cozy family scene: “[S]he
wrapped her pretty, plump, dimpled shoulders in an old shawl and cuddled down in a chair in her
dressing room… Then the trio of little pickaninnies whom she uses in her act cuddled down with
her.”186
I am not suggesting a direct line from these turn of the century performances to the
success of the mid-century surrogate mother—they played, of course, to different audiences—
but I do think it is entirely possible that this earlier theatrical image of a white mother surrounded
by Black children embedded in collective cultural memory in a way that helped its new iteration
feel “right.” A noteworthy connection too can be found in the centrality of Uncle Tom’s Cabin in
the musical, if one considers—as many, such as Jayna Brown and film historian Donald Bogle,
do—that Topsy is the quintessential “pickaninny.”187 Although there are unfortunately no
available visual records of these acts in performance, at least one publicity image shows Ethel
Whiteside and her chorus in various characterizations; her figure is the largest, placed center, and
surrounded by children, one of whom is an iconic Topsy.188 There is perhaps more to the Cold
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War musical’s revival of Beecher-Stowe’s 1852 text and visual echo of the pickaninny choruses
than the narrative’s explicit analogy between U.S. slavery and abolition and the Siamese harem.
The “pickaninny” of the early 20th century and that of its later decades are both products of their
era’s imperialist expansions.
Brown describes the initial significance of the pickaninny in colonialist discourse:
Mid- [19th] century, ideas of the black child and the childlike races from abolitionist,
Christian, and scientific discourses shaped the course and tactics of much sentimental
fiction. Picaninnies were an integral part of the domestic space of the (imaginary)
southern plantation. Unlike the primitive races Europeans were subduing in far away
places, African Americans were internal colonial subjects, not only geographically, in the
public spheres of nation and colony, but also within the “private” sphere of the home and
family.189
Post-abolition, at the turn of the 20th Century, the performances of white or light-skinned
chanteuses with dark skinned child choruses remained in demand, with the picaninny no longer a
slave character, but “rearticulated as a colonial subject” during “this period of intense British
empire building as well as European and American colonial expansion.”190 As the pickaninny
“grew even more to represent all the ‘childlike races’ of the colonies,” “[p]opular iconography,
especially in children’s literature, blended plantation myths of the black child with colonial
imaginings.”191 The resonant return of the pickaninny character—and the accompanying white
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surrogate mother—in another period of U.S. expansion therefore magnifies the infantilization of
the Siamese in The King and I and belies Cold War attempts to distinguish the “rescue” of
Southeast Asia from an ongoing imperialist mission.
The pickaninny choruses also lay bare the historic perturbation of the very notion of “the
family.” In a theatrical Freudian slip, the white woman surrounded by black children illustrates
the national open secret of miscegenation resulting from chattel slavery, at the same time as she
shields the white father/master from view.192 As Brown articulates it:
Slavery blurred the lines between sexual consent and coercion. There were to be official
and unofficial versions of family, those practices that would be recognized and recorded
by history and those that would be denied on paper. In these forms of popular
performance, earlier understandings of such official and unofficial worlds were carried
forward into the choreographies of contact and proximity between the races in the postreconstruction era.193
While the light-skinned Black singer offered her own skin as visual evidence of miscegenation in
contrast to the darker skin of her child chorus, the white singer both evoked and denied the racial
mixing embedded in U.S. plantation history, since she replaces the white plantation owner and
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his slaves with the figure of the white teacher and her “eager black pupils”—“a standard
configuration in popular abolitionist and feminist literature and children’s primers.” Acting as a
mother, yet seeming not to be, she is an obvious ancestor of the mid-20th century surrogate
mother.194
The parallels between Brown’s observations and the anxieties underpinning the surrogate
mother of the forties and fifties are striking. The white teacher/mother in popular performance
metonymically evokes colonial expansion, while also troubling the concept of the U.S. nuclear
family at two periods in U.S. history when the nation’s relationship to the rest of the world was
in a state of transformation that provoked uncomfortable consideration of race relations within
the country. While the bond between Anna and the children evokes a heart-warming inclusivity,
in the musical’s replication of the pickaninny chorus and its ties to early colonialism, it
reinforces an orientalist infantilization of non-white characters.195 However lovingly, Anna
enacts the white heroine’s supplantation of indigenous parents in a symbolic justification of U.S.
military presence in Southeast Asia during the Cold War period and shields audiences from the
bloody consequences of this presence, particularly in the Korean War (1950-53), as well as the
early stages of the Vietnam War (1955-75).196
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Nor can the expanded prominence of Uncle Tom’s Cabin in the musical be considered a
casual allusion to a popular text, and the intersecting themes of surrogate motherhood, race, the
woman’s view, and U.S. imperialism merely coincidental. An emblematic U.S. text, Uncle
Tom’s Cabin has nonetheless fallen in and out of favor. Partially, but still uncomfortably
rehabilitated today, massively popular and influential at the time of publication in 1852
(outselling the bible), James Baldwin’s scathing 1949 critique ushered in an era, alongside the
Black civil rights movement, in which “Uncle Tom” became a derogatory slur, and the novel a
sentimental and racially obtuse embarrassment.197 Despite its minor presence in Landon’s novel,
therefore, the choice in 1951 to make Beecher Stowe’s novel the central emblem in opposition to
the tyranny of slavery and the harem in Siam, invites pause (especially considering that the
offensive stereotypes of Topsy and Tom owe more to its dramatization than the novel itself).198
Not only is its inclusion in the musical contemporaneous with its increasingly dubious
status as an anti-racist text, but it also precedes its “rehabilitation within feminist circles” as a
“monumental effort to recognize culture from the women’s point of view.”199 Yet the musical’s
play within a play draws its force as a protest piece from the very aspect that Baldwin so reviled
in the original—its feminine sentimentality. Jane Tompkins describes Uncle Tom’s Cabin as the
“most dazzling exemplar” of sentimental literature that “elaborated a myth that gave women the
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central position of power and authority in the culture” by which the central position of the home
is not a “narcissistic” retreat, but “the prerequisite of world conquest, defined as the reformation
of the human race through proper care and nurturing of its young.”200 Its presence in The King
and I, therefore, not only uses an iconic U.S. abolitionist text to condemn Siam’s slave system,
but appropriately resurrects a feminine perspective—notably giving the most attention to devoted
mother Eliza—to push for national reform and female autonomy.201
But the surrogate mother does not simply resurrect these 19th century figures and their
associated ideologies wholesale. While it is true that the surrogate mother’s “blueprint for
colonizing the world in the name of the family state” (as Tompkins describes the vision of the
home in Stowe’s text) remains situated in the white, middle-class family, it is not quite as
“racially stable” as the nineteenth century model.202 The surrogate mother is inherently
disruptive of the genetically defined family, and therefore also the racially defined family (and,
as we have seen in Tomorrow, the religiously defined family). She is also more secular than the
Christian mother of the previous century, and she troubles the question of family and race in
related but different ways to the picaninny chorus. Instead of the genetically—but not
officially—related family group subversively suggested by these vaudeville acts, Anna and her
chorus of Siamese children suggest an emotionally—but not genetically—related family. The

Tompkins, “Sentimental Power: Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the Politics of Literary History,” 98; qtd in Donaldson,
“‘The King and I’ in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, or on the Border of the Women’s Room,” 58.
201
Donaldson identifies the Quakeress Rachel Halliday as the nineteenth century “moral mother” in Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, but in the context of The King and I it is courageous Eliza who fights for freedom (Halliday is altogether
forgotten in the play-within-a-play). Little white Eva could be seen as a miniature surrogate mother to Topsy, but
rather demonstrates the transformation of the nineteenth century redeeming angel child into the mid-twentieth
century, earthlier surrogate mother of the texts under discussion here. “‘The King and I’ in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, or
on the Border of the Women’s Room,” Cinema Journal 29, no. 3 (1990): 58, https://doi.org/10.2307/1225180.
202
See Tracy Fessneden in response to Tompkins. Donaldson also remarks, “Stowe and feminist critics such as
Tompkins fail to acknowledge how this important and necessary reevaluation of women’s (white middle-class)
culture becomes complicitous with oppressive ideologies of race and class.” Tompkins, “Sentimental Power: Uncle
Tom’s Cabin and the Politics of Literary History,” 98; Tracy Fessenden, Culture and Redemption: Religion, the
Secular, and American Literature (Princeton University Press, 2011), 132; Donaldson, “‘The King and I’ in Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, or on the Border of the Women’s Room,” 59.
200
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surrogate mother illustrates an evolution from the genetic determinism at the heart of debates
about universal education and race in the nineteenth century, and the cultural determinism
embraced by statesmen, cultural advocates, and social workers alike in the forties and fifties.
And yet, the whiteness of the surrogate mother and continued infantilization of racial Others on
full display in The King and I recall a colonial impulse with firm roots in the past. I would also
argue that her whiteness and elegance furthermore expose an uneasy relationship with the
country’s domestic racial history, ghosted in the visual recall of the picaninny chorus and the
pointed absence of black surrogate mothers.203
The two polar images of the U.S.—the “land of the free” and the land from which Topsy
“juz grew”—reveal an underlying tension in surrogate mother narratives. Anna and her Siamese
children in The King and I embody the global family and the inherent notion that we are all alike
under the skin (under the skirts), almost literally schooling Southeast Asia on democratic
egalitarianism, while simultaneously recalling the U.S.’s own inegalitarian sins. Perhaps
unintentionally, the shame and anxiety surrounding the U.S.’s racist past and present slips into
this celebration of U.S. ideals. As contradictory as the invocation of U.S. racial abuses may seem
to the image of the surrogate mother as democratic redeemer, it is a reminder that the character is
not a straightforward propagandistic tool. Beginning in the World War II period and increasingly
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The film Imitation of Life (1959), starring Juanita Moore and Lana Turner and directed by Douglas Sirk, is a rare
possible exception to the prevailing whiteness of surrogate mothers, though even there Moore’s character is not
youthful or beautiful like her white counterparts (highlighted in contrast to Turner’s role as a glamorous actress).
One of the seemingly white children she mothers is her own mixed-race child (played by Lupita Tovar who is of
Mexican, Jewish, and Irish descent). I suspect that the whiteness of the surrogate mother (due also, of course, to the
continued dearth of leading roles for non-white actors) reveals a reluctance either to recall or to dismantle the
Mammy stereotype. Although from an earlier period, the profound anxiety surrounding Black mothers as illustrated
in Micki McElya’s account of the 1916 legal furor over a white girl, Marjorie Delbridge, who was removed by a
Chicago juvenile court judge from her African American adoptive mother, Camilla Jackson retains its relevance.
McElya explores how the judge and the press consistently referred to Jackson as Marjorie’s “mammy,” despite the
fact that Marjorie called her “mother.” Clinging to Mammy: The Faithful Slave in Twentieth-Century America
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2007), http://site.ebrary.com/id/10312765.
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culturally resonant in the Cold War period, the surrogate mother—affectionate yet professional,
domestic yet not domesticated, timeless in her motherly impulse, yet modern in how she acts on
it—provided U.S. audiences with a sentimental frame through which to view the nation’s
responsibility to the rest of the world. She is a product of contemporary domestic and global
tensions, as well as an agent in producing a global imaginary that reconciles U.S. imperialism
with liberal ideals.
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Conclusion
The surrogate mother is a cultural phenomenon whose prevalence and distinctive status in
U.S. popular theatre and film from 1939-1963 has not been sufficiently acknowledged. Analysis
of exemplary texts, when placed in the context of the World War II and Cold War zeitgeist—the
internal social, cultural, and political shifts of those decades, as well as the high stakes
international outlook—reveals the surrogate mother to be a potent cultural agent and product in a
fundamental revisioning of both the family and the nation. The surrogate mother’s appearance as
a romantic heroine coincides with and contributes to a distancing of motherhood from biological
imperatives in agreement with an emphasis on environment in psychology, social work, and
parenting guides, and the increasing acceptance and desire for adoption, and in firm opposition to
Nazi eugenicism and the perceived break-down of the loving nuclear family under Communism.
She acts, moreover, as a Democratic savior, simultaneously modeling for individual U.S. citizens
the integrational potential of the constructed family (metaphoric and literal) and providing a
flattering personification of the nation in a version of imperialism framed as maternal
intervention, encouraging on both levels an affective investment in U.S. expansion, while quietly
troubling the question of stalled racial integration within the U.S.
Change was essentially thrust upon the U.S. in the 1940s and a source of fear in the
1950s. But the surrogate mother embodies a progressive model for change that is reassuringly
incorporated into the time-honored structure of family. Auntie Mame is simultaneously deeply
nostalgic and anti-nostalgic. Despite the 1930s setting, in their preface to the published script of
Mame, Jerome Lawrence and Robert Lee highlight Mame’s essential, if paradoxical, modernity,
proclaiming, “Mame refuses to be imaginary! She is not a fondly Remembered Mama or a
Matchmaker going back to the gaslights of Fourteenth Street.” They allude too to the regressive,

difference-fearing culture of the era in which she was created (and recreated): “the Year of the
Mole.”1 Her mothering of Patrick reveals the chaos of Mame’s bohemian life to be merely a
fabulous flurry around the basic virtues of love and acceptance. Patrick’s bland potential in-laws,
however, who surround themselves with faux art and the trappings of respectability, are nothing
but bigots with no emotional core. Mame’s “chosen family” (which includes Ito, Nora, Vera, and
Lindsay, as well as Patrick) are, it is implied, a truer family than the Upsons who guard their
biological and social “purity” so closely. The novel, play, film, and musical infer parallels
between the progressive/prejudiced tensions of the past and of the present—presenting the
Upsons as a distasteful portrait of conservative politics and suggesting that modernity in the form
of free-thinking acceptance, and embodied by Mame, is, in fact, a U.S. tradition.
South Pacific likewise questions contemporary U.S. ideology through an engagement
with the past; in this case, in the form of Old-World European Emile and his mixed-race children
in the semi-utopian—and therefore timeless, or in an Orientalizing formulation, “ancient”—
world of Polynesia.2 Nellie possesses the trappings of modernity associated with the U.S. and
particularly expressed through popular music, but Emile forces her to confront the backwardness
of her Little Rock racism. Nellie and Emile’s blended family also suggests a future for the U.S.
as an imperial power in the Pacific that can be achieved through integrationist politics. At the
same time, the musical implies that white America—like Nellie—must confront and correct its
racism if it is to be the Leader of the Free World as claimed. Through the surrogate mother, the
changing future can be secured within the sentimental frame of the nuclear family.
Because she can be both a mother and not, and because her family is formed by

1

Mame (New York: Random House, 1967), v–vi.
James Michener was inspired by an incident that took place on the island of Espiritu Santu in Vanuatu. The movie
was filmed on location on the Hawaiian island of Kauai.
2
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emotional not genetic ties, the surrogate mother counters each of the two demons of U.S.
American culture as expressed by Philip Wylie at the time: Momism and Whitemanism. Wylie
coined the terms and propelled them into popular discourse, but the concerns themselves, which
form the critical counterpoint to two major and interrelated cultural obsessions, were not
confined to a sole commentator.3 Momism is an explicit reaction to the exaggerated adoration of
mothers that took hold in the 1940s (the focus is primarily on Mom’s effect on young men,
which suggests a Freudian component, but also a particular concern with the troops) and
continued into the domestic wave of the 1950s. Whitemanism is more in line with the dominant
discourse—and indeed is coined in a book written under an apparent commission from
Washington—condemning those Americans who would mar international relations through their
cultural insensitivity, even as they are encouraged to forge an interest in other nations by
traveling and travelogues (like Wylie’s text in which it appears).4 The anxiety over cultural
diplomacy expressed in Wylie’s The Innocent Ambassadors and the hit novel by William J.
Lederer and Eugene Burdick, The Ugly American (1958, adapted to film in 1963), sidesteps
somewhat the related and equally important concern of Whitemanism/outright racism at home.
Liberals and Black Americans were, however, very aware that U.S. racism made Communism
look better and the U.S. look worse.
The surrogate mother deflects those critiques. The heroines of Penny Serenade, Blossoms
in the Dust, The Sound of Music, Auntie Mame, South Pacific, and The King and I are all white,
yet their surrogate children need not be (they are, in all except two texts, but the potential for

3

As Rebecca Jo Plant notes, although many developments in the evolution of motherhood can be seen as part of the
history of larger trans-Atlantic trends, in the United States, “the transformation of motherhood was unusual, perhaps
even exceptional, to the extent that it was fueled by an assault on the figure of the moral mother.” Mom: The
Transformation of Motherhood in Modern America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 14.
4
Wylie and his wife visit their daughter in Hawaii, but Wylie reveals to his wife and readers that the continuation of
the trip onto Asia was requested by some secretive Washington operatives. Philip Wylie, The Innocent Ambassadors
(New York: Rinehart & Co., 1957), 31.
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interracial families is still inherent in each). They are all mothers, yet only by virtue of their
selfless enactment of good motherhood. Characters like Edna, Leona, Maria, and Anna satisfy
the desire for feminine maternity in their loving care for children (all of whom require rescue
from the absence and/or abuse of literal and symbolic fathers—the latter include senators,
Hitler—twice—the titular “King,” and, subtextually, perhaps also the British Empire). And yet,
their motherhood is informed by biological distance. They answer the call to motherhood
because they are needed, and, in answering it, see more clearly the intelligent and compassionate
parenting needed than either Moms or patriarchs can. They also demonstrate a vocational
independence achieved through motherhood. With the possible exception of Maria, whose
doomed careers as nun and governess are simply subsumed into marriage and motherhood, none
of them sacrifices a career for motherhood. Not only this, but for all four a larger purpose—with
political implications—is realized rather than suppressed by domesticity. The bildungsroman
structure of these texts merges the typical romantic conclusion with a more autonomous form of
maturity, achieved in the fulfillment of vocational as well as sentimental ambitions. Women in
literature are often bearers of religious salvation, but these women bring ideological salvation.
And, in the cases of Edna and Anna, at least, they instigate concrete legal and regime reform.
Mame, Leona, and Nellie explicitly challenge racial and religious prejudice. Edna, and
the Mame of the musical, also challenge prejudice towards “unwed mothers” (previously
believed to be capable of genetically passing on their evident “feeblemindedness”). Julie is less
politicized, and yet, this early romanticization of an adoption narrative is part of the cultural
groundswell that established the constructed or blended family as a U.S. institution. Anna, for
her part, models U.S./Asian integration, as she and her surrogate Siamese children “get to
know”—and love—each other. The rejection of genetic determinism and the embrace of cultural
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integration opposes Whitemanism, even as Whitewomanism infantilizes the very people whom
the surrogate mother encourages audiences to embrace into the U.S family.
The surrogate mother has for a long time continued to work through unsettling issues in
20th and 21st century performances of self-constructed families, although her comparative
ubiquity and embedded significance in 1939-1963 clearly brackets a particular cultural moment.
By 1963, when Betty Friedan helped propel second-wave feminism with the publication of The
Feminine Mystique and the assassination of President of John F. Kennedy stunned the nation
(soon to be followed by those of Malcolm X. and Martin Luther King Jr.), alongside a
burgeoning disillusionment with the Vietnam War, the surrogate mother’s mediation of
progressive liberalism and internationalism within the sentimental frame of family would no
longer hold the same potency, though—like all such characters—having played her most vital
role, she has entered into the signifying cultural vocabulary of popular entertainment.
On Broadway, Ragtime is a rare but notable example of a post-1963 surrogate mother
narrative. The musical, with music by Stephen Flaherty, lyrics by Lynn Ahrens, and a book by
Terrence McNally, debuted on Broadway in 1998 and was revived in 2009.5 Opening with a
portrait of the quintessential WASP family, Ragtime concludes with the integration of whites,
blacks, and Jews into a single family when Mother (who is white, and evocatively unnamed)
marries Jewish Taveh and adopts the Black son of Coalhouse and Sarah; it is an exemplary
surrogate mother narrative.6 Generally, however, Broadway and theatre has moved in other
directions, and while the 2018 Mary Poppins Returns indicates some continued appetite for

The show is based on a 1975 novel of the same name by E.L. Doctorow and had its world première at Toronto’s
Ford Centre for the Performing Arts in 1996.
6
See Rick Simas, “Ragtime (Review),” Theatre Journal 50, no. 4 (December 1, 1998): 540–42,
https://doi.org/10.1353/tj.1998.0124. Tateh’s idea for a film series about a friendly gang of children from different
races, inspired by his new family, made possible by Mother’s actions, reflexively signals the cultural work the
musical is engaged in.
5
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surrogate mother stories (and nostalgia) in film, they are no longer a mainstay.7
The surrogate mother has predominantly migrated to television, which has arguably
supplanted theatre and film as the dominant middlebrow medium of popular culture and
sentimentality. Practically since television’s inception, the staple of U.S. popular culture, the
family drama, has beamed into suburban living rooms, providing a fictional mirror image of the
rooms in which the set itself stands, and inviting the notion that U.S. families could gather to
watch other families, just a little different from their own. And while conventional families are a
dominant presence on the small screen, the surrogate mother’s intervention into the preexisting
trope is also apparent. A number of shows from the 1970s to 1990s reveal a fascination with
blended or unconventional families (with The Brady Bunch and My Three Sons paving the way
for Diff’rent Strokes, Webster, Sister, Sister, and Step by Step, to name only a few).8
In the early 21st century, the family drama underwent a resurgence and the spirit of “our
family is what we make it” embodied by the surrogate mother remains a guiding mythology. In
TV shows like The Fosters, centered around the Adams Fosters, with not just one, but two
mothers—mixed-race Lena and white Stef—as well as Stef’s biological son, two Latinx adopted
children, and two fostered, then adopted children (one of whom realizes that he is gay at young
age, and the other of whom enters into a relationship with a trans man), the familiar format, the
gloss of the conventionally beautiful protagonists, and the idealized setting allow more
challenging contemporary issues such as racism, immigration, homosexuality, gender identity,
juvenile detention, and (naturally) the foster-care system to be resolved through the reassuring

7

Rob Marshall, Mary Poppins Returns (Walt Disney Productions, 2018).
“The Brady Bunch” (Paramount Television, 1974 1969); “My Three Sons” (CBS Television, 1972 1960);
“Diff’rent Strokes” (Tandem Productions, 1986 1978); “Webster” (Paramount Television, 1989 1983); “Sister,
Sister” (Paramount Television, 1999 1994); “Step by Step” (Warner Bros., 1998 1991).
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mythology of a loving, bonded family.9 The Adams Fosters, guided by two surrogate mothers,
make the unconventional conventional. The show celebrates diversity and inclusion, framing
liberal values as true to traditional U.S. values—the same mechanism as earlier surrogate mother
narratives. Others, such as Parenthood, This is Us, and (in comedy) Modern Family similarly
emphasize an eclectic collectivity in chosen and biological families, while mediating potentially
touchy issues of the moment, although the surrogate mother is more part of an overarching theme
than the central romantic heroine as she is in the forties and fifties.10
These television shows are as easily disdained by highbrow critics as their middlebrow
surrogate mother predecessors were. Yet it would be a mistake to dismiss the cultural work
performed by such texts in either era. The mainstreaming of one-time marginal ideas and
marginalized people through entertainment and sentiment is an essential correlate, or even
precursor, to discernable “real-world” change. This is, in Theodor Adorno’s terms, the
“unofficial model” overlapping with the “official” one in the artifacts of the culture industry, or,
in John Fiske’s, the “inviting terrain” for “semiotic resistance” that provides an important frisson
essential to the work’s appeal, but is also the spark for more profound and concrete change
within the culture at large.11 The element of fantasy common to such texts—however conflicted
and inconsistent it is (or even because it is conflicted and inconsistent) and as “unserious” is it
seems—does not exist alongside their political aspect (which, for Fiske, is inherent in all popular
culture), but is inextricable from it.12 The shaping and reflection of cultural forces evident in

“The Fosters” (Freeform, 2018 2013).
“Parenthood” (NBC, 2015 2010); “This Is Us” (NBC, 2016); “Modern Family” (ABC, 2009). The shows’ titles
underline their guiding theme; The Fosters puns on becoming part of the family (and acquiring the family name)
through fostering/adoption, while This is Us suggests that “us” is also “U.S.,” and Modern Family makes clear the
show’s premise that the contemporary family looks “different” and is more complex (the picture frame motif of the
opening credits underscores this message).
11
Adorno, Culture Industry, 181; Fiske and Jenkins, The John Fiske Collection, 1–2.
12
Fiske is, of course, not alone in discussing the political potency of fantasy. Fiske and Jenkins, The John Fiske
Collection, 124–25; Mulvey, Visual and Other Pleasures, 43; Polan, Power and Paranoia, 303.
9
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popular performances of surrogate motherhood from 1939 to 1963 provides an especially clear
illustration of the degree to which fictional characters influence and engage with the interior and
exterior lives of their audiences.
The shows mentioned above—and others like them—have not disappeared, but are
increasingly eclipsed by more cynical, disenchanted portrayals of family and motherhood.
Graffiti spotted on a publicity poster for the film, Instant Family, reading, “stop making white
saviors the center of adoption stories,” suggests that in 2018 audiences had tired of certain
surrogate mother tropes.13 Politically, the white maternal savior has lost her validity. Not only
has cultural awareness around the familiar image shifted, but since 2016, the Trump
administration has drastically diverged from any benevolent family metaphors in international
relations. Birtherism, anti-immigration, and an aggressive, combative stance over trade and
militia are utterly incompatible with the surrogate mother mythos. Pearl Buck’s advocation of
“key children” is in near direct opposition to the current administration’s fearmongering over
“anchor babies.”
There is, instead, an uncanny echo of the decades preceding the era of the surrogate
mother in the eugenicism currently fueling the frightening rise in white supremacism and
attempted immigration bans. In 1916, Madison Grant published The Passing of the Great Race.
A year later Congress overrode President Woodrow Wilson’s veto of a ban on immigration from
Asian and Middle Eastern countries. In 1919, with Republicans controlling the house, Albert
Johnson became chair of the committee on immigration, and Harry Laughlin its “expert eugenics
agent.” Eugenicist alarmism culminated in the Immigration Act of 1924.14 Could this be the past

13

Image courtesy of Ashley Marinaccio, 11/26/2018.
Adam Serwer, “White Nationalism’s Deep American Roots,” The Atlantic, April 2019,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/04/adam-serwer-madison-grant-white-nationalism/583258/.
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to which some look to “make America great again”?
Most of the U.S. quickly—willfully—forgot how celebrated figures like Grant were after
the nation’s entry into WWII. But, as journalist Adam Serwer writes in “White Nationalism’s
Deep American Roots,” “not because the country had grappled with his vision’s dangerous
appeal and implications. Reflexive recoil was more like it: When Nazism reflected back that
vision in grotesque form, wartime denial set in.”15 Serwer quotes historian Jonathan Peter Spiro,
who describes the U.S. about-face in these terms: “Even though the Germans had been directly
influenced by Madison Grant and the American eugenics movement, when we fought Germany,
because Germany was racist, racism became unacceptable in America. Our enemy was racist;
therefore we adopted antiracism as our creed.”16
The “strange kind of historical amnesia” that “has obscured the American lineage of this
white-nationalist ideology” highlights the cultural and historical significance of the surrogate
mother. An absolute embodiment of anti-eugenicist views (in principal, if not always in the
portrayal of non-white characters), the surrogate mother marks an important suspension in the
mobilization of genetics to promote U.S. racist ideologies. The power of her constructed and
inclusive family to project a U.S. that has always been at its heart a proudly “mongrel” nation of
free-spirited self-made men and women is evidenced in the shock now felt in the realization that,
as Andrea DenHoed writes in a 2016 piece, declarations such as that by a senator for Alabama in
a debate over the Immigration Act of 1924, moaning, “We are coming to a pitiful pass in this
great country when it is unpopular to speak the English language, the American language,”
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Serwer.
Spiro is the author of Defending the Master Race: Conservation, Eugenics, and the Legacy of Madison Grant
(2009). Adam Serwer, “White Nationalism’s Deep American Roots,” The Atlantic, April 2019,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/04/adam-serwer-madison-grant-white-nationalism/583258/.
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“might have been taken from yesterday’s paper.”17 The affective power of cultural artifacts like
those discussed throughout this dissertation is such that the national identity has been so
effectively revisioned that, aside from a generally accepted, vague progress narrative from
prejudice to tolerance (now in danger of retrenchment), the specific area that the surrogate
mother reinvents—genetic justifications for oppression and exclusion—is “surprisingly absent
from the common conception of the country’s past […] It’s clearly from another time, but, […] it
also seems to come from another country. This is not how we talk about ourselves.”18
Even those surrogate mother texts that don’t appear to engage with race are a vital part of
this cultural reformulation. The practically automatic designation of single mothers as
“feebleminded” or “morons,” the claimed correlation of such deficiencies with heightened
sexuality and fertility (“differential fecundity”), and their frequent institutionalization and
sterilization in the decades just prior to the surrogate mother’s emergence throw into relief the
radical intervention romantic narratives of adoption made in how the offspring of such women
were viewed.19 The rehabilitated adoption narrative of the surrogate mother generally opens the
way to a more compassionate view of single mothers, while it does also convey lingering
negative connotations of a too robust fertility in women, which, of course, the surrogate mother
easily eludes. Julie’s babies “like no other,” Edna’s crusade, and her special relationship with

“The Forgotten Lessons of the American Eugenics Movement,” The New Yorker, April 27, 2016,
https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/the-forgotten-lessons-of-the-american-eugenics-movement.
18
DenHoed.
19
The notion of “differential fecundity” was still considered valid enough for investigation in the earlier years of my
1939-1963 timeframe. The 1927 Supreme Court Case Buck v. Bell, which centered on “unfit mother,” Carrie Buck,
in an 8–1 decision, made forced sterilization for eugenic purposes legal in the United States. Despite the cooling off
of U.S. eugenics when the U.S. entered the war (a one-sided disassociation--the case was cited in by the defense at
Nuremberg), states did not begin repealing the law until the sixties and seventies; Buck v. Bell has still not been
overturned. Hornell Hart, “Familial Differential Fecundity,” Journal of the American Statistical Association 20, no.
149 (1925): 25–30, https://doi.org/10.2307/2277431; Barbara S. Burks, “Social Promotion in Relation to
Differential Fecundity,” Human Biology 13, no. 1 (1941): 103–13; Adam Cohen, Imbeciles: The Supreme Court,
American Eugenics, and the Sterilization of Carrie Buck (New York: Penguin Press, 2017); DenHoed, “The
Forgotten Lessons of the American Eugenics Movement.”
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Tony wipe clean, however, any thoughts of inheritable traits from hopeless biological mothers
(who may themselves be victims of circumstance). The surge in adoption during and following
World War II cannot be extricated from the reframing of constructed families as simultaneously
heroic and salvationary, and deeply U.S. American.
In 1939-1963, as the romantic heroine of a significant number of popular U.S. plays,
films and musicals, by drawing together tradition and modernity, domesticity and independence,
national identity and integration, and constructing a family “of choice,” the surrogate mother
reframed the family—and the national—portrait. Unifying the national mother, the modern
woman, and the self-made man in a single character, she is truly “as American as motherhood
and apple pie.”20 Her prevalence and evident resonance in this period mark a significant cultural
transition. For the moment, the surrogate mother continues to resonate, though more quietly, in
the cultural, social, and political institutions of the U.S., but the immediate cultural climate
suggests the national portrait may be in the midst of another significant reframing. How the
surrogate mother will adapt—which aspects of her will prove resistant, or resurgent with
contemporary shifts, and which will meld themselves to cultural forces—remains to be seen.

Sonnam, “Motherhood and Apple Pie,” Making Heads or Tails of Idioms (blog), February 21, 2012,
https://makingheadsortailsofidioms.com/2012/02/21/motherhood-and-apple-pie/.
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